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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION • 
The Government of Maharashtra by its Resolution No. TCM. 1067/ 

122181-TEX, dated the 29th September 1967, appointed this Committee. 
The relevant extract from the Government Resolution stating the composi
tion of the Committee and its terms of reference is reproduced below :-

" The Cotton Textile Industry is one of the oldest in Maharashtra 
and accounts for nearly ?Jrd of the country's capacity both in industry 
as well as in employment. As far back as in 1958, a Committee was 
appointed by the Government of India to make a rapid study of the 
problems facing the industry and suggest remedial measures, and also 
to examine the need for modernisation and rationalisation and suggest 
proposals for carrying out the programme. The Committee made many 
useful suggestions, but it would appear that not all of them could be 
implemented in a vigorous and satisfactory manner. Of late many 
units in Maharashtra have been facing several problems of management 
and finance and many have had to close down causing thereby fall in the 
production of an essential commodity and reduction in employment. 
Government had tried to meet the situation by various ad-hoc measures, 
but these have not met the situation completely. Government is, there
fore, pleased to appoint a Committee of the ensuing which shall consist 
of:-

Chairman 

Members 

Shri S. V. Kogekar. 

(1) Shri S. A. Kher. 

(2) Shri I. B. Dutt. 

Shri A. J. R. Gonsalves, Textile Officer, 
Industries & Labour Department, 
Secretary. 

2. The Committee shall,-

(i) examine fully the present situation of the cotton textile 
industry in the State in all its aspects and (ii) make a report to the 
Government on the-

(a) Reasons for its present state and 
(b) Measures to be taken to put it on an even keel. 

3. The Committee is not restricted by the above terms which are 
advisably kept broad and may go into any .other relevant matter and 
make its recommendations. 

4. The Committee shall complete its investigations and make its 
report within a period of six months from the date of this Resolution. 

5. The Committee may visit such places as it considers neces
sary and record the evidence of such persons as it considers necessary" . 

. ..,., 
1.2. The Committee held its first sittings on the 25th and 26th October 

1967 for preliminary discussions on the scope of and procedure for the 
enquiry. The Committee decided to elicit public opinion on the problems 
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facing the cotton textile industry in tJ;le State,_ ~nd. issued a. press note on 
27th October 1967, which was given Wide publicity m the daily newspa~ers. 
Thereafter copies of the press note were ~so _separately_ s~nt to the vanous 
mill-owners' associations powerloom orgamsatlons, associations of the cotton 
textile industry and tr;de, and various labour union~ all over the . State. 
A copy of the press note is at Annexure II. The Comnu~tee thereaft7r ISsued 
a brief questionnaire, divided into two part~ for. co~ectmg factual informa
tion about the industry, to all the cotton textile mills m the State. A copy of 
this questionnaire is at Annexure III. 

1.3. The Committee visited the main centres of the textile industry in 
the State and had fruitful discussions with representatives of the industry and 
labour at these places, as well as with the handloom and pow~rloom 
interests wherever possible. The Committee also met the rel?resentative~ of 
the Millowners' Association, Bombay, the Indian Cotton Mills FederatiOn, 
the various labour unions and some individuals connected with the industry 
at Bombay. Lists showing the centres visited and individuals and re~resenta
tives of industry, trade and labour who appeared before the Comnuttee are 
at Annexures IV and V. The Committee received a number of detailed 
memoranda on different aspects of the industry. A list of their senders is 
given at Annexure VI. 65 mill companies representing 80 mills sent in their 
replies to the questionnaire though a few of them were incomplete in some 
respects. -Their list is at Annexure VII. 

1.4. The collection of factual data and the detailed analysis of the 
published accounts for five selected years pertaining to mill companies took 
longer than was originally expected, and the Committee had to request 
Government for an extension of its time limit. Government was accordingly 
pleased to sanction an extension of the period for the submission of the 
Committee's report by four and a half months. 

1.5. As the deliberations of the Committee progressed it was evident 
that the industry posed a number of difficult problems. The Committee's 
approach has been to view the various aspects ·of the industry-the supply 
of cotton, labour, powerlooms, co-operative spinning units and priviate and 
Government mills-as parts of an integrated whole, each contributing a vital 
element to the total picture of the cotton textile industry in this State. It is 
with this approach that the Committee has analysed the problems affecting 
the various sectors and suggested remedial action. The Committee has not 
thought it necessary to extend its enquiry to the handloom sector in the State 
as it is a separate subject by itself and the Committee would not have been 
able to do justice to it within the time at its disposal. 

1.6. The Committee is grateful to the various mill interests, the Indian 
Cotton Mills Federation, the Millowners' Association, Bombay, the Maha
rashtra State Co-operative Marketing Federation and the representatives of 
powe!loom. organisations and labour as well as individuals who replied to our 
questionnaire, sent memoranda or met the Committee and shared their views 
and suggestions with it. The Committee is also thankful to the officers of 
the _Co-operative Marketing Department (Cotton) and the Department of 
Agriculture (Cotton Development), Poona, for their discussions with the 
Commit~ee. Gratef1;1l . acknowledgll}ent is due to the State Bureau· of 
Econonucs and Statistics for prepanng the map appended to this Report. 
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1.7. The Committee is thankful to the State Government and 
particularly to Shri S. V. Bhave, Secretary . to the Government of 
Maharashtra, Industries and Labour Depattineri~, for their constant help in 
many ways in the Committee's work. The burden of the Secretarial work of 
the Committee which also included the specialised task of analysing a· large. 
number of balance sheets of mill companies in the State was very competently 
borne by Shri A. J. R. Gonsalves, Textile Officer, Government of Maha-
rashtra and Secretary of the Committee. The Committee would like to 
place on record its appreciation for the efficient manner in which he carried 
out his duties. The Committee would also like to record a word of apprecia-. 
tion for the able assistance of Shri V. B. Katti, Head of the Textile Cell in 
the Industries and Labour Department, and other members of the staff who. 
assisted the Secretary in his work. 

L-A H 5291-2 



CHAPTER II 

lMPORTANCE OF THE COTTON TEXTILE INDUSTRY IN THE 
ECONOMY OF THE COUNTRY AND THE STATE 

2.1. The Cotton Textile Industry holds the premier position among. all 
mdustries in India by virtue of both age and magnitude. It touche~ the hyes 
and occupations of millions of our countrymen, be they the agncultunsts 
engaged in cotton cultivation, the workers employed in the various sectors 
of the industry-mills, powerlooms, and handlooms-or the vast army of 
persons engaged in the trade and transport of cotton to the consuming centres 
and the ultimate distribution of cloth and yarn to the far flung towns and 
'Villages in the country. The textile mill industry at present provides direct 
employment to nearly 8lakh workers which is about 1/Sth of the total labour 
force employed in the entire organised industrial sector in the country. 
Besides this direct employment a large number of workers are employed in 
the manufacture of textile machinery, stores and spare parts, dyes, chemicals, 
textile accessories and auxilliaries. 

.. 2.2. The textile mill industry in India is now over 110 years old. The 
'first textile mill was started in Bombay in 1854 and in the earlier years many 
-mills commenced working in and aaound the city. Ahmedabad and Gujarat 
·followed closely and although many mills were established all over the country 
·in later years, Maharashtra and Gujarat are holding the top positions in 
'Indian textiles as may be seen from the following table :-

TABLE I 

Indian Textile Industry-1967 

Serial Region. Maha· Gujarat Other Alllndia 
No. rashtra. States Total 

1 Spindles installed in millions 4·5 3·5 9·0 17·0 

2 Looms installed in lakhs 0·78 0·63 0·67 2·08 

3 Workers employed per day in Iakhs 2·39 1· 73 3·67 7·79 

4 Cotton bales of 180 k,l!. consumed in 
Iakhs: 

(i) Indian 11·85 9·09 30·41 51· 35 
(ii) Foreign 2·77 1·78 2·09 6·64 

Total bales .. 14·62 10·87 32·5') 51·99 

; Ooth produced in million metres 1,355 1,264 1,479 4,098 

Sourse : Indian Textile Bulletin 



2.3. It was in the post-independence period that the industry expanded 
rapidly and the number of spinning mills which was only 88 in 1948, has. 
increased to 346 to-day. Similarly the number of composite mills has
increased from 268 in 1948 to 289, as will be seen from the Statement No. 1 
in Annexure-!. It will also be observed that the installed capacity has 
increased from 10 million spindles and 1·92 lakh looms in 1948 to over-
17 million spindles and 2·08 lakh looms in 1967. 

2.4. Since cloth is a basic need second only to food, the cultivation of 
its basic raw material viz. cotton has a great importance. In the agricultura1 
sector in India it is an important cash crop, cultivated on about 8 million 
hectares of land producing 55 to 60 lakh bales of cotton lint. Out of these,.. 
about fifty-two lakhs of bales are consumed by the Indian Mills. India: 
requires besides to import annually about 6·5 to 7 lakhs of bales of relatively 
longer staples for spinning finer yarns. The annual production of cotton is 
valued at about Rs. 400 crores excluding cottonseed worth about Rs. 50 
crores. Statement No.2 in Annexure-! will show the consumption of cotton 
and production of yarn and cloth in India during the last 10 years. 

2.5. The 635 mills in the country, besides meeting the needs of the 
internal cloth market, have earned the distinction of being the third major 
foreign exchange earner accounting for nearly Rs. 70 crores annually. The· 
mill industry pays more than Rs. 100 crores by way of excise duties to the· 
national exchequer besides sales-tax and octroi and local taxes estimated: 
to be over Rs. 40 crores per annum. 

Since the attainment of independence it has been the policy of the· 
Government to encourage the decentralised sector of the industry, consisting· 
of handlooms and powerlooms with a view to creating a potential for increased· 
employment at the rural and semi-urban levels. 22 to 23 lakh handlooms; 
worked commercially and @lakh powerlooms in the country together· 
provide direct employment to over 65 lakhs workers. 

2.6. Maharashtra leads the [est of the States in India in the matter of 
the production of cotton and of yarn and cloth in the mill sector of the· 
industry. Of the 8 million hectares of land under cotton cultivation in India,. 
Maharashtra accounts for 2·6 million hectares i.e. about trd of the total area .. 
In terms of the production of cotton the state produces 13-14 lakh bales: 
out of a total of 55 to 60 lakh bales grown all over the country i.e. about 
!th of the total production. Maharashtm consumes about 15 lakh bales: 
of cotton every year which is about 25-26 per cent. of the total cotton con-· 
sumption by all the mills in India. Oil the 346 spinning mills and~ 
287 composite mills in the country 18 spinning and 77 composite mills i.e .. 
about 15 per cent. of the total number are in Maharashtra. Of the 17 million· 
spindles and' 2·08 lakh looms installed in the country 4·5 million spindles 
and 78,600 looms are to b,!: found in Maharashtra accounting for a percentage 
of 26 and 38 to the total respectively. As regards employment, over 2·4 lakh 
workers are employed in the mill sector in Maharashtra as against the 
country's total of about 8 lakh workers. In the powerloom sector as well, 
Maharashtra has the largest share having 94,579 looms, located in the State. 
The 1,64,000 handlooms iii the State account for about 7·5 per cent. of the. 
total of 22 lakhs ofhand-lcioms in India. 

L-A H 5291-2a 
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·2.7.- The cotton· textile industry thus occupies an important position 
in the· economy of Maharashtra. It provides direct employment to nearly 
a quarter of the factory workers in the State not to mention the numbers 
employed on the handlooms and p~werlooms ~ various centr~s .. More than 
85 per cent. of' the cotton grown m the State IS consumed With!n the State 
by the textile mills. The wages paid by the mill sector of the mdustry are 
higher than the average wages paid to workers in organised industry. The 
·value of the cotton produced in the State is more than a hundred crores of 
rupees of current prices, excluding the value of cottonseed. On a rough 
estimate it appears that the cultivation of cotton and the working of the cotton 
textile industry in the State together account for nearly 10 per cent. of the 
annual income of Maharashtra. For all these reasons Maharashtra, perhaps 
more han any other State in India, has a great stake in the existence of 
a thriving cotton textile industry in the State. 

2.8. A striking feature of the growth of the textile industry in Maha
Tashtra is its uneven development in different regions of the state owing to 
various historical factors. As many as 59 out of the 95 textile mills in the 
State are located in and around Bombay City. The remaining 36 mills are 
-scattered over a wide area from Kolhapur to Nagpur. With the development 
of electric power and easy means of communication, there is no reason any 
longer why the dispersal of the industry could not be more even, carrying 
the benefits of industrialisation to the countryside without creating the 
problems and privations incidental to congested urban life. The establish
ment of modern spinning mills on co-operative lines in different districts 
·of Maharashtra in recent years therefore appears to be a step in the right 
·direction. Alongwith such spinning units, Maharashtra has also a large 
number of powerlooms. They too are concentrated at certain c_entres and 
need to be spread out more evenly so as to offer employment opportunities 
over a wider area and also to function as complementary units to the new 
co-oprative spinning mills. Given proper leadership, the future pattern of 
the textile industry in Maharashtra may well be dominated by the co-operative 
spinning mills nm on modern business lines with decentralised weaving in 
a large number of powerloom units serviced by central processing houses 
also run on co-operative principles. Much sustained effort over many years 
of patient planning will be necessary before such a picture emerges from the 
present trends. 

:2.9. However, all is not well with the industry at the present day. 
t>Wing to a combination of several factors such as the high costs of labour, 
·rnw materials, stores and spare parts, high rates of taxation and the failure 
.of tbe managements of several mills, by acts of commission and omission 
in the past, to adopt right policies, the industry is faced with great difficulties. 
It has, therefore, ceased to provide the assurance of either steady employment 
to the textile workers or remunerative prices to the cultivator of cotton. The 
profitability of the industry having declined it is unable to attract sufficient 
private investment or enough working capital from the banking institutions. 
•The rate of reolacement of old and obsolete machines has not kept pace with 
their wear and tear and productive efficiency has progressively deteriorated. 
Coupled with this, the low yield per acre of cotton grown in the country and 
Maharashtra is at the bottom of the list in this respect has resulted in acute 
shortage of the supply of the basic raw material causing a drain on scare 
foreign exchange resources for imports of foreign cotton. The high cost 
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structure of the industry holds the constant threat of our exports being 
priced out of the international market. The overall picture is thus alarming 
enough to demand serious thought to the problems involved and energetic 
action for their solution. · 

2.10. In the issue of its bulletin for December, 1967, the Reserve Bank 
of India, has published the results of its survey of the financial position of 
256 cotton textile mills representing over 80 per cent. of the total paid up 
capital of the industry. The survey covers the years 1960-66. The following 
tables worked out from this information will prove helpful in assessing the 
financial position of this industry. 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

TABLE II 

Particulars of 258 cotton mill companies accounting for 80 per cent. 
of the paid up capital of the industry for the years 1963-66. 

(Rt•pees in Crcres) 

Year 1963-64 1964-65 1965-66 Yearly 
Average 
1963-66 

I 2 3 4 5 

Paid up Capital 124·39 126•46 130·55 127·13 
(i) Ordinary .. 104·13 105·39 109·01 106·17 

(of which bonus) (49· 39) (29·49) (51· 68) (50·19) 
(ii) Preference .. 20·26 21·07 21·54 20·96 

(of which bonus) (5· 47) (5·47) (5·47) (5-47) 

Reserves and Surplus 135·39 142·42 135·99 137·93 

Gros~ Fixed Assets 511· 30 563·12 616·74 563·72 

Land 7·59 7·47 7·69 7·58 
Buildings 89·51 98·78 109·17 99·15 
Machinery 402·45 433·86 485·79 440·70 
Others 11·75 13·00 14·09 12·95 

Lese Depreciation 264·89 299·82 328·17 297·63 

Net Fixed Assets 246·41 263·30 288·57 266·09 

(1)+(2)-(5) being capital 13·37 5·58 -22·03 -1·03 
surplus available as 
intern11l finance. 

Stock and Stock in process 222·63 252· 80 267·78 247·74 
(of which raw materials) (84· 89) (84· 84) (84·79) (84· 84) 

Bank borrowings 141·14 165·71 194·81 167·22 

(7)-(8)-(6) being trade 
borrowings for margin 

68·12 81·51 95·00 81·55 

money and capital debt. 
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TABLE m 

Brief Particulars of consolidated Profit and Loss Account of 256_ Cotton 
Mill Companies accounting for 80 per cent. of the total pazd up 

·Capital of the industry for the years 1963-66 

Year 1963-64 

1. Raw materials 334·92 

2. Wages, salaries, Provident Fund, 162·39 
bonus and fringe benefits. 

3. Other expenses 147·91 

4. Total ex-factory cost 645·22 

5. Working Results before providing for: 

(a) Depreciation 32·25 

(b) Interest 15·17 

(c) Managing Agent's Commission .. 3·08 

{d) Taxes 18·3S 

(e) Dividends 14·13 

(f) Retained profits 4·50 

Total .. 87·52 

6. Grand Total (4) + (5) 732·74 

1964-65 1965-66 

368·13 395·87 

189·09 201·74 

160·21 176·21 

717·43 773·82 

36·10 34·56 

18·46 24·11 

2·87 2·27 

17·72 13·73 

14·58 . 12·31 

6·26 -9·09 

95·99 77·89 

813•42 851· 71 

(Rs. in Crores) 

Yearly 
Average 

366·31 

184·46 

161·44 

712·21 

34·30 

19·25 

2·74 

16·61 

13·67 

0·58 

87·15 

799·36 

Constituents 
as %of 

ex-factory 
realisations 

45·8 

23·1 

20·2 

89·1 

4·3 

2·4 

0·3 

2·1 

1·7 

0·1 

10·9 

100% 

These figures are glaring. At the end of 1965-66 these 256 companies 
had a capital debt of Rs. 22·03 crores and they had to maintain a stock 
of Rs. 268 crores which means the industry had exhausted all its built up 
reserves and was indebted to the extent of Rs. 290 crores equal to 34 per cent. 
to 35 per cent. of the sales value of its yearly production. The average 
dividend paid during 1963-66 was Rs. 13·67 crores on paid-up capital plus 
reserves amounting in aggregate to Rs. 265·06 crores. Thus the rate of 
dividend on the Companies' own finances during 1963-66 works out to just 
5·16 per cent. The actual working for that year 1965-66 after meeting the 
liabilities of interest, depreciation and corporate taxes shows a loss of over 
Rs. 9 crores. The Reserve Bank Bulletin states that as many as 123 mill 
companies out of the 256 companies whose balance sheets were analysed 
incurred l~sses du!in~ the year. It is i~ this context of.the working figures 
of the Ind1an textile mdustry that we will attempt to analyse the working of 
the mills in Maharashtra with which we are primarily concerned. 



CHAPTER ill 

COTTON MILLS IN MAHARASID'RA 

3.1. Cotton mills constitute the most organised sector of the textile 
ind~stry. That all is not well ~ith this sector is brought out by the actual 
or mtended closure of several mills in recent years. At the end of January 
1968 as. many as 37 mills remained closed in the whole country of which 
6 were m Maharashtra. The latter were all composite mills affecting nearly 
16,000 workers and accounting for 25 per cent. of the spindles and 37 per 
cent. of the looms rendered idle by closure. The impact of the closure of a 
~1 is most heavily felt by the workers directly employed in it. In a place 
like Bombay where a large number of textile mills and other industrial 
concerns are located, the ·closure of a mill may not have the same impact 
as in a mofussil centre. In Bombay it may be possible for at least some 
of the workers to find alternative employment. But in a mofussil centre 
where the mill is perhaps the only organised industrial activity in the locality 
its closure ~ay cause a much greater hardship not only to the workers directly 
affected by 1t, but to the whole economy of the town. The closure of mills 
on a large scale causes a fall in the total production of cloth and yarn. The 
long term significance of this factor cannot be ignored. 

3.2. The reasons for the closure of a mill are many and complex. Their 
outward manifestation may be found in the losses incurred over a period of 
time or in the difficulty of securing sufficient working capital to pay for the 
various inputs. Such a situation is invariably the cumulative result of failure 
at one or more points in the organisation and working of the mill. Broadly 
speaking there are four aspects to which one can trace such failure viz. the 
(z) technical, (iz) financial, (iii) managerial and (iv) labour. It is found that 
the mill sector of the textile industry in Maharashtra suffers from deficiencies 
in varying degrees in all these aspects. In addition there are other factors 
beyond the control of mills which also affect their working adversely such 
as the prices of raw materials, scale of Dear Food Allowance etc. and the level 
of taxation. 

3.3. The technical position of the mills in Maharashtra is far from 
satisfactory. The plant and machinery in nearly half the number of mills 
is outmoded and in certain cases belongs to the pre-1900 period. Its main
tenance has also been very poor with the result that the productive efficiency 
of the mills has considerably fallen. The number of workers required to 
work these machines is unduly large compared to the labour complement in 
mills with modern machinery. Whereas a modern mill spinning fine and 
super-fine counts may not engage more than 3 to 4 workers per 1000 spindles, 
the old mills spinning coarse and medium counts still continue to engage 10 to 
11 workers per 1000 spindles .. Even making due allowance for the additional 
workloads {or counts spun the number is disproportionately high. Another 
indicator of the poor state of the p:J.a~hinery can be found from a comparison 
of the written down _value per l_oom of the capital block of a mill running 
efficiently and one which finds_ itself in difficulty. On an analysis of the 
financial position of 74 mills in Maharashtr_a it was _found that the written dowrt 
value per loom of 31 mills which were considered relatively sound, worked 
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out to an average of Rs. 16,289 per unit consisting of O';ie 1om~, equival.ent 
spindles and processing machines .. In the case ?f 24 ~s w)rich were J~St 
able to break even, the figure was Rs; 12,310, while 9 mills which were berng 
run precariously showed a fi~ure. of Rs. 7,185 only. In the. last group of 
10 mills which were runmng at a loss the corresponding figure was 
placed at as low Rs. 5,864. Th~ differences between the aver~ge 
written down values of the first 31 mills and the next three groups of mills 
would indicate the extent of the shortfall in the maintenance, rehabilitation 
and modernisation of the plant and machinery of the 43 mills falling "iil 
the last three groups. 

3.4. It is obvious that a large number of units in the mill sector in 
the State have failed to renovate their plant regularly with the result that 
their working has become uneconomic. It is particularly so today when 
neither raw material nor labour can be had as cheaply as before. With 
the all-round rise in prices, the cost of replacement of old machines by 
new ones has gone up while the internal resources available with the old 
units have been depleted by their uneconomic working. The Committee, 
therefore, feels that unless adequate steps are taken for the rehabilita
tion and modernisation of the old machinery the present malaise afflicting 
the mill sector will not be over-come. Elsewhere we have given an estimate 
of the cost of a programme of modernisation for the mills in Maharashtra. 

3.5. In order to ascertain the present financial position of the mills 
in Maharashtra, the Committee undertook an analysis of their balance sheets 
and profits and loss accounts for five selected years during the last decade. 
The study covered 60 mill companies representing 74 out of the 95 mills 
in the State, the information from the rest not being completely available. 
The .mills covered in the financial analysis account for 87 per cent. and 
86 per cent. of the installed spindles and looms respectively. The overall 
financial position of the mills covered in the study brought out the following 
salient points with reference to the latest year studied viz., 1966-67 as will 
be seen from Statements Numbers 3 to 13 in Annexure I:-

(a) While the actual requirements of working capital were of the 
order of Rs. 90 cro:es •. the internal re~ources showed a dific.it of nearly 
Rs. 16 crores, resultrng m a net borrowrng of Rs. 106 crores w1th a capital 
debt of Rs. 16 crores and with shrinking profits the Maharashtra mill 
industry as a whole is not capable of generating internal resources 
.required for proper renovation and replacements. 

(b) With the depletion of internal resources and the consequent 
resort to borrowing for securing working funds, the interest charges rose 
to Rs. 9·25 crores as against 1·08 crores a decade earlier. 

(c) Accumulated losses which stood at about Rs. 0·5 crores as in 
1956-57 rose to about Rs. 9 crores a decade later. 

3 .. 6. H~~ever, th.e Comrni!tee no.ticed as wide a disparity between tlie 
financial position ~f different mills as It h~d obs.erved in their technical per
formance_. Hence 1t would be somewhat nusleading to draw valid conclusionS 
based on the aggregate results of all the mills taken together. The.Committee 
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therefore, decided to classify the mills studied into five groups based on their 
average gross profits expressed as a percentage of their sales (adjusted for 
opening and closing stocks) for the years 1964-65, 1965-66 and 1966-67 as 
follows:-

Group No. of Mills Average percentage of 
gross. profits to sales• 

I 11 15 per cent and above. 

JI 20 10 to .15 per cent. 
m ··-· 24 5 to 10 per cent. ·. ,. ' 
IV 9 0 per cent. to 5 per cent. 
v -10- · Mills making losses. 

Total 74 

• Fractions of 0 · S and above are rounded up to the next higher integer 

Mills whose financial year ends between 1st July 1964 and 31st June 1965 
have been taken in the year 1964-65 and likewise for the other two years 
1965-66 and 1966-67 . 

. For the purpose of this analysis, gross profits have been defined as profits 
before providing for depreciation, interest, taxes on income, development 
rebate and managing agents' commission. The Committee considers that the 
gross profits calculated after depreciation do not indicate the correct earning on 
a comparative basis as the depreciation provided for in the Profit and Loss 
Account is generally based on rates allowed for purposes of income-tax and 
is therefore, more in the nature of a taxation device, than a direct component 
of' the actual cost of production. Deducting it before arriving at the amount 
of gross profits would have the effect of distorting the comparative working 
results of different mills. The detailed groupwise analysis is given in the 
Statement Numbers 4 to 13 in Annexure-!: 

3.,7, A glance at the groupwise analysis indicates that mills included .in 
Group I .and· showing relatively the best performance have invested substan
tially in their capital eqUipment over the last. decade. They have consistently 
paid a dividend of over 10 per cent. on their total paid-up capital. But as 
a percentage of their net worth the dividend has, during the last three years, 
been only around 5 per'.cent.. The~ cautious policy in the matter of distri
bution of dividends will be seen from the following figures of net profit and 
dividend distributed durine: the last three vears. · 

TABLE 4 
(Rs.lakhs) 

Year Net Profit Dividend distributed Dividend as per cent 
of net worth 

1964-65. 167·(;;2 114•84 5-8 

1965-66 121•59 96·63 4•7 

1966-67 . 216•22 106•45 4·9 

This is the only group among the five in which a substantial part of the 
working capital is provided out of internal resources. 

L-A H 5291-3 
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. 3.8. Mills in Group II are also working well. except that. during ~e 
last three years they were required to borrow heavily for secunng working 
capital. Consequently their interest charges have gone upto as much as 30 per 
cent. of the gross profits. The dividends <J.istrib~ted by 1h:em _are smaller as 
a percentage of their net worth in companson With the mills m Group I as 
will be seen from the following figures :-

Year 

1964-65 

1965-66 

1966-67 

Net Profit 

179•28 

115·25. 

119·51 

TABU! 5 

Dividend distributed 

125•53 

111•26 

105:90 

(Rs. Iakhs)• 

>ividend as per cent 
of net worth 

3.9. If we take into consideration the additionS made. to the gross black 
by the mills included in Groups I and II (which together account for 40 per 
cent of the installed capacity in the State) during the last three years,' we fi.nd 
that as against the retained profits of Rs. 2·60 crores and depreciation ·and 
development rebate amounting to Rs. 22·08 crores they have invested more 
than Rs. 20 crores in their capital equipment. This indicates that the bulk 
of the internal resources generated during these three years have been 
ploughed back in the mills. Incidentally, this factual position is contrary to 
the popular impression that mills have frittered away their profits by way 
-of excessive dividends and have not ploughed back sufficient amounts in 
the industry. 

3.10. As we turn to the mills in Group III we get an entirely different 
picture of the financial position. Their carry forward loss has increased from 
Rs. 8 lakhs in 1956-57 to Rs. 212 lakhs in 1966-67. While these mills also 
show a substantial addition to their gross block over the years, their borrowings 
bave also increased considerably. Their interest burden accordingly shows 
a significant rise accounting for more than 55 per cent of their gross profits. 
Even for paying an average dividend of less than 4 per cent. on their net 
worth they as a group had to draw on reserve.~ as is shnwn in the following 
figures:-

1964-65 
1965-66 . 

1966-67 

Net Profit/Loss 

91•65 

-69;68 

26•04 

TABLE·6 

Dividend distributed 

68·53 

54~57 

36•67 

(Rs. lakhs). 

Dividend as per cent 
of net worth 
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We consider this Group of mills as of special importance because, unless 
properly watched, assisted and controlled it will find itself in greater difficulty 
in .the near future. These mills must exercise the utmost caution in their 
expenditure policies and declarilig any dividend beyond the net profit must 
be. viewed with alarm. It would be· a prudent policy for such mills to limit 
their dividends and not to draw heavily on their reserves for the purpose of 
payment of dividend at a high rate. This group comprises the largest number 
of mills and accounts for the largest number of workers of all the five groups. 
It represents a case of modernisation having been undertaken in an un
balanced and unplanned way without proper regard for financial resources or 
the cost-benefit relationship. The Committee has in a latter paragraph (3·21) 
made recommendations to deal with the problem posed by such mills. 

3~11. Mills in Groups IV and V have much the same financial features. 
.. except for the magnitudes of the debit items. In both the groups the machi
nery is very old and outworn, the losses are continually growing and the mills 
are carrying on their precarious existence on the strength of borrowed funds, 
with a crushing burden of interest payments to bear. Except for a small profit 
for the mills in Group IV, in 1964-65, both groups have been unable even to 
meet the interest charges, out of their earnings, not to speak of depreciation. 
The uneconomic working of these mills is so obvious a phenomenon as not to 
need any further elaboration. Nothing short of a complete modernisation 
will enable these mills to survive for long, and the earlier they are modernised 
the less will they be a drag on the mill sector. 

3.12. We have given statement No. 14 in Annexure-!, indicating the 
different items in the groupwise balance sheets for 1966-67 as calculated for 
a unit of one loom and equivalent spindles for each of the groups. One 
significant conclusion to which the comparison of those figures leads is that 
the value of the written down block for the mills facing financial difficulties 
is much lower than what it is for the stronger mills in Groups I and II. The 
figure of net worth also shows a corresponding trend. This only corroborates 
one of our general conclusions that the neglect of maintenance and moderni
sation of the plant and machinery is one of the important factors responsible 
for the present difficulties faced by the mills in the last three groups. 

3.13. For the purpose of assessing the working efficiency of different 
mills, it is necessary first to select mills having a similar pattern of production, 
machine activity and comparable financial resources, which means a detailed 
comparative study of mills in each of the five groups. This would be very 
essential in respect of mills included in the groups IV and V and even ill. 
With a given written down block and necessary working finances, it is the 
management's function to try to utilise the same to the maximum capacity and 
give the best working results·. We have come across cases where the machine 
utilisation has been below normal and the management especially in the case 
of weaker units has made no change in the pattern of production suited to the 
changing times. The statement No. 14 in Annexure-!, will be helpful in 
assessing the overall performance per installed unit consisting of one loom and 
equivalent spindles and the processing equipment in each group, during 
1966-67. 

The figures in Statement No. 15 of Annexure-!, will indicate that the· 
cotton consumption in Group I accounts for 33 per cent. of the realisation 
whereas, it is '49· per cent. in Group V. Generally in the mills spinning fine 
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and superfine yarns even though the prices of cotton per kg. are very much 
higher, the cotton c~st as percell:tage of realisatipn is 'low. on .account of the 
quantity of cotton consumed bemg much smaller. In mills m Groui?-I, O!i 
account of modem and special processes, the cost of colours and chenu~-IS 
.significant and the amount spent on stores. and chemicals as a per~ntage-of 
total realisation is high. The mills producmg coarse and l~w medium co~t 
have a different pattern· of producti_on .and theretore, constituents of cost-m 
their cases as percentage of total realisatiOns are difiere~t. .It would not tJ;leie

.fore be correct to draw any inferences about the efficiencie~ o~ the baSJs of 
-comparison of cost of the major items 1!-s percent~g~s of re~sation w;ll75s the 
mills have a similar pattern of production and Similar working conditions; 

In good mills producing coarse and mediUJ?- ~eys, the cost on account of 
wages and salaries as a percentage of total. re.alisat!on should not exceed 28 to 
29. And the excessive percentages of this Item m Groups IV andY show 
that either the number of workers employed is in excess of the standards' or 
the realisations are on the low side. A mill will not be able to break ~en 
unless the overall realisation per unit per year is over Rs. 30,000 and the wages 
and salaries per installed unit are kept at or below 25 to 26 per cent. of the 
realisation. This should include 4! to 5 per cent. as the salary bill of clerks, 
.supervisors, technicians and officers. 

3.14. It is emphatically asserted by the spokesmen of the Millowners, that 
the high rates of excise duties and the control on the prices of cloth (to the 
-extent to which cloth prices are controlled) are also responsible for the low 
profitability of the mills. The Committee feels that while there is a case for 
a readjustment of the structure of excise duties, particularly affecting _the 
·marginal mills producing coarse and medium varieties of cloth, it is doubtf:ul 
if such relief can take the place of the more fundamental problems of moderni
sation and rehabilitation of the outmoded plant. A plan for the infusion, of 
fresh capital in the mill industry such as the one suggested by us in a later 
-chapter is inescapable in our view as a long-term solution of the problem. 

3.15. We now come to the third aspect of the working of the D11ll sector 
viz., the managerial aspect. The quality of management varies widely from 
mill to mill. There are mills well-managed, badly managed and mismanaged. 
The well-managed mills run by progressive managements are alive to the needs 
·of modernisation and plough back a substantial part of their net profits or 
even borrow funds for building it up. Such managements take a long-term 
View of the problems facing the industry and are ever ready to try out better 
methods of organisation. They display a certain nride in the name of -the 
House and scrupulously avoid any action which will tarnish that name: .The 
Committee is happy to record that Maharashtra can be legitimately propd .of 
having within it several such Houses which have contributed to the industrial 
.gevelopment and business reputation of the State. · It is . true that there are 
-some risks in~erent in th~ running of a textile mill, and there may be a number 
of factors which are at times bey?nd the control of individual managements. 
A common pattefll: ~hat emerges m ~ number of J?arginal mills, however, is 
that these were ongmally started With a low capital base and in course of 
time their managements have preferred a policy of expansion to one of con
solidation, with. the resul~ that while in tiJ?-eS of prosperity, they have fared 
well, any recesswnary penod has taxed their slender resources to their utmost. 
'Such mills in order to attract working funds are constrained to borrow at high 
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rates of interest and are at times compelled to sell their finished goods at dis
tress rates in order to meet the wage payments of workers on the scheduled 
dates. It will be seen that while on the one hand such mills not having ade
quate finances are unable to conduct their operation efficiently and thereby 
earn profits, on the other hand the poor profitability of such units does not 
attract the necessary finances from potential investors. 

In other cases, the affairs of some mills have been deliberately mismanaged 
to the detriment of the interest of shareholders and workers employed in the 
undertaking. Though the number of such mismanaged mills is small, it is 
significant enough to merit notiCe and prompt action. Such managements 
have shown scant regard for the long-term interest of the mill. Instances of 
such nature have been the subjects of past enquiries under the Industries 
(Development and R~gulation) Act, 1951. The investigation in due course 
has revealed acts of ommission and commission on the part of the manage
ment but invariably the only course left open to Government at that stage 
was that of taking over the running of the mill. 

3.16. It is true that the shareholders of the mill as a body have the right 
to bring the necessary pressure on the management, but as it usually happens 
the shareholders are scattered and not organised: In some cases the majo
rity of the shares are held or controlled by the management or by their 
ass~ciates. Hence in practice the various provisions contained in the Com
panies Act, are by themselves ineffective in bringing an erring management 
to book. The Government in 'some cases has sought to rectify this state of 
affairs by the appointment of a Government nominated director on ~e board 
of management, particularJy, where the Government has extended financial 
assistance to the mill. However, it appears that this measure has also not 
~een very effective in as much as the Government appointed director is not 
in a position to investigate the day to day working of the mill. Apart from 
the broad policies followed by the Management, the most important areas 
·where dubious practices often prevail are the spheres of purchase of raw mate
rials, stores, etc., and sale of the finished products. It would be obvious there
fore, that, where the Oovernment has to exercise control over the manage~ 
ment of the mill, it would be absolutely necessary to have a close watch both 
-~n the sales and purchases of the controlled mill. In other words, it would 
mean, that the Government would have virtually to take over the entire mana
gement of the particular mismanaged mill. 

3.17. The fourth aspect of the working of textile mills concerns pro
-blems relating to labour. The labour force iiJ. the textile mdustry in Maha
rashtra is highly organised and conscious of its rights and interests. The main~ 
teilance ·'of good working relations between the management and labour- is 

·therefore a matter of the_ utmost importance in the smooth running of tlie 
mill industry. _Two problems affecting the interests of both workers and em
ployers in this connection are those relating to the rate of Dear Food Allo-IV
cance and rationalisation. 
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We have dealt with both th~se problems at some leng.th in a later chap~r. 
rJ;ere. we shall. only stres.s one feature of the ~ sector m ¥aharasht~a, VIZ. 
the high. complement of labour in several old lll;llls. . Such m~~ eve~ with the 
best management Will have little chance of S~VIVal ID COm,LJetltlOn With Oth~rs 
unless they replace their old, outmoded machinery, moderruse also the working 
conditions and thus reduce the number of workers employed. Schemes ?f 
rationalisation even with the existing machines duly renovated. are. to a certam 
e.l{tent possible and they must be vigorously pursued. The mevitable result 
of the process, viz., retrenchment of worker~ mus~ be accepted ~y the work~rs 
as well as by the community. From the discussiOns the committee had with 
the representatives of workers on this subject, it was found that th~y .we_re not 
·averse to rationalisation and the unions are prepared to co-operate m Its liDple
nientation. The representatives of the millowners in Bombay also stated that 
the attitude of the unions on this subject has been co-operative. In such an 
atmosphere, it is difficult to explain the. slo~ rate. of ra~onalisation du~g the 
last· few years. One possible explanation IS the paucity of finance with t~e 
mills to pay for the terminal benefits of the retrenched workers. Normally, m 
cases where posts are retrenched the juniormost incumbents are discharged. 
It is peculiar to the textile industry however, that the recognised and repre
sentative labour unions insist on the seniormost employees being discharged. 
Consequently the cost of retrenchment is higher than under the usual practice 
referred to above. The recent practice of Government offering to run an un
economic mill at a loss for what turns out to be an indefinite period in the 
interests. of employment might also encourage workers to resist attempts at 
rationalisation which must mean reduction of surplus workers. 

3.18. · When both labour and management are agreeable to rationalisa
tion and the lack of finance with the mill to pay for the terminal benefits of 
the surplus· workers prevents the implementation of the scheme, we recom
mend that the necessary finance should be provided by way of a loan at a con
C!!Ssional rate of interest by Government or by the Commercial Banks, under 
a 'Government guarantee, if necessary, on being satisfied that the scheme is 
properly conceived and that the loan would be repaid out of saving'in wages 
due to the reduction in the number of workers over a period of 2 or 3 years. 

3.19. We would like to emphasise that the traditional view that a cotton 
mill can employ a large number of workers compared to units in more recently 
established industries needs to be revised in the light of the changing techno
log~ of. textil~ manufactures. . T~e industry is tending to be more and more 
capitali~ten~Ive and a red~ctro_n m the quantum .0! human labour per unit of 
prod_uctron IS, th~refore, mevi~able. A recogmtron of this factor by the 
public and t~e policy makers w~ll go a long way in the process of adjustment 
to the changmg pattern of the mdustry; 

. 3.20. A fe!lture of the organisation of the mill industry in Maharashtra 
IS t~e c?mparatlve 1?-eglect of the modern p~ocesses of printing, mercerising, 
a~tr-shnnk processmg, etc., bef<?re mar~etmg their cloth. As a result the 
rmlls do not get the benefit of the higher p;rces which the consumer is prepared 
to pay for such proces~ed. goods. In this respect the mills in Gujarat have 
shown a grea~er app~eciation _of the market trend .. Consequently the profits 
~arned by Gujarat mills are higher than those of mills in Maharashtra. Even 
m t~e export markets, where_ Maharasht~a accounts for 50 per cent. of the all 
Indm total of cloth exports, It sends mamly grey varieties where the profit 
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margin is comparatively low as against the exports of processed goods from 
Gujarat. The following table high-lights this contrast between the two 
States:-

TABLE 7 

Cloth produced and processed in 1967 

(In IWI"lons ot metres)_ 

-------------------------------------------------------~ 
Maha- Gujrat All 
rashtra India 

1. Cloth produced. ... 1355 1264 4098 

2. Cloth processed as-

(a) bleached. ... 610 545 1504 

(b) piece dyed. 251 327 854 

(c) printed. 200 377 751 

(d) mercerised. 276 297 668 

(e) sanforised. 83 229 354 

(f) other processes. 18 38 68 

3. Cloth exported. ••• 204 59 409 

The Committee recommends that in any plan of modernising the mills. suffi
::ient attention should be given to the, establishment of modem processing 
tJ.ouses equipped for an adequate capacity. 

3.21. We now revert to the problem posed by a large number of mills 
classified as Group ill in our financial analysis (paragraph 3.10). We appre
hend that Jinless timely action is taken to set the house of these mills in order 
:hey will manifest the same grave signs of decline and decay as the mills classi
fied in groups IV and V. But before action can be taken there must be a com
prehensive survey of the technical and financial working of the mills as well as 
m assessment of the efficiency of the management. It is our considered view 
that such a survey must be undertaken at a much earlier stage than is done 
tmder the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, at present, if it 
is to- serve as a basis for timely action. For this purpose there must be an 
Jrganisation available to the Government whose function it should be to keep 
:1. continuous watch on the working of the mills. Periodical returns of the 
technical performance of all mills which show a gross profits of less than 
10 per cent. of their sales, should be scrutinised by this organisation with 
1 view to advising them how improvements can be made in their working. 
Financial and managerial problems should be similarly investigated and 
3ovemment assistance made available in deserving cases. The organisation 
;hould function more like an expert body of competent technicians and mana
~ers available to help the mills rather than as an enforcement agency. The 
rnanagements of mills too must realise that they have a responsibility to the 
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community in running the enterprise and a measure of social control has to be
exercised on their operations. If the principle underlying this recommenda
tion is accepted by Government, the necessary machinery for giving effect to it 
can be established either in the office of the Textile Commissioner or in terms .. 
of an enlargement of the nucleus of textile experts with the State Government 
which we have suggested elsewhere in this Report. If the present legislation 
on the subject is not adequate for the purpose of empowering Government to 
ask for the periodical returns or for holding the surveys in question we recom
mend that the question of suitably amending it should be taken up with the-
Central Government. · 



CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNMENT MANAGED MILLS 

4.1. For some years past the Governme~t of Maharashtra has·• been 
taking over the management' of closed textile mills in the State. The taking 
over by the Government has in the· majority of cases been under the 
provisions of the Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951. In 
a few cases the Government has taken over the mills on a lease from the 
official liquidator on a leave and licence basis. A brief :review of the working 
of Government management mills (including two Government owned mills) 
is detailed below : -

1. 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

(1) The India United Mills Limited, Bombay.-The Company was 
taken by the Government under the Industr.ies (Development and 
Regulation) Act, 1951, on 29th November 1965. The company consists 
of a group of four composite mills, one weaving unit and one dye house 
with a total installed capacity of 2,63,256 spindles (inclusive of 420 waste 
spindles) and 6,145 looms. The group of mills employs a total of 15,967 
workers. The following figures relate to the five mills constituting the 
group:-

TABLE 8 

Mill No.1 Mill Nos.-2 *Mill No. 4 Mill No. S 
and 3 

Labour Complements : 
(a) Per 1,000 spindles 6·37 8·15 6·11 

(b) Per 100 looms 51·57 47·75 46·22 38·37 

Average Count spun . . 31·79 25·42 31·02 

Average Reed 66·44 57·36 65·07 58·0(} 

Average Pick 52·90 47·62 48·20 49·1(} 

Major Counts worked (s) 14·18 50·34 28·36 
24·28 36·28 
30·35 18·14 
48·80 

and·85 

[Weaving Department only) 

·The Company as on 31st December 1966, had a paid up capital of 
Rs •. :?50 lakhs, with reserves and surplus accounting for Rs. 81·89 lakhs 

_and gross fixed assets of Rs. 774·27 lakhs. The written down block on 
that date was Rs. 274·50 lakhs. The financial position of the mills has 
been far from satisfactory, as the net losses incurred during three years 
from 1964 to 1966 were Rs. 18·021akhs, Rs. 179·34lakhs and Rs. 182•76 
lakhs respectively. This has resulted in increasing the carry forward 
loss to Rs. 3·75 crores as on 31st December 1966, thus wiping out 
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completeiy its entire paid up capital and reserves ~d surplus. ~n 
account of such huge and unprecedented losses in the ~st~ry of any texti!e 
mill in India, the financial position of this Co~pany IS disastrous and It 
would be a miracle if the' Big six' as the group IS kno~n, ~an be salva~ed 
without a complete reconstruction and external financial rud on a massive 
scale. The daily production is about 4·2 l~kh me~r~s nearly 50% 
of which is grey and as the mills have no financial sustrumng P?Wer they 
are always forced to enter the market as districts ~ellers bringmg down 
their own and other mills selling prices. These mills would th~mselves 
serve as a good case study of the ills of the sick mills. The mills have 
not enforced any wage cut and Dear Food Allowance at rates applicable 
to other mills in Bombay is being paid. This group is fairly rationalised 
and the complement of workers per 1_,000 spi?dles. a~d 100 looms in t~e 
composite mills should bear companson With SliD1lar complement m 
much better equipped textile units in the country. The number of 
workers, however, in the Dye Works is much in excess of the standard. 
The machinery there, especially the machines for Khaki dyeing as also 
-certain machines in the composite mills are very old and a complete 
.overhaul and modernisation is a must in respect .of this group. 

2. · Rai Saheb Rekchand Gopaldas Mohta Spinning and Weaving 
Mills (Private) Limited, Akola.-This mill company was taken over by 
the Government under the Industries (Development and Regulation) 
Act, in September 1961. It has an installed capacity of 21,568 spindles 
and 464 looms, employing on an average about 1,300 workers. The 
labour complement per 1000 spindles (blow room to spindle point) works 
·out to 11·10, with a corresponding figure of 95·68 workers per 100 looms 
.(winding to packing). Average count spun is 15·47 and the counts spun 
range upto 22s. The Company has a paid up capital of Rs. 48·10 lakhs 
with reserves and surplus amounting to 0·95 lakhs as on 30th June 1967. 
As against this there is as unadjusted account of 33·62 lakhs. Gross 
fixed assets stood at a figure of Rs. 63·33 lakhs as on date, with a written 
down block of Rs. 15·42 lakhs. The accumulated loss stood at Rs. 7·81 
lakhs, as on date. Over the three years period, 1964-65 to 1966-67 the 
Company incurred losses of Rs. 5·64 lakhs, Rs. 2·26 lakhs and Rs. 'o·52 
lakhs respectively. The financial position of the company is thus not 
sound. · 

The mill is. being_ run by Government . as a relief undertaking. The 
plant and machinery IS very old and the mill has no processing facilities 
It will be noted that there is a wage cut of Rs. 0·75 P. per day per worker: 

3. The Model Mills Nagpur Limited, Nagpur.-The mills were 
taken oyer by the Government under the Industries (Development and 
Regul_ation) Act, 195~, on 18th July 1959. The mills have an installed 
c~pacity of 49,208 spmdles and 988 looms (including 40 blanket looms), 
w1th an average complement of about 4,000 workers. The labour 
complement per 1,000 spindles and 100 looms works out to 10·47 and 
.64·84 resl?ectively .. Average cou~t spun is 28·36. The mill Company 
had a paid up capital of Rs. 94·L2 lakhs with reserves and surplus of 
Rs: 3·37 lakhs as on 30th June 1967. As against this there is an un
adJusted account of Rs. 47·48 lakhs. Gross · fixed assets stood at 
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Rs. 214·79lakhs with a written down value of Rs. 44·48 lakhs. Accumu
lated losses on date stood at Rs. 5·12 lakhs. The working of the mills 
over the last three years has been unsatisfactory having reported losses 
for 1964-65, 1965-66 and 1966-67 of Rs. 0·54 lakhs, Rs. 20·21 lakhs and 
Rs. 18·76 lakhs respectively. The mills have not imposed any wage cut 
at present. 

4. The Pratap Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Company 
Limited, Ama/ner;-The mills were taken over by Government under the 
Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, in March, 1963. The 
mills have an installed capacity of 49,012 spindles (out of which.l8,000 
spindles are not working and are to be scrapped) and 620 looms employ
ing on an average 2,000 workers. The labour complement for 1;000 
spindles and 100 looms works out to 9·63 and 81·0 respectively, with an 
average count spun of 18·27. The company has a paid up capital of 
Rs. 30 lakhs and reserves and surpluses of Rs. 10·47 lakhs as on 30th 
June 1967. The gross fixed assets stood at Rs. 137·40 lakhs and the 
written down block of only Rs. 22·60 lakhs and accumulated losses of 
about Rs. 44 lakhs as on date. The working of the company reveals that 
the mills made a net profit of Rs. 1·14 lakhs in 1964-65, a loss of Rs. 0·87 
lakhs in 1965-66 and a net profit of Rs. 1·23 lakhs in 1966-67, after 
providing for interest and depreciation in -all the three years. The Dear 
Food Allowance is sealed at the reduced rate of Rs. 4·50 per worker per 
day at present. The complement of workers per 1,000 spindles and 
100 looms in this mill continues to be in excess of the standard. The 
speeds and productivity are low and the quality of the cloth manufac
tured being of low reed/picks fetches very low realisation per loom. 
Unless these factors are rectified, it will be difficult for this mill to make 
two ends meet and restore even partially the present cut in the dearness 
allowance. The mills are overdue for a well-planned renovation 
programme. 

5. M Is. Aurangabad Mills Limited, Aurangabad.-The mills have 
an installed capacity of 12,640 Spindles and 273 looms and the mills 
were taken over by the Government on 16th March 1966 under the 
Industries (Development & Regulation) Act, 1951, but the mills had 
closed since 1st August 1964 and have not been restarted so far. 

6. M Is. Narsinggirjee Spinning & Weaving Mills, Sholapur.-This 
mill is Government owned having been purchased by the State Govern
ment from the Official Liquidator for a sum of Rs. 50 lakhs. The mill 
has an installed capacity of 55,264 spindles and 1,666 looms, employing 
on an average about 3,800 workers. The mill has substantially high 
labour complements at 11."87 workers per 1,000 spindles and 110·02 
workers per 100 looms, for an average count spun of 17·06. The mill 
made a nominal profit of Rs. 0·53 lakhs for 1964-65 and thereafter 
incurred losses of Rs. 2·65 lakhs for 1965-66 and of Rs. 19·47 lakhs for 
1966-67. · We understand that Government proposes to undertake the 
total modernisation· of the mills at a cost of about Rs. 4 crores and the 
first steps in this direction have just been taken. It may be noted that 
the Dear Food Allowance has been sealed at Rs. 3·75 per worker per day. 

L-A H 5291-44 
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7. Shri Shahu Chhatrapati Mills, Kolhapur.-This Mill is wholly 
owned by the Government of Maharashtra being a legacy fro~ the old 
Kolhapur State which merged with the then Bombay State. With effect 
from lsi June l967, the mill is being managed by the Mahar~shtra State 
Textile Corporation Limited. The Mill has an installed capacity of 26,?24 
;pindles and 336 looms, the average number of workers employed bemg 
1 045. The labour complement per 100 spindles and 100 looms works 
)~t to 6·78 and 60·30 respectively, with an average count s9un of 19·7.1. 

These figures are considerably. lower t~an ~he. correspondmg figures. m 
· other Government managed mills workmg smular counts and producmg 
similar cloth. And these could be adopted as a basis for simil~~:r work 
in other Government managed mills with modifications to suit local 
conditions. The mills have a _paid up capital of Rs. 37·38 lakhs with 
reserves and surplus amounting to.Rs. 31·23 lakhs as on 31st D~mber 
1966. The mills made a net profit of Rs. 1·73lakhs for 1965 and mcurred 
a net loss of nearJy Rs. 3 lakhs for 1966. It may be noted that there is 
no wage cut. 

8. New Pratap Spinning, Weaving and Manufacturing Company 
Limited, Dhulia.-This mill was taken over by the Government on 
14th February 1967. The mill bas an installed capacity of 51,188 spindles 
and 1,034 looms the average number of workers employed being 2,000. 
The labour complement for 1,000 spindles and 100 looms work out to 
9·68 and 69·19 workers respectively,. . The average count spun is 19·86. 
As the mills have commenced working only recently, the financial results 
are not available. The mills commenced working with a Dear Food 
Allowance of Rs. 2·50 per day per worker; this has been increased to 
Rs. 3·00 with effect from 1st February 1968. 

4.2. The scales of Dear Food Allowance differ from centre to centre 
depending on the cost of living index in these centres. Four of the eight 
Government managed mills had to effect suitable cuts in the normal rates of 
Dear food Al!owance a~plicable to their re~pective centres in order to keep 
the mills runrung. Despite such cuts the mills have been running at a loss. 
In fact for the latest year 1966-67, the combined reported loss for the six 
mills for which published accounts are available stood at Rs. 2·23 crores. 
Out of the total loss for the year the India United Mills Ltd., alone accounted 
for a loss of Rs. 1·83 crores. The financial position of the Governinent 
managed mills for which published Balance Sheets are available for the 
year 1966-67 is as under :-

TABLE 9 
(Rs. in lakhs) 

Name of Mill Paid up capiial Carry forward Net loss 
and reserves loss 

r India United Mills, Bombay 331· 89 374·95 182·76 
2 · R.S.R.G. Mohta Spg. & Wvg. Mills, Akola 49·05 7·81 0·52 
3' Model Mills, Nagpur .. 98·29 5·12 18·76 
4 Pratap Spg. & Wvg. Mills, Amalner 40•47 43·81 +1·23 
5. Narsinggirjee Mills, Sholapur .. 50·00 16·41 19·46 
6 · Shahu Cbhatrapati Mills, Kolhapur .... 68·61 2,96 2·96 

(Plus sign indicates profits). 



2.3 
As will be seen from the following table, the average grOS$ profit calculated 

.as a percentage of the sales (adjusted for opening and closing stocks) for 
all the six mills with the sole exception of Shri Shahu Chhatrapati Mills, 
Kolhapur, has been consistently below. 5 per cent. over the three.years 
period from 1964-65 to 1966-67. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

.5. 

6. 

TABLE 10 

Percentage of Gross Profit I Loss to Sales 

Name of the mill 1964·65 1965·66 

1 2 3 

India United Mills Bombay •• 3·1 (-) 6·8 

R.S.R.G.Mohta Spg. & Wvl!. Mills. Akola (-) 0· 3 3·0 

Model Mills, Nagpur 3·9 (-) 0•6 

Narsinggirjee Mills, Sholapur 1· 9 1•8 

Shri Shahu Chhatrapati Mills, Kolhapur 6·7 8·2 

Pratap Spg. & Wvg. Mills, Amalner 4· 5 4· 3 

(Minus sign indicates Joss) 

1966-67 

4 

(-) 6·4 

3·6 

0·2 

(-) 5·8 

2·9 

4·8 

Average 

5 

{-) 3·4 

2·1 

1· 2-

(-) 0·7 

5·9 

4·5 

4.3. _ Another point that merits consideration is that for four out of 
these six mills (for which complete .information is available) the written 
~own value (W.D.V.) of the assets in no case exceeds 36 per cent. of the 
·ori.ltinal (Gross) block as seen from the following figures for the year 1966-67. 

TABLE 11 

Serial Name of the MiiJ Gross Block W.D.V. PercentaiSe 
No. of4to 3 

(I) (2) (3) (4) l5) 

1 Indian United Mills, Bombay 774·27 274·50 35•45 

2 R.S.R.G. Mohta Mills, Akola 63·33 15·42 24·3S 

3 Model Mills, Nagpur 214·79 45·19 21·04 

4. Pratap Spg. & Wvg. Mills, Amalner 137-40 20·62 15·07 

It will be seen ·therefore that the assets of these mills have by and 
-large outlived their normal life, and are well below the average figure of 
46·27 per cent. which represents the W.D.V. of mills in Group V, as noted 
in Table 16, Chapter VI. It is true that in the case of mills taken over under 
the 'Industries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951, the Government is 
·naturally reluctant to invest substantial funds on capital expenditure as the 
-ownership of the concerned mill does not eventually vest with Government. 
But it would appear that even at the time of the take over of these mills bv 
•Government they were not technically viable. 
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4.4. It appears that the primarY m~tivation ~or the Government. in 
taking over the running of a mill, is its anxtety to avOI_d unemp~oyment which
would otherwise be caused by the closure of sl!ch a IDill. It will also be seen 
from the Statement No.l6 in Annexure I that m every case where the G~vern
ment has taken over a mill, the Government had t<;> make funds available 
initially by guaranteeing loans from banks ~r out of Its own resource~ or by 
beth these methods for the running of the mill and thereaf~er for covenng the 
lusses which result in the erosion of working finances. It I~ al~o _to _be e~pec-: 
ted that once Government takes over the running of a mill, It. IS mvanably 
committed to maintaining the status quo (as has been the cas~ With the Mo~el 
Mills, Nagpur, and the Pratap Mills, Amaln~r) and faced with th~ necessity 
of continuously providing funds for its r~nnmg. Most. of the IDills. taken 
over by Government are not technically v1a~le, and despite wage c~ts m so~e 
cases the infusion of more and more funds m order to keep the mills runnmg 
beco~es a compelling necessity. Thus a situation. arises _wh~re G~vernment 
is forced to invest public moneys in an enterpnse which IS basically un
economic and where the safety of such funds is not even reasonably ensured. 
Not only that, but Government thereby seems to have undertaken an unlimi
ted and unpredictable liability to keep the Inills running without the prospect 
of their being ever able to run without Government assistance. The Committee 
considers that while the objective of providing employment to the workers is 
a laudable one, the resources of Government both financial and managerial 
being limited, it would not be advisable for the Government hereafter to take 
over the running of mills except in cases where the unit on investigation is 
found to be economically viable and Government advances can be considered 
fairly secure. The Comlnittee considers that it is not in the long term 
interest of the State to invest public moneys to somehow prop up a Inill which, 
from the technical and financial points of view, deserves to be scrapped. 
Government may decide what other form of assistance should be given for 
such workers as are thrown out of employment by the closure of a Inill. It 
will be much more useful if assistance in such cases is directed towards the 
expeditious settlement of outstanding accounts of unsecured creditors includ
ing workers, taking proper care to see that Government advances are 
adequately secured. 

4.5. The Committee is aware of the great hardship caused to the 
workers ren~ered unemployed as a result of the closure of a mill especially 
at a -mofussii centre. Th~ ~bsence of alternative avenues of employment at 
the centre makes the position of the workers and their falnilies extremely 
precarious in such a ~itu.ati~n. Not only that, but the whole economy of 
the to:nn w~ere. the l!ul~ IS situated is thrown out of gear by the closure of 
~he. mill which IS a s1gru~c~ni source of t~e townsmen's earning, direct and 
mdrrect. In su~h plac~s, It 1s_f~ more deSirable to start a new mill altogether 
?r some other. mdustnal activity than keep the existing tottering structure 
mtact by reducmg the wages below the normal level and throwing the balancf 
of the burden of loss on the state exchequer. 

4.6. . Even in. the cas~. of a mill to be run under the Bombay Relief 
Undertaki~g (~p~cial Prov1s~on) Act, 1958, the Committee would recommend 
that cert~ mm1mum c~nd1tions regarding the technical and financial state 
?f t~e mill should be satisfied before it is taken over by Government Tak
mg _mto a~ount the fact that the mills to be thus taken over are g~ing to· 
be s1ck umts and therefore necessarily below the normal standards of health, 
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-the Committee would lay down the following minimum criteria for .this 
purpose viz. :-

(a) That the written oown value of the machinery is not less than 
20 per cent. of its original value. 

(b) That the average gross profits earned in the last three years of 
its working have been sufficient to cover at least the interest charges, 
before providing for depreciation. 

Taking over a mill which does not satisfy even these minimal criteria 
would be putting an undue premium on obsolescence, inefficiency and bad 
management at the cost of the taxpayer. 

4.7. When a mill satisfying the above two criteria is taken over by 
Government it will be necessary to observe certain norms of efficient manage
ment to ensure that its working does not result in a loss. The labour unions 
will have to play a constructive role in such management. The new 
management being financially responsible to keep the mills running with
out incurring a loss, in itself a formidable task, must not be saddled with 
the responsibility of settling the outstanding liabilities as on the date of the 
take-over. The Government should arrange to settle such liabilities in the 
most appropriate manner on the basis of a proper scheme drawn up for the 
purpose. · 

Secondly, the Government should make adequate arrangements for work
ing capital which will approximately be equal to 35% to 40% of the yearly 
cost of production. 

Thirdly, the number of operatives in different sections and different shifts 
should be regulated according to the standard to be determined by the 
Textile Commissioner's Committee of Technical Experts or by the State 
Government and the representative union. 

Fourthly, the scale of Wages and Dear-Food-Allowance should be so 
regulated that the total wage bill of the operatives including Provident Fund 
contribution by the Mills, bonus, leave with pay and fringe benefits does not 
exceed 21 per cent of the yearly cost of production. It is estimated that 
about 4 per cent of the yearly cost of production will be required for payment 
to officers, supervisors and clerks ; thus the total wages and salaries bill 
inclusive of all benefits and incidental services will be 25 per cent. of the 
total cost of production. The scale of Dear-Food-Allowance should be 
suitably revised every quarter iri conformity with this formula. 

Fifthly, a well-planned programme of major repairs should be under
taken on the bosts of yearly expenditure at least equal to the yearly 
depreciation. 

4.8. The Committee is aware of the criticism that is often voiced against 
.any expenditure from the taxpayer's mon~y on providing ell!ployment to 
.only a section of the total labour force, viZ. those employed m the cotton 
textile industry. But such criticism can be easily answered if we recall what 
.the Committee has stated earlier regarding the importance of this industry 
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in the agricultural as well as · the industrial economy of the State. The 
fortunes of this industry affect a much large numb~r of persons than those 
in any other single industry in !he .state: Any .special treatment accorded to 
this industry will therefore be JUStified m the mterests of the State. It has 
also been emphasised before us by representa!iyes of labour that. the workers 
in this industry do not have the ·sa!fle m~b111~y as between this ~d ot~er 
industries as workers in some other mdustnes like, for example, engmeermg 
have. This in the Committee's view, is an additional factor· demanding 
recognition in terms of state assistance in the present difficult circumstances. 

4.9. An imoprtant problem connected with the management of mills 
taken over by Government concerns the machinery for. such management. 
So far, except in one case, Government has been rel:ymg on the me~hod 
of appointing an Authorised Controller for each such mill and the functions 
as the Chief Executive for it under the authority given to him by Government. 
The Authorised Controller is often appointed on an honorary or part-time 
basis. The Committee feels that such a practice is not in the best interests 
of the undertaking. It therefore recommends that in every case where an 
Authorised Controller is appointed, he should be full-time and paid a salary 
commensurate with the responsibility entrusted to him. He should also be 
given the usual amenities normally provided to a person holding the highest 
executive office in the mill. Again, the Authorised Controller has not always 
been a man with experience of the mill industry. The Committee considers 
that only such persons as are familiar with the working of the various aspects 
of the industry should be considered eligible for that appointment. The 
Authorised Controller whose way of administering the affairs of the mill 
may and has to be quite different from that of the previous management, 
often finds himself in an anamolous position if he is not given freedom to 
terminate the services of officers appointed by the previous management. 
Unless he can secure the unquestionable loyalty of his staff he cannot function 
effectively and with confidence. . When he is entrusted with purchases and 
sales of lakhs of rupees worth of goods in his discretion, there is no reason 
why he should not be similarly trusted to select his own team of officers. The 
.Committee considers that in the interest of the proper running of the mill for 
which an Authorised Controller is appointed, he should be given full freedom 
of choice in this respect. As regards new appointments the Advisory Board 
of the mill may lay down the appropriate procedure. But if the Govern
ment has to bear an increasing responsibility for managing textile mills in 
the State it will be desirable for Government to build up an agency of its 
own, with the necessary complement of technical and financial personnel, to 
run the mills taken over by it. Fortunately, Maharashtra already possesses 
the legal frame work for such an organisation in the shape of the Maharashtra 
State Textile Corporation. 

4.10. The Maharashtra State Textile Corporation Limited, was regis
tered on the 6th of September 1966 with an Authorised Ca.pital of Rs. five 
crores and a paid up capital of Rs. 20 lakhs subscribed entirely by the 
Government of Maharashtra. That the State Government in setting up this 
Corporation; appears to h~ve envisaged that this body would play an impor
tant role both in the settmg up of new projects and managing established 
mills, as well as in raising and lending moneys to the industry and also 
guaranteeing looms secured by individual units from institutional agencies, 
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is apparent from the main objects as set out in the Memorandum and Articles 
of Association detailed below :-

" (1) To set up and run textile mills in the State of Maharashtra. 

(2) To take over and manage the textile mills owned by Govern
ment of Maharashtra under suitable arrangement. 

(3) To buy, take over, acquire textile mills on payment or for any 
other consideration. 

(4) To take over and run as an unemployment relief scheme or 
otherwise any textile mill in Maharashtra State which is closed or likely 
to be closed or has gone into liquidation or otherwise. 

(5) To manage and control any textile mill in Maharashtra State 
which may be taken over by the Government of India under the Indus
tries (Development and Regulation) Act, 1951 and the management of 
which may be entrusted to the Company. 

(6) To lend money to textile mills or guarantee loans secured by 
textile mills from Scheduled Banks, Industria~ Finance Corporation, 
Industrial Development Bank or any other financial institution for pur
pose of working finance and for rehabilitation and modernisation of 
machinery. 

(7) To raise finance for the above purpose by issue of share capital, 
debentures, bonds or by raising loans or accounting deposits with or 
without guarantee of Government of Maharashtra. 

(8) To act as Managing Agents· or Secretaries and Treasurers of 
textile mills and to carry on all kinds of agency business. 

(9) To undertake the study and preparation of project report, feasi
bility studies, and to act as general consultants in textile business." 

4.11. Unfortunately no consistent attempt is being made to build up this 
Corporation into an instrument fit to undertake the various tasks assigned to 
it. Its sole activity today seems to be to run the Shahu Chhatrapati Mills, 
Kolhapur, which is a Government owned mill, whose managing agency has 
been given over to the Corporation since June 1967. We understand that the 
Government had entrusted the Corporation with the preparation of the pro
ject report for the establishment of a new mill with an installed capacity of 
25,000 spindles and 500 looms at Sholapur. The Corporation has already 
submitted its report on which a final decision has yet to be taken by Govern
ment. Thus judging from the experience of the past two years the Cor
poration has played an extremely limited role in the textile set-up of the 
Government. 

4.12. Apart from the Government owned mill at Kolhapur the manag
ing agency of which has been entrusted to the Corporation, Government 
also owns the Narsinggirji Mills at Sholapur, which was taken over on 
lease from the Official Liquidator in January 1958 and subsequently purchased 
in 1966. Now that -a Government Corporation has been specially set up 
for the management of textile mills in the State, and the Government also 
proposes to modernise the Narsinggirj'i Mills at a total cost of about 
Rs. 4 crores the Committee would recommend to Government that the 
management of these mills should also be entrusted to the Corporation. 

L-A H 5291-5 
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The State Government is at present entrusted with the task of running 
a number of mills taken over under the Industries (Development and Regu
lation) Act, 1951, or on leave and licence. There .appears to be urgent need 
for co-ordination of the management of thes~ m!lls ~t a central leve!, and 
the Corporation could well play a part in this drr.ectl.on. Elsewhere m the 
Report, the Committee has noted that the modernisatiOn of a large nw.J?.ber 
of mills in the State is imperative and breaks no delay. The ~omm1ttee 
is of the opinion that the Corporation could wel! s~rve as an. Importa~t 
instrument for carrying out the policy of mode~sa~10n of the m~ustry, m 
raising financial resources, scrutinising loan applicatiOns and making finan
cial assistance available to needy mills. There would of course be the need 
for the Corporation to build its own technical and fina~cial ex,pertise, and 
the Committee would recommend to Government that It should be ade
quately strengthened with qualified staff on the technical and financial sides. 
It may be desirable to arrange for practical training for such staff at Govern
ment cost in modern progressive mills as also in the Textile Commissioner's 
establishment. The exclusive reliance on the technical staff of existing 
mills with the attendant problem referred to earlier can be effectively checked 
if an alternative pool of such persons is available with the Corporation to 
be drawn upon as occasion demands. Moreover, with the setting up of 
a Central Corporation, the State Corporation could well serve as a liaison 
body with that organisation. 

4.13. With the passing of the Cotton Textile Companies (Management 
of Undertakings and Liquidation or Reconstruction) Act, 1967, the Central 
Government would now be empowered to order the sale of a mill or purchase 
it at a " Reserve " price, or alternately implement a scheme of reconstruction 
of the concerned company. It would be however too premature at this 
stage to offer any remarks about the exact scope and the role that would be 
assumed by the Central Corporation being set up under this Act in the 
textile mill sector in the State. Judging however from the fact that the 
Central Corporation is expected to have limited resources, and the competing 
demands that would be made by the mills in other parts of the country, it 
would appear that the acquisition of mills by the Central Cor.poration would 
have to proceed on a phased basis, and the State Government would perhaps 
have to shoulder the burden of managing a number of textile mills for some 
years to come. Elsewhere, the Committee has noted that the Government 
is unable to implement long term schemes of modernisation in many Govern
ment managed mills, as the eventual ownership of the concern does not vest 
in the Government. With the passing of the new legislation, Government 
would now be in a position to acquire a mill with a view to its final recon
struction and modernisation. But whether it is to run and modernise mills 
taken over by Government or to control the operations of mills provided 
with large financial assistance for the purpose of modernisation, the State 
Corporation will be the most appropriate agency for handling this work. 
No time may therefore be lost in preparing it for the task both financially 
and organisationally . 

. 4.14 .. ~av~g regard .to the he~vy financial commitment and important 
policy .deciSions .mvolved I.n the takmg o~er of mills by Government, the 
Committee considers. th~t It would be desirable to set up a high level Board 
to formulate ~he policy m regard to the provision of working finance, wage
itructure, capital mvestment, settlement of outstanding claims and such other 
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matters, from time to time. The Board may be designated as the State Textile 
Board and should consist of the following members :-

Minister of Finance. 
· Minister of Labour. 

Minister of Industries. 
The Textile Commissioner (Government of India). 
The Secretary, Finance Department. 

One representative of the Mill Industry. 
One representative of Labour.· 
One technical) expert. 

The Secretary, Industries and Labour Department, should be the 
Member-Secretary of the Board. 

The Board should meet at least once in three months and take a review 
of the working of all Government managed mills in the preceding quarter in 
addition to addressing itself to the specific problems of policy which may 
arise in their working. 

IrA H 5291-5a 



CHAPTER V 

THE PRODUCTION AND MARKETING OF COTTON 

5.1. It does not need an elaborate argument to emp~asis~ the 
importance of an adequate supply of cotton at reasonable pnces m the 
working of the cotton textile industry. A~ t~e bulk of the cotton consumed 
by the Indian textile industry is grow~ Within the ~ountry, the fortunes of 
millions of cotton growers are also lmked u~ with the pro~pe~ts of th~t 
industry. The existence in the country of~ viable cot~on te~tlle mdustry IS 
thus a matter of vital concern to the farmmg commumty which expects to 
secure a remunerative price for its produce of cotton. 

5.2. The State of Maharashtra is not only one of the major producers 
!Of cotton textiles in the country_ but it also accounts for nearly one-fourth of 
the country's produce of cotton. The acreage under cotton in the State 
has varied from 2·5 to 2·7 million hectares over the past few years. 
A. major portion of this produce of cotton within the State is consumed 
by the mills. in the State though cotton of certain varieties is imported from 
other States and also from foreign countries. The relative position of 
Maharashtra in the production and consumption of cotton in the country 
will be seen from the Statement No. 17 in Annexure I. 

5.3. For a country with such a large area of land under cotton, it 
should be reasonable to expect that the mill industry would not be required 
to spend scarce foreign exchange on the import of foreign cotton except of 
very special varieties. Unfortunately the production of cotton within the 
country has not kept pace with the growing demand from the industry, 
even apart from years - of severe drought and loss of productions in 
1965-66 and 1966-67. A chronic shortfall in the produce of cotton coupled 
with the uncertainty and high cost of foreign imports has invariably resulted 
in pushing up the prices of Indian Cotton. The general inflationary situation 
and the rise in the prices of the produce of competing crops has no doubt 
contributed to this result. For some years a system of floor and ceiling 
prices for different varieties of cotton was introduced by Government with 
'l. view to maintaining relative stability in prices. But the basic weakness 
in the situation was not cured by these measures and in actual practice 
the price controls gave way before the law of demand and supply. 
Ultimately the controls had to be radically modified with the laying down 
of only a support price in place of the unworkable floor and ceiling 
prices. With the expectation of a better crop during the last year (1967-68) 
it was hoped that even in a free market the prices would not be much 
higher than the erstwhile ceilings. These hopes have not been fulfilled 
as will be seen from Statement No. 18 in Annexure indicating the trend 
of cotton prices in the recent past. 

5.4. The tendency to a decline in prices from November 1967 to 
Mar~h _1968, was r~versed soon afte~. Th~ voluntary agreement among 
certam nnportant mill groups to restnct therr purchases and the restrictions 
on credit. ~gainst stocks of kapas· were la~g~ly responsible for the tempo
rary declmmg trend. But once these restnctwns were relaxed prices again 
started to rise, placing a heavier burden of cost on the mills. ' 
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5.5. From the point of view ·of the cultivator of cotton also the 
,position was not satisfactory. The initial decline in cotton prices when the 
prices of other agricultural produce still ruled high led many farming 
interests to wonder if they were· right after all in their decision to grow 
cotton instead of some other crop with a more remunerative return, and if 
they should not reverse their decision in the following season. The reaction 
Qf the cotton growers in Vidarbha was particularly strong in this respect. 

5.6 .. In view of what has been stated above it would be clear that 
the issue of cotton price poses, in the present situation, a very delicate 
problem. High prices increase the cost of the mills and add to their 
difficulties. Yet lower prices which the mills might find reasonable might 
not be remunelrative from the point of view of the farmer and may result 
in a reduction in the acreage under cotton and a consequent fall from even 
~he present insufficient production, leading to much higher prices in future. 

5.7. The only way in which this vicious circle can be broken is by 
an increase in the internal production of cotton. With so many competing 
claims on the cultivable land in the countlry, it is not reasonable to hope 
for an increase in the acreage under cotton except to a marginal extent. The 
real remedy must be found in an increased yield per acre. An increase 
in the supply of cotton brought about in this way may lead to a fall (or 
at least arrest the fu'rther rise) in prices without reducing the income 
derived by the cultivator. Wh!lt he loses in the lower price, he should 
more than make up in the larger quantity produced and marketed. 

As will be seen from the table below the yield per acre in . India is 
deplorably low in comparison with other important cotton growing countries 
of the world. 

U.S.A. 

U.S.S.R. 

Pakistan 

Syria 

U.A.R. 

Sudan 

Tanzania 

India 

TABLE 12 

Name of the Country 

•:.• 

-

.. 

Yield per acre (in Lbs.) (1966-67) 

480 

729 

254 

497 

517 

387 

291 

114 

Source.-Inteimitional Cotton Advisory ·eommittee January, 1967. 

But the position of)vfaharashtra in this respect is even worse than 
the all-India ·average. The yield ·per" acre ·in ·.this State is not more than 
about 60 per cent.- oCthe-nationar::avetilge.. The poor performance of 
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Maharashtra in relation to some other States will be seen from the 
following table : -

Punjab 

Kerala 

Madras 

U. P. 

Maharashtra 

TABLE 13. 

Name of the State 

Source.-Bombay Millowners' Association-Memorandum. 

Yield per acre Obs.} 

250 260 

150 170 

150 160 

130 140 

60 80 

The division-wise breakup of the area under and the yield of cotton 
in Maharashtra presents the following disquieting picture :-

Division 

1 

Bombay 

Poona 

Aurangabad 

Cotton year 1967-68. 

District 

2 

Greater Bombay 
Nasik 
Dhulia 
Jalgaon 

Total for the Division 

Ahmednapr 
Poona 
Sa tara 
Sangli 
Sholapur 
Kolhapur 

Total for the Diviii•n 

Aurangabad 
Parbhani 
Bhir 
Nanded 
Osmanabad 

Total for the Division 

Area under 
cotton in '000 

acres 

3 

16·8 
201·1 
728·7 

946·7 

83·8 
24·4 
12·1 
14·8 
23·S 
3·7 

163·3 

420·6 
618·3 
182·1 
443·8 
105·5 

1,770· 3 

Production of 
cotton '00 bales 

of 180 kg. 
each. 

4 

76 
319 

1,416 

1,811 

385 
82 
71 
67 

172 
19 

796 

563 
1,125 

281 
871 
172 

3,012 

Yield per 
acre (lbs.) 

5 

180 
63 
77 

76 

182 
133 
233 
180 
290 
204 

195 

53 
72 
61 
78 
65 

68 
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Cotton year 1967-68-contd. 

Area under Production of Yield per 
Division District cotton in '000 cotton '00 bales acre (lbs.) 

acres of 180 kg. 
eacb 

1 2 3 4 s 

Nagpur .. Buldhana 630·4 1,031 65 
Akola 897·8 1,305 58 
Amravati 863·4 1,403 64 
Yeotmal 805·1 1,144 56 
Wardha 399·1 637 63 
Nagpur 189·0 433 91 
Bhandara 
Chanda 74·1 128 69 

Total for the Division .. 3,858· 9 6,081 63 

Total for Maharashtra .. 6,738· 2 11,700 69 

Source.-Millowners' Association, Bombay (Third forecast by tbe Cotton Development and Grading Officer, 
Poona, subject to revision.) • 

It will be obserVed from the above that except for the Poona Divi
sion where cotton is grown in irrigated land, the yield per acre in the 
rest of Maharashtra is deplorably low, and consequently the cost of pro
ducing and marketing .cotton is high. Against the all-India average 
of 16 per cent. only 3 per cent. of the area under cotton in Maharashtra 
is irrigated. The rest is dependent entirely on the rains. 

5.8. It is, therefore, imperative that vigorous effarts should be made 
to improve the yield of cotton per acre in Maharashtra at least so as to 
bring it up to the present average of the country, within a short period. 
In the absence of adequate ilrrigation facilities which usually take long to 
materialise (except in the case of minor works), the dependence on rainfall 
cannot be eliminated. But many cotton growing areas in Vidarbha, Khan
desh and Marathwada are generally known to have an assured rainfall and 
the provision thereof the necessary inputs need not be made to wait on the 
creation of extensive artificial irrigation facilities. Improved seed, fertilisers 
and plant protected devices like pesticides can be provided in adequate 
quantities and utilised under proper technical supervision to bring about 
higher yields. 

5.9. The Indian Cotton Mills' Federation has shown on the basis of its 
own pilot projects in different parts of the country how in irrigated areas the 
yields can be substantially increased by the application of the necessary 
inputs. With the cost of the inputs at Rs. 200 per acre, the Federation has 
calculated that the additional output of 200 lbs. of cotton lint and 400 lbs. of 
cotton seed could fetch upto Rs. 540 leaving a net gain of Rs. 340 per acre. 
The lead which the Federation has given in this respect deserves to be appre
ciated and followed up over a larger area by the Government and co-opera
tive agencies in the yield. 

5JO. The Government of Maharashtra has in collaboration with the 
Oovernment of India undertaken a scheme for the co-ordinated develop
ment of cotton in the major cotton growing areas of the State with a view 
to raising the production of cotton in the State by 4 Iakh bales by 1970-71. 
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In the intensive or package_ bloc~s of 30,000 acre~ each, it is proposed_ so. 
to provide the various necessary mputs as w~uld mcr~ase the average ~Ield 
per acre by nearly 56 lbs. Some of these mp~ts w~ll also be P!OVIded 
over large acreage outside the package areas (wht~h ":ill be nec~ssarily few) 
with varying increases in yields. If the_ sch~me ts ~tgorously !-ffiPlemented 
with the co-operation of the cultivators, It will constitute a major advance 
on the present poor sta_te of cotton cultivati_on ~n the State. We rec~mmend 
that the maximum financial and orgarusatwnal support be given by 
Government to schemes designed to increase the yield per acre of cotton 
in the State. 

5.11. Much as such schemes might contribute to giving an_ incenti:-e 
to the cultivator to continue to grow cotton of the required quality· and m 
sufficient quantity the marketing of his. produce still _leaves much to be. 
desired. It is a proverbial phenomenon m a country ':"Ith a large null?-bt?r of 
small farmers that their capacity to hold stocks bemg extremely hmtted, 
they sell the produce soon after the harvest, when the arrivals in the 
market are more than sufficient to meet the demand for current consump
tion. Prices, therefore, tend to be depre.ssed and persons with large 
financial resources can secure the · goods at such relatively low prices . 

. During the inter-harvest period, as the stocks get depleted prices tend 
to rise and the holders of stocks secure the difference between the· 
price at which the farmer sold his produce and the ruling market price at 
which the consumer buys it. During the years of acute shortage of cotton 
when prices rose to high levels as the season advanced, the middlemen made 
large profits without providing to the farmer any incentive which a higher 

. price is normally supposed to offer. Even during the current . season 
(1967-68) the price per candy of C. P. L. 147, for example, ruled around 
Rs. 1,450 in the month of March 1968, i.e., towards the end of the market
ing season so far as the grower is concerned. By the following July the 
price had risen to Rs. 1,600-1,650 showing a rise of Rs. 150 to Rs. 200. 
Allowing for a monthly carrying charge of 1!- per cent., the amount of 
this charge for a candy over a period of 4 months would not be more than 
Rs. 75. The excess of Rs. 75 to Rs. 125 per candy is appropriated by the 
trader for no particular service rendered by him, leaving the cultivator high 
and dry in the bargain. Any claim that there is a risk of prices fallina 
below cost and the middleman has to bear it, would not bear scrutiny i~· 
view of the recent and present supply position of Indian Cotton. · 

While no one can dispute the useful role of the middleman in the orderly 
marketing of the produce of millions of small and economically weak farmers 
scatter~d over _a wide area in the absence of an alternative agency to under
take this ta~k, if. a better and 11?-ore equitable method of organising this service· 
can be devised It wo~ld certamly b_e an adva.ntage for the community. No 
elaborate argument Will be needed m the India of to~day to suggest that co
operative marketing is one such method which may accord well with the 
democratic principles _and social _objectives. accepted by our people. That is 
the only 'Yay of makmg m~rketti_Ig a servtc_e pure and simple without the 
accompamment of any mampulatton, financral or otherwise. 

5.1.2. We understand that about 15 to 20 per ·cent. of the produce of 
cotton -ts even now marketed .by the co~operative marketing societies in the 
State. Bu! that i~ . too small a portion of the total marketable produce to 
make any Impact either on the market or on the cultivator. However even 
here it is noticed that-the growth of co-operative marketing i_s extremely u'neven. 
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a1. between different districts of the State. While Jalgaon, Nagpur, Nasik 
and Nanded market a fairly large proportion of their :produce on the co
operative basis, other important cotton growing districts like, Y eotmal, W ardha, 
Amravati, Akola, Buldhana, Parbhani, Aurangabad, Dhulia, Sholapur and 
Ahmednagar are still lagging behind in this effort. In Gujarat about 75 to 
80 per cent of the cotton is marketed co-operatively. There is no reason 
why Maharashtra should lag behind in this field especially when the co
operative movement is so well advanced in the State in several other spheres 
of activity. The Committee would, therefore, recommend that vigorous steps 
should be taken by the State Government to promote the establishment of 
co-operative marketing societies and co-operative ginning and pressing factories 
in the cotton growing areas of the State. While the primary societies 
would collect,. gin and press the cotton grown by the farmers the sale of 
the pressed bales to the consumers i.e. the mills, may not be possible 
for them to make except on a limited and local basis. For this they would 
need the assistance of a central body like the State Co-operative Marketing 
Federation which already performs extensive trading operations in other 
commodities. We understand that since last year the Federation has also 
commenced the marketing of cotton partly on its own behalf and partly on 
behalf of the primary marketing societies. As it gains experience in this 
line and establishes contacts with the mills, it will be able to handle a large 
volume of trade in cotton. · 

5.13. However, co-operative marketing would be successful only on 
two conditions. The first and foremost is the availability and use of experts 
for handling such a highly technical operation as the marketing of cotton. 
We would urge that the State Co-operative Marketing Federation should be 
encouraged to build up such an expertise by engaging the services of persons 
.experienced in the handling of cotton for the market. The second and no 
less important, is the provision of adequate finance. Assuming that Maha
rashtra produces about 15 lakh bales of cotton per annum to-day, the value 
of this produce at an average price of Rs. 700 per bale would be Rs. 105 crores. 
Most of this produce would be received in the primary markets by the month 
of March-April following the first harvest in October-November. Between 
March-April and the following October-November when the new harvest is 
gathered, i.e. for a period of six to seven months the stocks will have to be 
carried by the co-operative marketing organisation. On the basis of an average 
of two months stocks being kept by the mills, the Co-operative Organisation 
will need to find finance equal to the value of 5 months stocks. Again 
assuming that the entire produce is delivered to the mills over a period of 
twelve months, the value of 5 months stocks would work out to Rs. 44 crores. 
A minimum credit limit upto this amount will be necessary for the State 
Co-operative Marketing Federation if it is to undertake this operation. It is 
obvious that it will be for the State Co-operative Bank to provide the 
necessary finance of this order. Whether it can do so with its present re
sources should be examined and if necessary its share capital as well as 
other resources should be suitably strengthened. A deliberate policy of 
bringing the marketing of cotton in the State under co-operative auspices 
within a period of 5 to 10 years should be laid down and the necessary finan
cial resources and chain of organisation should be gradually built up for 
the purpose. Since Maharashtra does not have a monopoly in the produc
tion of cotton for which there is an all-India market, the co-operative 
marketing organisation will have to be businesslike and cost conscious on 
its own in this competitive business. 

L-A H 5291--6 
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5.14, It has been suggested as an immediate move in t~e direction c 
co-operative marketing is that the Government managed mills. sho_uld t 
directed to. make their purchases of cotton from the co-operatives m P!e 
ference to the private merchant. There does not seem to be any opposttlo 
to the • ·proposal from the managers o! these mills. provided- th~ purchas~ 
can be effected with .due regard to pnce and quality. The mam hurdle 1 
the. way. however appears to be the lack of adequate finance with. thes 
mills with the result that they cannot make prompt payment for their pur 
chases. A corollary to the directive referred to above will, therefore, be tha 
Government should place adequate finance by way of working capital wit! 
these mills in order to enable them to carry out the directive subject of cours 
to a competitive price and quality and satisfactory pre-sale service beinl 
offered by the co-operatives. Whichever way one looks at the problem i 
is clear that. ultimately the financial resources will have to come from OJ 
under the guarantee of the Government and made available either to th< 
mills or to the co-operative structure. 

5.15. The private trader who will ultimately be displaced by th~ 
co-operative structure renders considerable financial support to the cultivator. 
That is how the latter gets attached to him for the sale of his produce. The 
improvements in the provision of crop finance etc. under the co-operative 
system which have taken place will no doubt supply some of his needs and 
make him.less dependent on the trader. But that may not solve all his 
problems ... The Committee would recommend a thorough study of the 
cultiwtor-trader relationship with a view to increasing the usefulness of the 
co-opf;)rative structure to the cultivator ·and thus ensuring his loyalty to the 
co-operative. 

5.16. It is also necessary to impress on the leaders of the co-operative 
marketing movement that the utmost care should be taken to protect the 
quality of the cotton offered for sale. Any mixing of inferior varieties for 
temporary gains will give a bad name to the movement and cost it the loss 
of its market. If the co-operative succeeds in maintaining unmixed quality 
and desists from certain reported malpractices it. will also be rendering a 
service to the mills whose manufacturing performance will be improved 
thereby ... The Government's restrictions on the transport of other than speci
fied varieties of cotton between different districts or regions also need to be 
energetically enforced in order to ensure the purity of the varieties marketed. 

5.17. The sophistication attained by the private trader in the marketing 
of cotton .over many years of experience in the line .cannot be acquired 
overnight-;by the. co-operative structure .. For that it will require a band of 
honest· and enthusiastic workers prepared to learn the intricacies of the 
business over years of patient toil with an eye on the long term interest of 
the farme):. · The fact that thousands of farmers stand to gain from the success 
of the:1 co-operative way should itself prove to bf;! a challenge and· an 
opportunity for public-soirited leadershin in thi~ fipJn 



CHAPTER VI 

REHABILITATION AND MODERNISATION 

6.1. It has already been observed that the survival of the Cotton 
Textile Industry depends largely on the speed and efficiency with. which 
its old and obsolete machinery is rehabilitated and/ or modernised. · It 
must be stated at once that a wide disparity exists between different mills 
in regard to the extent to which they have taken steps in this direction. 
At one end of the scale one sees a few mills in Bombay and Ahmedabad 
which have taken timely steps in this matter and set up modern plants 
working at a high level of efficiency. At the other end there are mills 
particularly at mofussil centres1 which have remained almost exactly as 
they were when they were established 50 or 60 years ago working with 
a high labour complement and unable to make both ends meet. In 
between are a large number of l)lills at various levels of modernization as 
reflected in the addition they have made to the gross block over the years. 
However, an addition to the gross block, does not by itself give a correct 
indication of modernisation. For one thing, the addition may represent 
a mere expansion of the unit such as_ the putting up of so many additional 
spindles or looms or setting up a process house where none existed before. 
Or it may represent the construction of ancilliary structures like office 
buildings, which do not directly affect the state of the machinery used or 
the working conditions within the · mill. Such\ being the position it is 
extremely diffi·cult to generalise for the industry as a whole and say either 
that it has paid enough attention to the needs of modernisation or that .it 
has paid no attention to it at all. 

6.2. An important point often raised on the question . of modernisation 
is that of obsolescence of old machines. As new and more efficient 
machines are developed, the older machines become obsolete 'in the sense 
that it is difficult to secure their spare parts or physical quplicates for the 
simple reason that they cease to be produced. The machinery manufacturers 
find it an extremely uneconomic proposition to keep on · meeting small 
orders of the older: models when the production is switched over 
to the newer models. Nor is it to the advantage of the users of the 
older models to go on with them since a new model is invariably more 
economical to run. Under conditions of competition the producers with 
the latest types of machines can easily seJII. below the prices a8ked for by 
these with the obsolete ones and thus ultimately everyone who remains 
in the business has to fall in line and adopt the latest types of machines. 
This happens even when, in the physica:l sense, the old machines aie still 
serviceable. Howevelr, the Indian textile industry has not developed under 

·the competitive conditions to which industry in the western countries was 
used. The urge to modernize has therefore been weak in our case especially 
with a large protected domestic market being readily available. · As 
a result, many units in the industry are burdened with machinery which 
is so old that unless it is replaced wholesale with modern machinery it is 
not worthwhile running the mill in 'the face qf the present level of working 
costs. In other words, the cost at which such units can be made to run 
profitably will throw a burden on the consumdr in terms of the· higher 
price which he will have 'to pay to cover that cost. 

L-A H 5291~a; 
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6 3 Even assuming that the position of cloth as an e~sential ~ommo
dity o.f ·every-day use and the absence of a:. free flo":' of /mpor~ nyo d~he 
country enable the industry to exact a higher pnce r

1
om t e h ~ Ian 

consumer and thus make him pay for the _use of ob~o ete mac m~ry, 
the prospect of exporting Indian Cloth to fore1~n countries at ~uch pnces 
will be very dim indeed. One has only to _cons1d~r the h:uge mvestments 
made by other countries who compete with us m foreign markets. to 
appTeciate the modernisation gap between them and us. Over t~e penod 
of five years from 1959 to 1963, the U. S. A. has spent the eqmvalent of 
Rs. 2,000 crores, J ap~n Rs .. 829 crores, an~ ~ranee Rs: 422 crores on the 
modernisation of therr textile mdustry. Smnlarly dunng the three years 
from 1959 to 1962, the U.K. has invested Rs. 560 crores for the same 
purpose. Contrasted with these is the Indian figure <?f Rs. 510. crores over 
the period of 15 years from 1951 to 1966. This figure. mcludes not 
merely the amount spent on rehab~itation ~nd mode~nisatwn b~t also 
expansion. According to another estimate, dunng the Third PI~~ p~nod the 
industry has invested only about Rs. 75 crores on -rehabihtahol!- ~nd 
modernisation. It is with countries with a high degree of moderrusation 
and intensive working of the capacity that our industry has to comp!!te in 
the export markets. The changes that a:re thus taking place in competing 
countries cannot be ignored by us if the Indian textile industry is to be 
an important earner of foreign exchange for the country. It will, there
fore, be seen that both from the stand point of the internal consume!l." as 
also from the view point of export earnings, it is not in the larger interests 
of the country to continue to work with obsolete and uneconomic 
machinery. Speedy and effective steps must therefore be taken to scrap 
the obsolete machines by adopting a deliberate plan of their ~replacement 
with modern ones. 

6.4. It must be conceded that the degree of modernisation attainable 
in this country will be governed not merely by the technological 
advances achieved in the world but also by the availability of 
resources for the purpose and our ability and willingness to deal 
with its immediate social consequences. We shall deal with 
the problem of resources in the following paragraphs. Here it is 
necessary to refer to the social consequences of modernisation in terms 
of reduction in the labour force required to keep the industry running. 
Any scheme of modernisation is bound to mean a reduction in the number of 
workers employed. In a country with a large percentage of unemployment 
amongst its work force this is bound to create a social problem. But there 
is another side to the picture viz. that the productivity of those who remain in 
the industry i~ increas_ed by_ .modernisation. AI~o the possibility of the 
modern machinery bemg utilised ful!ly by working three shifts instead of 
the erstwhile one or two provides an additional avenue of employment. The 
same result also follows from any scheme of rationalisation even without 
a large-scale replacement of the plant. But with all that it has to be 
recognised that a price in. te~s of. a part o~ the labour fore; being rendered 
superfluous has to be ~rud if the mdustry IS to keep pace with changing 
technology. The resultmg unemployment has to be viewed as a part of the 
total unemployment problem in the country and not as something which is 
the sp~ial responsibility of the textile industry as such. Only the rigour of 
the soctal problem ca~ a~d should be ;e.duced somewhat by . a planned 
programme of moderrusatwn and by prov1dmg for the payment of appropriate 
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compensation along with other accumulated benefits to those discharged 
from the mills, 
· 6.5. Various estimates of financial requirements for modernisation and 
rehabilitation of the cotton mill sector have been made from time to time. 
The last authoritative estimate was made in 1960 by the Working Group, 
set up un~er the aegis of the National Industrial Development Corporation. 
The Working Group was asked to examine inter alia, the extent of the 
finances required for modernisation and rehabilitation of the industry, the 
availability of finances and other allied matters. The Working Group had 
estimated a total cost of about Rs. 800 crores, if the entire capacity of the 
mill industry in the country at that time were to be 'set anew', and 
suggested the investment on modernisation at a modest pace during the 
Third Plan of the order of Rs. 180 crores. Out of this the industry 
could according to the Working Group, be expected to prove a sum 
of Rs. 60 crores from within its own resources, which with sustained 
efforts could go up to a sum of Rs. 80 crores at the most. The balance of 
Rs. 100 crores had to be raised from external sources. This estimate would 
however need an upward revision at present considering that the Working 
Group estimates of costs were based on machinery prices prevailing in 1958-59 
and the fact that the industry in subsequent years was unable to modernise 
itself to the anticipated levels. The Planning Sub-Group on Textiles 
Machinery had estimated that the industry's requirements for rehabilitation 
(apart from Rs. 130 crores on expansion) during the Fourth Plan period would 
be Rs. 159 crores based on 1963-64 f. o. b. or ex-works prices. 

An earlier estimate of the rehabilitation needs of the industry is available 
from the Report of the Bombay Cotton Textile Industry (Rehabilitation) 
Enquiry Commission, 1959. The Commission, however, covered mills in 
Bombay City, and modernisation requirements taken into account were only 
upto a limited extent. Thus, for the 51 mill-companies covered by the study, 
the Commission estimated that the cost of rehabilitation, replacement and 
modernisation would be Rs. 42·55 crores upto 1961 and Rs. 66·34 crores upto 
1970. That estimate is also now out of date, even assuming that it covered 
the minimum requirements of the mills· in question. 

6.6. The Committee thus found that no reliable estimate of finances 
needed for rehabilitation and modernisation of the mills in Maharashtra at 
current prices was readily available. The Committee had sought to obtain 
a picture of the total outlay involved from individual mills to whom the 
questionnaire was addressed. But in a large number of cases no clear estimates 
were available and proceeding from the replies to the questionnaire would have 
had the effect of underestimating the order of finances required in as much 
as mills which had not replied to the questionnaire or had not furnished an 
estimate would have been excluded. The Committee therefore considered 
that broad estimates for mills in Maharashtra with a high percentage of 
coverage were necessary. For this purpose the Committee would again refer 
to the classification of mills in Maharashtra into five groups on the basis of 
the average gross profits to sales, over the last three years i.e. 1964-65 to 
1966-67 as noted in Chapter ill. It will be observed that these five groups 
cover a capacity of 3·93 million spindles and 67,895 looms and can therefore 
provide a fairly reliable basis for an estimate. 
_ 6.7. The Committee considers that while the complete modernisa
tion of mills in Group I and II may be spread over a period of 20 years, the 
period has to be shortened as we move down from Group ill onwards. That 
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is because of the g1reater degree of obso~~:fnf~l:hi~h i~ notice~ ~ ~et c~e 
of the latter set of mills. Even there, . s g !n roup n e . o e 
completely modernised within a much shorter penod than <;>th~rs If they 
have to be made to run economically at all: Co~~lete mod~rmsatwn mea~s, 
in effect, the scrapping of almost the en~rre eXJstmg mac~nery of the mill 
and putting new one in its place. Taking accou~t of this ~actor as also 
the limitations in regard to resouirces, the Committe~ conside:s that the 
requirements of modernisatio~ even on a IJ?Odest. basis would mvolve the 
following proportions of the ~nstalled capacity bemg replaced per year for 
each of the five groups of mills :-

Group I 5 per cent. of installed capacity. 
Group II 5 per cent.. of installed capacity. 
Group III 7t per cent. of installed capacity. 
Group IV 10 per cent. of installed capacity. 
Group V 15 per cent. of installed capacity. 

In estimating the replacement cost per unit consisting of one loom, equi
valent spindles and necessary processing equipment we have tried to analyse 
the capital cost of some of the co-operative spinning mills and one or two co
operative processing units recently started. The overall per spindle cost 
in such a spinning mill varied from Rs. 600 to Rs. 800 according to the 
type and make of machines, cost of land and type and number of build
ings and godowns. No figures were available for any new weaving factories. 
In processing also no figures· of capital cost for machines for special mode.rn 
finishes were available. For regular replacements no significant additions 
to the buildings or extra land are necessary except where process houses are 
to be newely added. Besides, the old machinery to be replaced will .be 
fetching a certain disposal value. We have carefully considered all these 
factors and have estimated the general replacement cost per unit in the 
different groups as under :-

TABLE 15. 

Original cost 
Group Spindles Proposed replacement per unit of 

No. per loom. cost per unit. the present 
block. 

I 67·65 57,000 38,695 
IT 61·25 54,000 35,210 

m 55·74 50,000 24,996 
IV 55-40 50,000 17,125 
v 45-65 45,000 12,683 

It is obvious that where mills have made regular additions to their block 
'i~cluding process secti9ns their total average capital cost per unit has been 
higher because of t~~ mcreased numbe~ of mac~ines and their rising costs. 
Where ~o such additiOn~ ar~ made their per umt capital cost has remained 
1ow as m the case of mills m Groups IV and V. They will have to spend 
larger amounts to make up for the shortfall and renovate their plant. 

Table I? below indicates the estimates made by us for the different 
groups of mills. The totatl cost for all the 74 mills included in them works 
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out to 25·93_ crores per year. But considering ·the financial· position of 
31 mills falling in Groups I and II and the availability of internal funds, the 
Committee is of the opinion that these mills will be in a position to raise the 
necessrury funds on their own. However, in the case of the remaining 43 mills 
in Groups ill, IV and V it is found that they have been able to spend on ati 
average Rs. 5·26 crores on their gross block during the last 7 years against our 
estimate for the proposed replacement of Rs. 17·64 crores. If they are able 
to finance their modernisation programme to the extent of Rs. 5·26 crores as 
before, they will require an additional amount of Rs. 12·38 crores from exter
nal ·sources. If, therefore, these mills are to continue working, Government 
have to take the responsibility for providing (or guaranteeing) funds to the 
tune of Rs. 12 crores per annum for a minimum period of seven years. At 
the end of that period all the mills in Group V will have been modernised, 
those in Group IV will have: been renewed to the extent of 70 per cent. and 
those in Group III to the extent of 50 per cent. of their capacity. The entire 
position of the profitability of these mills would then have been changed and 
Government assistance in the subsequent period will have to be on a much 
smaller scale than before. A review of the whole position may be taken at 
that time to determine the future course of action. 

6.8. It is necessary to point out that our estimate of the financial require
ments given above refers to only 74 out of 95 mills in Maharashtra. We have 
no accurate basis on which to determine the requirements of the remaining 
21 mills. However, in order to give a rough idea of the total amount involved 
and proceeding from certain assumptions, we have hazarded the following 
projection. Of the 21 mills left out from OUJr analysis, the new co-operative 
spinning mills and mills like Century Rayon deliberately left out on account of 
its substantial non-cotton manufacturers, can be safely classified along with 
mills in Groups I and II, and the remaining mills will fall in the last three 
groups. Assuming again that the distribution of these 21 mills between the 
different groups 'in terms of their loom-spindle units is roughly in the same 
propOil"tion as that. of the 74 mills stUdied earlier and which accounted for 
86 per cent. of the total loomage of all the mills in Maharashtra, we may 
consider the estimate of Rs. 12 crores of outside assistance required for 
modernisation as representing 86 per cent. of the total of this amount for all 
the mills. A simple arithmetical calculation from this gives us the total of 
Rs. 14 orores as the requirements for all the mills. Thus we may broadly say 
that the finance required to be arranged for by Government for all the mills 
in the State may be of the order of Rs. 14 crores per annum for a period of 
seven years. 

6.9. The Committee is aware that an amount of Rs. 14 crores per year 
for a period of seven years is a heavy burden on the resources of the State of 
Maharashtra. We, therefore, recommend that the responsibility of providing 
funds on such a scale might be shared on a 50: 50 basis between the Govern
ment of India and the Government of Maharashtra. The amount may be 
advanced either directly by Government or by some other financial agency 
under guarantee from the State and Central Governments as a long term loan 
payable over a period of say, 15 years at a concessional rate of interest. . The, 
C9mmittee would also recommend that Government constitute a special 
Committee to prepare a scheme for and watch over the progress of morlerni~:~
tion. Such a Committee may consist of representatives of-· 

(1) Government, (2) Managements, (3)' Labour; (4) Lending Aiiencies 
and (5) Independent Experts.' 
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6.10. In its report on modernisa~on and rehabilitation the Workin~ 
Group (1960) referred to earlier in this Chapter, made a number of v.aluable 
suggestions which are valid even at the present day. We would particularly 
mention the following which merit attention while firaming the scheme for 
modernisation :-

" There should be a minimum level of modernisation in all units, 
a level below which no units should be allowed to exist (Paragraph 24) ". 

"Whichever changes are adapted the effect of modernisation generally 
is a reduction in the number of workers required, the size of the reduc
tion depending upon the deg;ree of modernisation (Paragraph 16) ". 

" Where rehabilitation of any units is not worthwhile, it is necessary 
that the units are compulsorily scrapped (Paragraph 133) ". 

" It is hardly of any use trying to run any unit for a little while by 
make-shift arrangement. This may be sometimes done with a cut in 
wages or with deferred wages. But this is no proper solution to the 
problem created by such units (Paragraph 134) ". 

" If the cause of the sickness is that the labour costs are high 
because of surplus labour or want of appropriate rationalisation and 
if labour is not willing to accept reasonable form of rationalisatio~, 
then too it is hardly suitable to run units through public authorjty 
(Paragraph 135) ". 

The Committee would further add that in granting (or guaranteeing) finan
cial assistance to the mills the usual security norms will have to be relaxed. 
It is precisely because mills are unable to secure funds on the basis of their 
current profitability or the value of other assets, that the need for Government 
help arises. If the same commercial criteria as before are attempted to be 
applied for granting assistance the position will continue exactly as it is and 
no improvement can take place. All these restrictions which have the effect 
of impeding the flow of funds for modernisation will have to be relaxed to 
a considerable extent. 

In view of the large amount of public funds involved in the above 
scheme, the management of the mills will have to be scrupulously above board 
in every respect. Apart from the formation of the Committee referred to 
in paragraph 6.9 above, the State and Central Governments may impose such 
other conditions on the working of the mills assisted by them as will ensure 
that the money is being pmperly spent for the purpose intended to be served. 
~ par~icular, a close w~tc~ on ~h~ fina~cial transactions of the mills in ques
tion Will have to be mamtamed wxth a VIew to ensuring that the amounts ear
marked for modernisation are not diverted to other purposes. 
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TABLE'J(i 

Requirements for modernisation of mills in Maharashtr.a 

1 2 

1. GroupNo. 

2. No. of Mills 

1 

11 

3 

2 

20 

4 

3 

24 

5 

4 

9 

6 

5 

10 

7 

Total 

74 

3. (a) Spindles installed .• 7,99,396 11,17,440 12,89,762 3,02,936 4,21,096 39,30,630 

(b) Looms installed . . 11,817 

(c) Spindles per loom . . 67·65 

4. Gross Block (in crores) 45·52 

5. Written down Block (Rs. in crores) 18·65 

6. (5) as %of(4) 40·97 

7. Gross block per Unit of one loom 
and spindles as in 3(c) (Rs.) 38,695 

8. Written down Block per Unit of one 
loom and spindles in 3(c) (Rs.) • • 15,855 

9. Proposed replacement as per 
percentage of the Block per year 

10. Units proposed to be replaced per 
year 

5 

591 

11. Replacement value per unit including 
required processing equipment (Rs.) 57,000 

12. Yearly replacement cost (10) x (11) 
(Rs. in crores) 3·37 

13. Actual yearly average increase in 
crores during 1960-67 for rehabilita-
tion and eXpansion 3 · 33 
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18,245 

61·25 

64·24 

30·31 

47·19 

35,210 

16,615 

5 

912 

54,000 

4·92 

4·99 

23,140 

55·74 

58·13 

28·63 

49·25 

24,996 

12,310 

7·5 

1,736 

50,000 

8·68 

4·21 

5,468 

55·40 

9·36 

3·93 

41·96 

17,125 

7,185 

10 

547 

50,COO 

2·73 

·33 

9,225 67,895 

45·65 57·89 

11·70 18~·95 

5·41 86·93 

46·27 46·00 

12,683 27,830 

5,864 12,803 

15 7·6 

1,384 5,090 

45,000 50,236 

6·23 25·93 

·72 13·5S 



CHAPTER VII 

CO-OPERATIVE SPINNING MILLS 

7.1. ·A significant development in the org~n,isation of the CC!tton ':fex~ile 
Industry in recent years has been the establishment of co-op~ratlve spmmng 
mills. In pursuance of the policy of the qove~ent of India to ~ncour~ge 
the growth of the co-operative sector especially m the field of agro-mdustnes 
as many as 21 licences were issued during the Third Five-Year Plan for the 
establishment of spinning mills in Maharashtra in that sector. It was hoped 
that with the gradual expansion of the co-operative sector, Maharashtra alone 
would have as many as 30 co-operative spinning mills by the end of the Fourth 
Five-Year Plan. However, it now appears that the progress in this direction 
will be slower than was originally expected. As will be seen from the Table 
given at the end of this Chapter, only 18 such units are now in the field and 
only six of them have commenced production. The others are in various 
stages of construction. The total licensed capacity of all the mills comes to 
2,84,800 spindles. Of this the six mills which have commenced production 
account for 1,13,800 spindles. 

7 .2. The principal difficulty faced by the promoters of the co-operative 
spinning mills arises out of their inability to raise the minimum of 20 per cent 
of the cost of the unit in the form of share capital. The contribution of this 
amount by way of shares by the members of the co-operative mill qualifies 
it for further financial assistance from Government. The initial enthusiasm 
of the promoters is not always backed by sustained interest and effort 
subsequently, leading to delay in the completion of the project or curtail
ment of the capacity initially sanctioned, or its abandonment altogether. 
There have been instances of all these in Maharashtra. 

7.3. The present pattern of financial assistance given to co-operative 
spinning mills is as under : -

(a) Growers' Mills (1) 13·33 per cent of the project cost is to 
be collected as share capital from the 
members; 

(b) Handloom and 
Powerloom Weavers' 
Mills. 

(2) 6·67 per cent of the project cost is to 
be given as loan for purchase of shares ; 

(3) 20 per cent of the project cost is to be 
given as Government share capital 
contribution ; and 

(4) Balance 60 per cent is to be raised by 
way of deferred payment facilities and 
loan from financing agencies. 

(1) 20 per cent of the project cost is to be 
raised as share capital of which 75 per 
cent of the share value is given as loan 
to the weavers for purchase of shares 
of the mills ; 

(2) 20. per cent of the project cost is to be 
grven as Government share capital 
contribution : and 



(b) Handloom and 
Powerloom Weav
ers' Mills-contd. 

(3) Balance 60 per cent of the cost of 
project is to be raised by way of defer
red-payment facilities and loan from 
financing agencies. 

The present pattern of share capital contribution in the case of growers 
is li~ely to be revised, and the revised formula envisages 13·33 per cent sh1ue 
capital to be collected from the members, and the Government would give 
26·67 per cent of the project cost by way of Government share capital con
tribution. The revised pattern of financial assistance would; however, ·not 
affect the case of the weavers' mills. 

uut of the original eighteen co~operative mills, the first si::;l units ";'ere 
financed by the Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank, and four other units 
are expected to be financed by the Industrial Finance Corporation of India 
in the current year, 1968-69. The question of raising external finance in 
respect of the remaining eight units still remains uncertain at present. 

7.4. The Committee had the opportunity of visiting the co-operative 
spinning mills at Sholapur, Kolhapur, Ichalkaranji, Nagpur and Amravati. 
Of all the mills visited the Committee was very much impressed with the 
working of the Deccan Co-operative Spinning Mills, Ichalkaranji. The fol
lowing brief review of its main features and working gives an indication of its 
salient features : -

(a) Registered in 1960, the mills commenced production with about 
12,000 spindles and the growt~ of spindleage is as indicated below : -

Year 

1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1965-66 
1966-67 

TABLE 17 
Number of 

spindles at end 
of year 

11,960 
11,960 
24,488 
37,816 
37,816 

This mill society has four classes of membership with a total of 
419 members, who hold 2,404 shares and account for a capital contribu
tion of Rs. 24·04 lakhs. The members of the society amongst them
selves own 972 handlooms and 1,856 powerlooms. 

(b) Technical performance.-The mill on an average employs 482 
workers with a complement of 2·27 workers per 1,000 spindles, on an 
average spinning count of 74·09. The D. F. A. paid to a worker per 
month amounts to Rs. 123 (September 1967). The comparative figures 
below would indicate a high level of technical efficiencies with progres:
sive improvement in standards :-

TABLE 18 
80s Weft 

Average production per spindle (gms.) ... 
Operatives per 1,000 spindles 
H. 0. K. working efficiency 
Standard workman production 
Index of production efficiency 
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1965-66 

25·49 
2·29 

71-87 
12·8 

178·2 

1966-67 

25·90 
2·29 

70·52 
12·8 

182·2 
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(c) Financial Analysis.-The financial working of the mill for the 
last three years is indicated below : -

TABLE 19 
in lakhs except for item 3) 

1964-65 1965-66 1966·67 

Sales (Adjusted) 62·74 108·77 165·55 

Gross Profit * 16·42 25·37 37·79 

Gross Profit as percentage of sales 26·2 23·3 22·8 

Interest 3·55 1·71 10·ll 

Depre!:iation 5·81 24·87 20·48 

Net ProfitJLoss 0·84 (-) 16· 18 3·67 

Paid up Capital-
(a) Members' share contribution 20·49 22·99 23·92 
(b) Government share contribution 15·00 22·80 22·80 

Reserves and Surplus (inclusive of depreciation 34·57 70·02 95·22 
fund). 

120·36 168·19 174·59 Gross Fixed Assets 

•Gross Profits calculated before depreciation. interest, development rebate and taxes 

The Gross Profits as percentage of sales has averaged nearly 
24-·1 per cent with the turnover increasing by more than 100 per cent. 
over the three year period. The working of the mill generated surplus 
funds of the order of Rs. 60 lakhs between 1964-65 and 1966-67. All 
this shows a highly satisfactory performance. 

(d) General Observations.-The success of the Deccan Co-operative 
Mills at· Ichalkaranji has in tum led to the' establishment of other co
operative institutions there. Ichalkaranji may well be termed as a pioneer 
centre for fostering the co-operative. movement in the textile industry 
in the State of Maharashtra. The success of the mill has been in a large 
measure due to the untiring efforts. and personal zeal of its promoters. 
Other important factors contributing to its success have been the close 
link between the mills and the consumers of yam who are either hand
loom or powerloom owners, the existence of a ready local demand for 
yam and the production of fine and superfine counts. The technical 
efficiency, low labour complement, and running of the mills in a business
like manner have largely contributed to the impressive progress made 
by these mills. 

7.5. The Committee would nKe to make a special mention that the 
Ichalkaranji Mill could well serve as a model for other co-operative mills being 
·established elsewhere in the State. A close examination of its working and 
progress would serve as an indicator of what can be achieved by the 
co-operative spinning mills in the country given good and dedicated manage
ment, and the adoption of business methods in the working of the mills. 

7.6. It has been observed by the Committee in the course of its visits 
to co-op~rative spinning mills that a disp~o:portionate share of the project's 
cost has m some cases been spent on bmldmgs. The necessity of keeping 
capital expenditure on such items to the minimum needs to be emphasised. 
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7.7. The Committee has also observed that in the case of a new project 
the promoters do not always have the necessary technical expertise for setting 
up the mill and bringing it upto the stage of normal working. Either because 
of a desire to minimise the initial cost or because of a lack of appreciation 
of the important role of the expert from the long-term point of view, persons 
who have no adequate experience in the line are put in charge of the project 
at the preliminary stage. This causes a lot of difficulty in the subsequent 
working arrangements and adversely affects the efficiency of the unit. The 
Committee would therefore recommend that a competent senior executive 
should be appointed on each project from its very inception. 

7.8. The working conditions in some of the new mills recently set up 
required to be considerably improved. This was all the more necessary in 
view of the up-to-date and sophisticated machinery installed in them. The 
most economical utilisation of the machinery is likely to be adversely affected 
by such conditions. Proper technical direction right from the stage of the 
design of the building would have improved the situation. Without proper 
working conditions and technical direction the large capital invested in the 
machinery and plant would place so heavy a burden on the finances of the 
unit as to put it permanently into a loss. 

7.9. It also appeared to the Committee that there was in some cases 
interferen9e from some members of the Board of Directors in the day to 
day working of the mills. This existed particularly in matters relating to 
employment of and discipline among workers. Sometimes raw and inexperi
enced workers were recruited and put to work on modem sophisticated 
machines even as trainees. The damage that would be caused by this 
method to the machines which require to be handled by trained workers can 
be easily imagined. The authority of the technical heads of departments 
is also likely to be undermined on account of such interference. The Boards 
should show awareness of the capital-intensive character of these new mills 
and desist from any action which would come in the way of securing the 
maximum returns from their operation. As for the training of inexperienced 
workers, the Committee would recommend that they should be given proper 
training in established mills before they are allowed to handle modem 
machinery in a new mill. If necessary the cost of such training should be 
borne by the new mills where they will eventually be employed. Within 
the general policies laid down by the Board, the management of the mill 
should be left to the executives in accordance with the accepted norms of 
business management. 

7.10. Co-operative Mills in the State are subject to the supervisory 
and administrative authority of the Registrar of Co-operative Societies. But 
the Registrar's organisation is not equipped to scrutinise the technical working 
and efficiency of these mills. In view of the increasingly important role 
which mills in the co-operative sector are bound to play, it is necessary that 
proper and timely guida~ce sho~ld be ~ade available to the~? in technic~ 
matters so as to make therr working efficient as well as economical. For this 
purpose it will be desirable to establish in the Industries Department at the 
State level a nucleus of technical and financial experts in the textile manu
facturing field. It may also be desirable to prescribe quarterly returns indi
cating the technical efficiency and financial results of the working of the 
mills, which should be scrutinised by the staff mentioned above. In serious 
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cases of functioning below the normal levels of_ efficiency_ t~e State Gove~n_
ment may take the help of the office of th~ Textil~ Comilllss10ner for. makmg 
a thorough technical survey of the mill m quest10n. Such a ~achinery_ of 
supervision and scrutiny would enable Government to_ take timel~ action 
in appropriate cases. In view of the fact that large public _fun_ds are mvested 
in the share capital of these mills, such a course ~ould be JUStified even ~rom 
the point of view of the proper utilization of I?ublic moneys. The ~ommittee, 
therefore, recommends that a suitable machinery on the above lines should 
be set up in the Industries and Labour Department of the State. The Com
mittee further recommends that this machinery should supplement the present 
supervisory organisation under the Registrar of Co-operative Societies and 
function in purposeful collaboration with the latter. ' 

7.11. The defects in the working of the co-operative mills which were 
noticed by the Committee, were no doubt due to inexperience and a certain 
lack of business acumen. The Committee is convinced that they can and 
will be removed. In course of time the co-operative sector will act as the 
torch bearer of democratic as well as efficient management in the field of 
textile manufacturing. It is, therefore, only proper that the maximum scope 
should be given to this sector to develop and expand. Most of the co
operative spinning mills are at present limited to a capacity of 12,000 spindles. 
While the present may not be the most opportune time for increasing their 
spindleage, as and when the expanding needs of our people are converted into 
an expanding demand, the question of increasing the capacity will b.ave to be 
ta~kled. The Committee would recommend that in allotting additional 
sp!ndleage hereafte_r the first pref~rence should be given to such co-operative 
illllls _as have an ms~alled capacity of less than 25,000 spindles and their 
capacity sho~ld be r~Ised to that level. ~he economic efficiency of the mill 
Will_be con~Ide~ably Improved on the basis of a capacity of 25,000 spindles. 
Until all mills licensed at present have reached this level no additional mills 
should be licensed in the State. ' 

Serial 
No. 

1 

Name of mill 

2 

TABLE 20 
Progress of Co-operative Mills 

(Report para 7.1) 

Location Spindelage Project Progress made 
capacity . Cost 

(Rs. in lakhs). 
3 4 5 6 

1 TheAmravati Growers' Co·opera· Amravati . . 20,000 
tive Spinning Mills. 164·00 Commenced production, 

December 1966. 

2 The Shrirampur Taluka Sahakari Shrirampur . . 12,000 126· 00. Commenced production, 
Soot Gimi Ltd. March 1968. 

3 The Sholapur Co-operptive Spin· Sholapur .. 12,000 100·00 Commenced production, ning Mills Ltd., Sholapur. January 1967. 
4 The Marathwada Co-operative Nanded .. 12,000 110·00 Commenced production Spinning MiJJs Ltd., Nanded. February I968. ' 
5 The Nagpur Vinkar Sahakari Nagpur .. 20,000 145·26 Commenced production, Soot Gimi Ltd., Nagpur. January 1967. 
6 The Maharashtra Co-operative Bhusaval 12,000 120·00 Building is completed, and Spinning MiJJs, Bhusaval. 

.. 
machinery received. Errec-
tion of machinery held up 
for. want of funds. 



Serial 
No. 

Name of mill Location 

1 2, 3 

7 The R.ahuri Taluka Co-operative R.ahuri 
Spinning Mills Ltd., R.ahuri, 
District Ahmednagar. 

8 The Jawahar Co-operative Spin- Latur 
ning Mills Ltd., Latur, District 
Osmanabad. 

9 The Y eotmal Sahl.kari Shetkari Pus ad 
Soot Kapad Girni Ltd., Pusad, 
Yeotmal. 

10 The Kolhapur Zilla Shetkari Ichalkaranji 
Vinkari Sahakari Soot Girni 
Ltd., Ichalkaranji. 

11 The Vishwa Bharati Co-opera- Bhiwandi 
tive Spinning Mills Ltd., 
Bhiwandi, District Thana. 
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Spindleage 
capacity 

4 

13,000 

12,000 

12,000 

25,000 

25,000 

12 The Bharat Co-operative Spin- Madhavnagar. 12,000 
ning Mills Ltd., Madhavnagar, 
District Sangli. 

13 The Ja\gaon Co-operative Spin- Jalgaon 12,000 
ing Mills Ltd., Jalgaon. 

14 The Akola Co-operative Spin- Akola 12,000 
ning Mills Ltd., Akola. 

15 The Nasik District Co-operative Satana 12,000 
Spinnins Mills Ltd., Satana. 

16 The Aurangabad Zilla Sahakari Aurangabad • • 12,000 
Soot Girni Ltd., Aurangabad. 

17 The Deccan Co-operative Spin· Ichalkaral\ii 
ning Mills Ltd., Ichalkaranji. 

18 The Yeshwant Co-operative Sholapur 
Spinning Mills Ltd., Sholapur. 

37,800 

12,000 

•N.A.-Not available. 

Project 
Cost 

(Rs. in lakhs}. 

s 

Progress made 

6 

115· 00 Land has been secured. Impor
ted machinery received and 
orders have been placed for 
indigenous machinery. 

110· 00 Civil Works are nearing comple
tion and errection of machi
nery has commenced. 

110· 00 Civil works have come to plinth 
level and machinery has been 
received. 

N.A.• Expected to have gone into 
production in May 1968. 

140·00 Errection of machinery is under 
progress. 

100· 00 Civil works have come to plinth 
level and machinery is 
received. 

95 · 00 Land has been secured. It has 
received imported machinery 
and it has yet to place orders 
for indigenous machinery. 

95 · 00 Land has been allotted but 
possession has not yet been 
given by the M. 1. D. C. 
Received imported machinery 
of Rs. 3 • 60 Jakhs and order 
for indigenous machinery yet 
to be placed. 

95 · 00 Land has been secured. It has 
received imported machinery 
and it has yet to place orders 
for indigenous machinery. 

95·00 Do. 

175 · 00 Commenced production in 
1962. 

130·00 Application for licence is still 
under consideration of the 
Government of India. 



CHAPTER VIII 

POWERLOOMS 
8.1. The Committee did not consider it necessary _to m_ake a com

prehensive study of the powerlooms in the State, but restncted 1tself to t~e 
part played by the powerloom sector in the general framework of _the textile 
industry in the State. The Committee had the benefit _of !WO earlier. reports 
on the subject. One was the " Report of the Fact Fmding Corru;ruttee. on 
Powerloom Industry in the State of Maharashtra" (1962), the mam object 
of which was to ascertain the burden of excise duty on powerlooms and the 
comparative costs in the powerloom and composite mill sectors. More 
recently, the Report of the Powerloom Enquiry Commi:ttee (1964) has dealt 
exhaustively with the various aspects of the powedoom mdustry, both cotton 
and non-cotton and made a number of important recommendations thereon. 
Apart from dealing with various aspects of the working of powerlooms, their 
organisational set-up and inherent handicaps, that report also defined the 
future role of powerlooms in the country. 

8.2. At the outset it may be stated that it was difficult to obtain auth
entic figures regarding the total number of powerlooms in the State or their 
exact geographical distribution. The Powerloom Enquiry Committee (1964), 
placed the total number of! powerlooms in Maharashtra at 74,004- (51J98 
cotton, 22,806 non-cotton), including those which were authorised and those 
which were unauthorised. A more recent figure given by the Textile Com
missioner on the basis of valid tex-marks places the total number of power
looms in Maharashtra at 94,579. The estimates vary widely because of the 
constant influx of unauthorised looms, even though the Textile Commissioner 
has sought to remedy this defect by regularising them from time! to time. 
Considering that Maharashtra leads all other states in the country with the 
highest concentration of powerlooms in its territory, it is imperative for 
Government to secure reliable information of the number -arid location of 
powerlooms in the State. The State Government carried out a comprehensive 
census of looms in the year 1959, which revealed that the number of unautho
rised looms alone accounted for 31,124 out of a total loomage of 44,579. 
The Committee would recommend to Government that steps should be taken 
to carry out a regular census of powerlooms in the State on a biennial basis 
as recommended by the Powerloom Enquiry Committee. 

8.3. Elsewhere in the Report, we have had occasion to note that the 
future development of the textile industry lies mainly in the production of 
yarn by co-operative spinning mills which in turn would feed. the .. decentra..,_ 
ised sectors, i.e., handlooms and powerlooms. The Powerloom Enquiry 
Committee has also noted _that " Looking ahead over a period of the next 
ten or twelve years, powerlooms are likely to continue to be a part of the 
country's industrial economy and their: growth should be planned:as a part 
~f the ~>Verall strategy of ~evel~pment ". . Looking to th~ general conditions 
I~ _the mdustry th~ Co~mmttee IS of. the vie": that there Is hardly any" possi
bii_Ity of a ne':V mill,_ either. composite or ~p~ning, being established in the 
pnvate sector m the Imm_ediate futur_e: With mcreased reliance being placed 
on powerlooms for meetmg the additional demand for cloth in the country 
it wouh~ be o~vious that this sector deserves to be strengthened and mad~ 
economically VIable. 



SA. It has also to be recognised that the existence .of a thriving power
loom secto: in the cl_ose_ proximity o! co-operative spinning ~ is conducive 
to the efficient funchomng of the mills, as the latter are assured of a regular 
offtake of yarn in the locality itself. It was brought to . our notice 
by the management of a co-operative mill in Vidarbha, that it had to sell 
its yarn at distant places like Malegaon in the absence of a powerloom centre 
nearby. Likewise, a private sector mill could not find a ready outlet for its 
surplus yarn owing to the absence of local demand from powerlooms. The 
following table indicates that the powerloorns are mainly concentrated at 
Bombay, Bhiwandi, Malegaon and Ichalkaranji and the Committee would, 
therefore, recommend that special efforts be made to promote the establish
ment of cotton powerlooms in Vidarbha and Marathwada regions, preferably 
in the co-operative sector, having regard to the establishment of a number 
of co-operative spinning mills in these regions. 

TABLE 21 

Statement Showing Distribution of Powerlooms in Maharashtra State 

Serial Centre 
No. 
I 2 

1 Bombay .. 
2 Malegaon 
3 Ichalkaranji 
4 Dhulia .. 
5 Bhiwandi -
6 Madhavnagar 

7 Sa tara 
8 Nagpur 
9 Sholapur 

10 Kolhapur 
11 Ahmednagar 

12 Kalyan 
13 Aurangabad 
14 Kolaba 
15 Sangli 
16 Poona 
17 Yeotmal 
18 Rest of Maharashtra 

Cotton 

3 

10;292 
16,946 
9,461 
2,112 

23,761 
826 
172 
159 

2,713 
797 
667 

12 
52 
22 

1,155 
194 
373 

1,307 

Total 71,021 

Non-Cotton 

4 

18,074 
140 
55 
95 

4,598 
85 

3 
12 
25 

3 
330 
72 

34 

32 

23,558 

Total 

s 
28,366 
17,086 
9,516 
2,207" 

28,359-
·9U 

172; 
162: 

. 2,725 
822 
670 
342 
124 
22 

1,189 
194 
373 

1,339 

94,57!} 

8.5. The Committee would not like to reiterate the several handicaps. 
experienced by this s~ctor as th~ same have been exhaustively _dealt with ~y 
the Powerloom Enqwry Comrmttee (1~64), and by and lru:ge 1t agrees With: 
the several findings and recommendations of that Committee. The Com
mittee would make particular mention of the following conclusions and 
recommendations of that Committee as being relevant and opportune eve.n 
at .the present time :-

(a) "'We ·would lay· considerable emphasis on the importance ·of 
adequate-working finance for the proper functioning of the powerloon:i. 

L-A: ·H 5291-8 
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industry in the country. In the light of. the imp?rtant role 'Yhich the 
·decentralised sector will have to assume m supplymg the clothing needs 
of the country in future, all efforts shoul~ be made. to ensure that the 
powerlooms obtain necessary finance at farr rates of mterest.. The State 
Finance Corporations, Government lo~s under the State Aid to lnd~s
tries Act, and Commercial Banks, particularly the State Bank of India, 
may have to step in a big way to fill the. gap. The resources .of these 
financing institutions may have to be adequately augmented m order 
to make them take up these responsibilities" (paragaph 5.10). 

(b) "It is desirable that powerloom owners should ~~ enabled to 
market their cloth direct so as to derive the full benefit ansmg from the 
sale of processed cloth. Processing factories should theref<;>re be es~ab
lished in the different centres in the country. These processmg establish
ments may preferably be on co-operative lines,. but we do not rule out 
such facilities being provided by private enterpreneurs ". (paragraph 5.1). 

(c) " A pattern of growth for the powerloom industry which seems 
to be feasible would be based on clusters of about 300 powerlooms each
not under one roof but in .small-units· within -convenient distance of one 
another-established in and around small towns ; fed by yarn from 
:a mill, preferably a co-operative spinning mill ; sizing facilities being 
provided by a co-operatjvely owned sizing unit ; finance being provided 
by either existing Banking institutions or special Powerloom Corpora
tions, processing establishments again preferably co-operatively owned, 
:and marketing arrangements (not necessarily co-operative), which do not 
()perate to the detriment of the powerloom we.aver ". (paragraph 13.15). 

8.6. There has been a demand for t1ie establisnment of a Power!oom 
Board at the· State Government level to look after the powerloom interests 
in· the State. The constitution of such a Board has been recentlv announced 
by Government. 

8.7. Consequent on tne recommendations of the Powerloom Enquiry 
Committee (1964), the Central Government allotted ·a quota of 7,300 looms 
to' this State out of a total of 97,000 for the whole country. A total of 
5,000 looms have been earmarked for the co-operative sector and the balance 
of 2,300 looms is being distributed to individuals. It appears that .not much 
headway has been made by the Co-operative Department in establishing new 
looms in the co-operative fold. The pattern of financial assistance laid 
doWn by the Government of India, provides for Rs. 3,000 as the cost of 
a loom inclusive of motor and accessories, but this is considered to be in
adequate. We understand that this matter ha~ Jbe~n taken up with the 
Government of India for enhancing the provision to Rs. 5,000 per loom in 
view of current market prices. The estimates made in 1964 of Rs. 3,000 
for the capital· cost of preparatory and processing stages and Rs. 2,700 for 
the requirements of working capital would also need an upward revision in 
-view of the rise in prices since then. It is noted that the Government of 
India have directed that the working capital requirements under this scheme 
should be met through institutional finance. The question of providing 
working capital for these looms under the Reserve Bank of India Scheme is 
still under. consideration of that Bank. It may be seen in view of the present 
slackness m the demand for cloth that the setting up of additional looms 
would burden the industry with still more unwanted cloth. But with the 
expected imp!ovement of f.!Ie economy within the next Five-Year Plan period 
the demand lS bound to pick up. However, while the actual installation of 
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the additional looms may await a somewhat more opportune time, the preli:. 
minary steps could certainly be taken by the co-operative department without 
loss of time. 

8.8. On its visit to Bhiwandi the Committee found that the working 
conditions of those engaged in the powerloom sector of the industry were 
far from satisfactory. Many of the sheds which housed the looms were of 
the poorest construction, coupled with inadequate :lighting and improper 
ventilation. Moreover, the closeness of the looms in the sheds led to 
cramped conditions of working and would undoubtedly have a deleterious 
effect on the health of workers. In fact, it was brought to the notice of the 
Committee that an unusually high incidence of tuberculosis was noticeable 
at Bhiwandi. The Committee would like to bring to the notice of Govern
ment that the construction of proper sheds with adequate facilities for the 
workers is an imperative need. 

Attention of the Committee was also drawn to the fact that the small 
powerloom owner or weaver suffered a number of handicaps such as non
availability of small lots of yarn at reasonable prices, shortage in weight and 
substandard quality, lack ofl holding capacity in respect of finished stocks 
of cloth etc. The limited resources with the owner-weaver lead to the ex
ploitation of the small man by bigger financiers. The Committee is of the 
view that only an integrated linking of the various operations, from the 
purchase of yarn, to the final sale of the cloth by appropriate co-operative 
institutions can eliminate the exploitation of the powerloom weaver by finan
cially powerful interests. The Committee would recommend to Government 
to launch a vigorous campaign to bring an increasing number of powerlooms 
within the co-operative fold. 

8.9. Representatives of the powerloom industry have also stated before 
the Committee that the powerloom sector was badly neglected by Govern
ment and that it did not receive the attention it deserved, considering its 
importance both as a provider of employment and as the producer of cloth 
in a way complementary to the established mill sector. A particular instance 
cited was the policy of the Government in imposing heavy excise levies on 
sized yarn in the budget for 1967-68 as the following table of comparative 
rates of excise duty on sized (non-hank) yarn will indicate : 

TABLE 22 
Excise Duty 

(In Rs. per kg.). 

Counts But 
of or More Less than 1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 

1 2 3 4 s 
• 

51 1·50 5·20 3•50 
40 51 1·20 5·20 3·50 
34 40 0•90 2·40 1·45 
29 34 0·60 2•40 1·45 
22 29 0•44 0·44 0·44 
14 22 0•28 0·28 0·28 
6 14 0·17 0·15 0•15 

6 O·ll 0·15 0•15 

•(Inclusive of surcharge) 
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It was stated that the concessions given in the current ~ear's budget .in 
.respect of the ·rates of duty on yarn of 34 counts and above did not neutralise 
.the heavy burden placed on the industry, ~part from the fact that the sheer 
magnitude of the levy encouraged evasw,n ?f duty on a large s~ale. It 
appears that the general recession in the textile mdustry has also had Its effect 
on the powerloom sector leading to · decreased offta~e of cloth an~ conse
quential closure of a number of looms .. The C:o~mittee feels that m order 
to encourage the formation of co-operative societies. of powerloom ~eavers, 
a concession in excise duty may be given to looms m the co-operative fold. 

8.10. Elsewhere we have referred to· the question of the financial 
burden of the payment of retrenchment compensation to workers rendered 
~uperfiuous in existing mills which are modernised. As a method of reduc
ing that burden and also of rehabilitating the .retrenched worker, we would 
suggest the introduction of a scheme under which such workers are offered 
the first option to buy a surplus loom against their dues so that they can set 
:up a powerloom unit of their own, preferably in their own villages. The 
:success of such a scheme would no doubt depend on a suitable machinery 
:being evolved for meeting the requirements of yarn of such weavers and 
-effecting the sale of their cloth through an appropriate co-operative institu-
1ion. As a large number of the workers in a mill usually hail from the same 
-district, it is likely that such looms will be set up in clusters in particular 
villages or towns and it may not be difficult to select a suitable central place 
for the distribution of yarn and the collection of the woven fabrics for sale. 
The Committee would recommend that the co-operative department should 
work out the details of such a scheme if there is sufficient response to it from 
the retrenched workers. 

'8.11. In view of the growing preference of the consumer for processed 
doth, the powerloom weavers are likely to fetch a better price for their goods 
if they are sold after being processed. Processing facilities are however not 
always readily available to them and if available through private enterprise 
are provided only at a high cost. It is, therefore, essential to set up sizing and 
processing houses on co-operative lines at important centres within reach of 
the powerloom sites. Here again the Yeshwant Co-operative Processors 
Ltd., Ichalkaranji, has shown the way. During 1966-67 this processing 
house processed 13-65 lakh kgs. of cloth and its working results have been 
S!itisfact?~· The members of this processing h.ouse are themselves Co-opera
tive Societies of powerloom weavers and denve an advantage in price of 
nearly 7 to 8 per cent -per metre-ef cloth woven over unprocessed cloth. We 
reco.m.mend that central processmg houses each with a daily capacity of 
a rrm;umum of one lakh metres should be established on a co-operative basis 
at smtable centres-wh~~e t~e growth~of--powerlooms in -the surrounding area 
would lead !O the .utthsatwn of· t~eir full capacity. Financial assistance to 
these processmg uruts should be grven on the same lines as in the case of 
c_o-operative spinx;ri!lg mills. 'f!lis wlll be one more essential step in the direc
tiOn of ~ecentr~h~m& economic power and in carrying the benefits of 
modern mdus~nahsatwn to the countryside without the evils attendant on 
urban congestion .. 



CHAPTER IX 

DEAR FOOD ALLOWANCE AND PRODUCTMTY 

9.1. The present wage structure in the Cotton Textile Industry in 
Maharashtra was evolved from the standardisation award given by the Indus
trial Court at Bombay in 1947. Besides the minimum wage of Rs. 30 per 
month under that award, the mill worker in Bombay was also granted under 
the award of the Industrial Court in April1948, a dearness allowance or Dear 
Food Allowance (D.F.A.) as it is called, of Rs. 44-11-11 for a month of 26 days 
with a view to neutralising 90 per cent. of the rise in the cost of living over 
the minimum wage, taking 279 as the average index number for the year 
1947. In the year preceding the award the average D.F.A. payable to the 
worker was about Rs. 41. A further increase of 10 per cent. in the D.F.A. 
was granted in 1951 on the ground that the deprivation of a part of 
emoluments of the lowest paid worker on account of his compulsory 
contribution to the Provident Fund Scheme needed to be compensated. 
Subsequently, in 1955, the D.F.A. was permanently linked with the cost of 
living index granting almost 100 per cent. neutralisation of the rise in the 
price index. The Labour Appellate Tribunal in its decision of 17th January 
1955 awarded an increase in the quantum of D.F.A. to the mill worker in 
Bombay of 5 per cent. so long as the cost of living index remained upto 335, 
7t per cent. upto 350 and 10 per cent; beyond 350. Thus the rate of dearness 
allowance which was Rs. 44-11-11 in 1947 had risen to Rs. 81·58 in 1958. 

9.2. In March 1957 a Central Wage Board was appointed for the 
cotton- textile industry and was asked, inter-alia, to "work out a wage 
structure based on the principles of fair wages as set forth in the report of 
the Committee on• Fair Wages": The --Board submitted its report in 
December 1959 in which it had, among other things, recommended that an 
average increase of Rs. 8 in basic wages for certain textile centres and Rs. 6 
for other centres should be given to the workers subject to the condition that 
no worker in these two groups of centres received less than Rs. 7 and Rs. 5 
respectively as increased wages from January 1960. The Board also recom
mended a further increase of Rs. 2 per worker from January 1962, for_ all 
the workers in all the Centres. However, by mutual agreement between the 
Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh and the Millowner's Association, Bombay, 
it was decided that each worker should receive a flat increase of Rs. 8 per 
month. Accordingly_ the Industrial (::ourt made an · award incorporating 
this agreement and. it was hoped that this would facilitate rationalisation. 

9.3: --The first central wage board had .also suggested a moratorium for 
five years on any revision of the basic.wages, in the cotton textile industry. 
At present the second central wage board is sitting_ and has not submitted its 
report so far~ 

It may be noted that, though the workers' wages differ according to the 
nature of their occupations and work~load;. they receive a uniform D.F.A. 
linked to the cost! of living index which varies from month to month and 
centre to centre. The disparities in the rates of D.F.A. paid at different 
centres in the State are very wide .. On account of the continued price infla
tion the rates of D.F.A. have increased by as much as 200 per cent. at some 
centres durin!!: the last 10 years. The disparities in the rates of D.F.A. as 
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"thin the State and those outside have also increased as will between centres WI 
be evident from the Table below :-

TABLE 23 

Minimum Wages and Dearness Allo~ance in the Cotton Mill Industry of 
India for a Standard Month of 26 workmg days :-

Period Bombay Ahmedabad Sholapur Nagpur Madras Kanpur West 
Bengal 

Minimum Basic Wages *40·00 *38·00 **34·00 @32·00 *40·00 ••38·00 **36·17 

Dearness allowance.-

Average for~ 

1956 68·75 63·94 57·68 46·86 47·75 51·76 30·00 

1957 74·00 71·31 63·22 51·35 51·13 55·80 30·00 

1958 81·58 75·31 44·01 54·99 55·84 58·48 31·25 

1959 86·42 88·69 46·73 63·18 61·40 59·59 32·50 

1960 89·25 87·81 59·52 67·01 67·68 59·49 32·50 

1961 91·79 86·95 66·59 64·77 15·85 59·94 35·79 

1962 95·76 88·52 73·02 64·69 79·09 63·43 44·01 

1963 96·08 85·15 72·82 67·36 83·05 66·69 ·50·53 

1964 114·79 103·44 92·23 80·72 96·68 86·36 55·38 

1965 127·08 125·90 96·33 101·65 115·14 101·92 60·81 

1966 148·62 133·80 113·82 102·81 125·49 106·76 70·03 

1967 167·56 172·77 129·63 118·32 137·34 135·99 82·01 

•This includes a flat increase of Rs. 8•00 with effect from 1st January 1960 and Rs. 2·00 with effect from 
1st January 1962 as recommended by the Central Wage Board for the cotton textile industry. 

@.This includes a fiat increase of Rs. 6·00 with effect from 1st January 1960. 

••This includes a flat increase of Rs. 6·00 with effect from 1st January 1960 and Rs. 2·00 with effect from 
1st January 1962. 

Source:-Indian Labour Journal. 

9.4 .. The Bombay Millowners' Association has been complaining about 
the high cost of wages etc. which accounts for 25-30 per cent. Qf the total cost 
of production of mill cloth without full compensation in the prices of the 
controlled varieties. · In the three years from 1964 to 1967 the average rates 
of D.F. A. in Bombay rose from Rs. 114·79 toRs. 167·56, i.e., by Rs. 52·77 per 
worker per month imposing an additional burden on the mills. 

With a view to arresting the continuous rise in the wage bill, the Mill
..>wners' As~ociation ha~ given a notice of change to the Rashtriya Mill 
Mazdoor Sangh demanding (1) that the dearness allowance should be linked 
to a more reliable consumer. ppce index, (2) that the rate of neutralisation of 
the rise. in the .cost of living should not be more than 66·2/3 per cent. of the 
minimum wage of Rs. 30 fixed by the Award of the Industrial Court, and 
(3) the qua,ntum _of dearness allowance should not be varied unless the index 
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fell O! rose by an average 10 points during lit period of 12 months. This 
questiOn could not be settled by negotiation and the matter is now pending 
~efore the Industrial Court. The Committee has, however, noted that even 
m 1958, the move by the Millowners' Association to reduce the rate of neutra
lisation of the rise in the price index to a level of 66·6 per cent was rejected 
by the Industrial Court. 

As against this contention of the Millowners' regarding the abnormal 
rise in the D. F. A. and the wage bill the Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh 
and the All India Trade Union Congress whose representatives baa appeared 
before the Committee, were of the view that the gravity of the present 
crisis in the textile iridustry had been highly exaggerated and that this was 
a temporary phase characteristic of the history of the cotton textile industry. 
As for reduction of D. F. A. on account of its excessive burden on the cost 
of production, it was pointed out that the organised labour in this industry 
had obtained this direct linking of D. F. A. with the cost of living index 
after a great deal of effort and any suggestion to reduce the present level of 
wages in any form will not at all be acceptable to them. · 

9.5. The Committee -has observed one interesting feature of the wage 
burden on the textile industry. Its analysis of the audited Profit and Loss 
Accounts of 74 mills in Maharashtra of varying standing has revealed- that 
the ratio of the cost of wages, salaries, provident fund, welfare expense etc. 
to the total ex-mill realisation has not increased in the case of mills in Groups 
I and ll. - In the case of mills in Group ill the increase is marginal. But 
in the case of mills in"Groups IV and Vwhich employ about 45,000 workers it 
has been rising at an alarming rate. It is for these mills that the high rates 
of D. F. A. create a very difficult problem. On the basis of the quality and 
quantity of the cloth that they produce, they are unable to meet the high 
cost of wages and D. F. A. and are running into losses. Either therefore 
they will have to close down or the employees will have to accept a cut in 
their emoluments, pending the adoption and completion of a programme of 
rationalisation which- might improve the productivity of these mills. 

9.6. However, one consequence of the D.F.A. being at a level of 4 to 
5 times the minimum wage should cause grave concern. That is in terms 
of the disincentive to higher productivity. on the part of the workers which 
such a situation causes. Since the D.F.A. is not linked to efficiency, work
load and quality of work and since it is independent of the earned wages for 
the quantum of work they put in, the workers and the unions are naturally 
against any measures which might result in a reduction in their D. F. A. 
This has, on the other hand, acted as a disincentive to improve productivity 
and quality because after all, such improvement might at the most give them 
about 7 to 10 per cent increase in their basic wage. This would be hardly 
about Rs. 6 to Rs. 8 per month over the present average basic wage, in the 
case of workers employed on piece rates. This is hardly attractive enough to 
the worker to put in additional effort. The only way out of this anomalous 
situation is to merge a reasonable part of the D. F. A. with the basic wage. 
Serious effort deserves to be made to bring about an agreement between the 
workers and the managements of mills on this question. 

9.7. Productivity in the cotton textile industry depends on a number 
of factors such as the condition of plant and machinery and. working condi-' 
tions such as plant lay-out material handling devises, etc., apart from the all 
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• h lement involved The part played by the operatives in Important uman e · - · b th · h lth 1 1 of educa ' · d ti" "ty would be conditioned y err ea , eve -mcreasmg pro uc VI · • F th th 
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quality of cotton, humidity cond!-tions ~nd. proper g ting o m uence e 
manufacturing processes and therr efficrencres. 

That the sum total all these factors has re~ulted in a very low level_ of 
productivity in the industry in this country rs seen from the followmg 
table:-

TABLE 24 

Productivity in the Textile Industry 

Serial 
No. 

1 Denmark 

2 Finland 

Country 

3 Federal Republic of Germany 

4 Switzerland 

5 U.S.A.* -
6 France 

7 Japan 
"' 

8 Italy 

9 U.K. -· 
10 India 

Workers 
engaged in 

Spinning 
Department 

1,685 

2,080 

49,075 

6,262 

1,05,600 

39,265 

70,520 

56,100 

49,420 

Mo 3,25,000 

*Figures of workers inclusive of non-manual employees. 

Yam 
production 

(in 1000 Kgs.) 

8,357 

15,860 

3,01,365 

34,490 

17,54,111 

2,72,365 

4,90,167 

1,93,074 

2,21,700 

8,92,574 

1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6 inclusive of workers in doubling departments of integrated mills. 

Yam 
production 
per worker 
per annum 

(Kgs.) 

4,960 

7,625 

6,141 

5,508 

16,611 

6,937 

6,951 

3,442 

4,486 

2,746 

Notes.-The above does not take into consideration differences in respect of (1) Average Count,. (2) Length 
of Shifts, (3} No. of working days in a year. 

Source.-(1) IFCATI"s Survey on Manpower; (2) European Cotton Industry Statistics ; (3) U.K. Cotton 
Board ; (4) Cotton World Statistics ; (5) Textile Con:missioner Bulletin ; and (6) Mcc'!em 
Cotton Industry-OECD .. 

The lower productivity in India as compared to other countries is 
largely due to the high labour complement in Indian industry. The number 
of workers employed per 1000 spindles upto spindle point, varies from 
about 3 to 12 in India. As against this, in Japan, for example, the figure 
varies from 1·5 to 4·5 onlv. 

. ~us. Anot~er. impo!~!lt factor . that h~s . effec~ed . the productivity 
bf the cotton ~s m lndr~ m general and partrcularly m Maharashtra is the 
heavy absenteersm among the .workers as will be seen from the table below; 
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TABLE 25 

Percentage of Manshifts lost to Manshifts Scheduled to work. 

Year 
Cotton Mill Industry 

(Monthly)Average Bombay Ahmedabad Sholapur Madras Madura Coimbatur Kanpur. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 -------
1956 8.3 6.5 18.4 6.2 13.0 U.4 11.1 

1957 .. 7 .I 6.8 16.0 7.0 13.2 11.3 13.0 

1958 7.0 7.1 13.6 7.4 18.5 12.3 13.1 

1959 7.3 6.6 13.4 7.7 13.4 11.3 13.7 

1960 10.5 7.3 16.9 8.2 13.0 11.9 14.2 

1961 11.9 16.0 14.7 7.7 13.5 12.0 15.1 

1962 11.3 8.3 15.3 7.8 13.8 !2.8 27.4 

1963 U.8 8.0 18.3 7.8 13.5 13.1 15.J. 

1964 11.6 7.9 16.7 8.1 12.2 12.8 12.S. 

1965 18.4 15.3 10.2 14.4 13.3 12.S. 

1966 20.2 27.2 10.3 19.0 13.2 12.6. 

1967 January •• 13.5 30.1 10.2 18.1 12.3 9.2 

February •. 14.6 36.2 9.9 18.4 15.7 10.3. 

March .. 20.1 30.2 9.1 17.0 16.1 10.& 

April 21.5 32.1 9.1 18.1 12.6 u.& 
May 23.0 37.7 9.7 14.5 12.7 13.8 

June 25.2 13.6 33.0 10.0 14.9 12.6 13.5 

July 23.5 11.3 29.9 8.7 13.2 10.8 11.6 

August .. 16.9 9.4 26.7 8.9 12.1 17.2 10.9 

September •. 15.5 10.3 32.6 9.7 11.4 10.6 9.() 

October .. 14.5 11.1 26.2 9.4 u.s 9.3 

Source:-Maharashtra Labour Gazette for Bombay and Sholapur, Indian Labour Journal for other Centres., 

It will be seen ·from the above table that the percentage of manshifts 
lost varies from 6·2 per cent. to as high as 37·7 per cent. The worst affected 
centre in Maharashtra is Sholapur where absenteeism ranges from about 
13 to 30 per cent. It is difficult to understand the continued trend in 
absenteeism over the years. The environmental working conditions in 
mills, wages, bonus, medical facilities, housing and education have all 
improved in the industry under various legislations during the past 20 years. 
The fact that the rate of absenteeism has not shown a declining trend, 
despite so many efforts made to improve the lot of the mill worker, would 
only serve to indicate that the workers as a class have not yet imbibed 
industrial discipline. One of the mills at Sholapur had urged that the 
workers were not prepared to work more than what was just necessary for 
meeting their minimum needs. Therefore, they did not care to attend for 
all the days in the month. On the other hand the Trade Union representa
tives at the same centre stated that being constantly in debt the workers were 

L-A H 5291-9 
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prepared to accept lower wages paid in cash at the end of th~ day by working 
on powerloom for a few days in a month. .Pr<?bably the millo~ner~ had t~e 
master-weavers and jobbers who might ~e ownmg powerlooms. m view while 
the union was referring to the lowest prud ~orkers. who w~re I!l debts.. The 
textile worker even in a city like Bombay still has his moormgs m the ~Illage ; 
he is not completely urbanised and his strong attachment to social and 
religious customs and festivals in addition to t~e seasonal needs of_ labour on 
the farm may be partly responsible for the high rate of absenteeism. 

9.9. The speeds and production of the old and obsolete machin~s in 
Indian mills are atleast 15 per cent lower than those of modern machines. 
Compared to the machine speeds of Japanese mills they are 30 to 40 per cent 
lower. The weaving productivity is also equally low. 

~dO. The Committee feels that steps should be taken to improve produc
tivity by bringing about a gradual rationalisation of the working processes 
in accordance with a definite programme. As for the absorption of surplus 
labour in other departments, a major difficulty that may come up is that the 
experience of a surplus worker in the spinning department may not be useful 
in the weaving or processing department where there may be room for 
absorption. To meet this difficulty the Committee suggests that the mills 
should be advised to start training schemes so as to facilitate the re-deploy
ment of the workers in different departments wherever possible. This will 
be particularly necessary in cases of mills in mofussil centres where the gene
ral employment situation is difficult. 

9.11. Schemes of rationalisation or modernisation of machinery could 
not be taken up by many mills because they had no resources to pay off 
retrenchment compensation and other terminal benefits to the workers -who 
were willing to leave the industry. The Committee having come to the con
dusion that there are no chances of increasing the employment potential in 
the cotton textile industry, and a gradual diversion of surplus labour to other 
occupations is an economic necessity, suggests that the mills should be 
directed to create a gratuity fund account to which appropriate amounts for 
meeting the ~ratuity liability should be cr~dited every year. Probably a sepa
rate trust will have to be created for this account. It will also be prudent 
on the part of the mills to set aside a similar fund for the payment of retrench
ment compensation when due. 



CHAPTER X 

TEXTILE SERVICE CADRE 

10.1. We have suggested at various places in the Report that it would 
be necessary to keep a close watch on the working of the textile industry 
in its different sectors with a view to taking timely remedial action in cases 
of technical and other deficiencies. This task requires the setting up of an 
organisation of technical and financial experts well-versed in the various 
aspects of the working of the textile industry. It is necessary that this 
organisation should be established at the Headquarters of Government. 
At present there is no such organisation with the State Government, with the 
sole exception of a Textile Officer in the Industries and Labour Department. 
In view of the importance of the textile industry and its problems in the 
economy of the State the Committee would strongly recommend the creation 
of a nucleus of an expert organisation for this purpose in the Industries and 
Labour Department. To start with it should consist of six officers, three on 
the technical side and three on the commercial and financial sides with the 
necessary office staff. The three technical officers should possess at the 
minimum a degree/ diploma in textile technology, each with specialisation in 
a different branch thereof, with at least five years experience of working in 
a large textile mill in a responsible capacity. The other three officers should 
be financial, marketing and accountancy experts respectively. Each of them 
should have the minimum qualification of a degree in economics or commerce 
and in the case of accountancy expert also Membership of the Institute of 
Chartered Accountants or the Institute of Cost and Works Accountants. 
All of them should also have at least five years experience in the textile field 
in their respective branches. 

10.2. Depending on the extent to which Gov~r~J?e~t is, in course of 
time, called upon to bear a. great~r sh!lre of responstbility m. the field of the 
tc:xtile industry, the Comrrnttee visualises that e':entuall~ this nucleus ~ay 
have to be expanded into a full-fled~ed textile ~t:rvice ea~re . to which 
appointments may be made on the basis of competitive exammations held 
by the State Public Service Commission. 
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CHAPTER XI 

PRICE CONTROL AND TAXES 

.11.1. The cotton textiles being one of the vital consumer items were 
·-::;uoject to various types of controls in the past. A few years back there was 
·a scheme of voluntary price control in order to hold the price line of cotton 
yarn and cloth. These voluntary prices were required to be stamped on the 
cloth produced by the mills. But the scheme did not work well due to various 
reasons. 

11.2. The statutory price control was introduced in October 1964 with 
a ·View to curbing the rising tendency of cloth prices. Certain varieties of 
cloth namely dhoties, sarees, long cloth, shirting and drills were controlled 
in such a way as to meet the demand for these varieties in the internal market . 
. Every composite mill was asked to fulfil a minimum statutory obligation for 
packing of the above- varieties of cloth. The gross percentages of such 
,obligations were varied from 50 per cent. to 40 per cent. depending on the 
availability of and demand for controlled varieties of cloth. 

11.3. With effect from 2nd May 1968 the gross percentage of statutory 
Qbligation has been reduced further from 40 per cent. to 25 per cent. and the 
area of the controlled varieties has also been modified to cover only the 
:coarse and medium ' B ' categories of controlled cloth namely dhoties, sarees, 
lon~ cloth, shirting and drills. 

The new control scheme provides for (1) payment by the Government 
at a specified rate per square metre to mills packing controlled varieties of 
cloth in excess of their obligation subject to a certain ceiling ; (2) payment 
by the mills to the Government at a prescribed rate per ·square metre for the 
shortfall of the packing of their obligatory controlled cloth. As an additional 
incentive for boosting up export and supply of defence requirements, the 
:statutory obligation is reduced in proportion to the quantity of any type of 
cloth supplied for export, defence and for the manufacture of ready-made 
Mtments for exports. 

11.4. 1ne maustry mis represeqted to the Committee that Government 
has not allowed an increase in the price of controlled cloth commensurate 
with the increase in the cost of production including the price of raw materials. 
According to the Indian Cotton Mills Federation, the increase in the cost of 
manufacture of cotton fabrics since April 1967, was of the order of 16 per cent 
However, some relief has been given to the industry against this claim in. 
terms of the rec:ent ~evi~ed ~ch:eme. In its anxiety to hold the price line of 
coarse and medium B vanebes of cloth of mass consumption the Govern
ment decided to decontrol all varieties of cloth other than coarse and medium 
• B ' varieties of dhoties, sarees, long cloth, shriting and drill, by reducing the 
percentage of controlled cloth from 40 per cent. to 25 per cent. Allowina 
for the rebate for export etc. the present obligation is estimated at 17 per cerrt 
of the total mill production in the country. The increase of 2 per cent in 
pric~ has also been allowed on controlled . vari;ti~ of cloth, except g~ey 
dhobes and sarees, of a~l coarse and ~edium B categories. The excise 
duty has also be~n .so adJUSted that the mcrease of 2 per cent. is offset so far 
1s :ontrolled ~ar!etles are concerned. The present scheme :would afford some 
relief to the mill mdustry as 83 per cent. of the total production is decontrolled. 
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At the same ti!Jle, it cannot be denied that the control has helped the marginal 
and sub-margmal mills due to quick turnover of the controlled cloth and the 
benefit of an excise concession. · . . 

11.5. These modifications in the scheme of controlled cloth are no doubt 
designed to meet th~ problem of the rising cost of production to a certain 
extent. The Committee, however, considers that they do not go far enough 
especially in respect of mills which are technically not in a position to change 
over to the production of finer varieties and must continue to produce coarse 
and medium ' B ' varieties much in excess of their statutory obligations. 
Such mills are precisely the ones which are faced with great financial 
difficulties. The Committee, therefore, recommends that if price control is to 
be continued in the interest of the consumer it should be operated on 
a scientific basis taking into account changes in the cost of production and 
the value of various concessions given under the control scheme. 

11.6. The industry has all along been pleading for a redu~tion in the 
burden of excise duties also. It has been noted that the total excise revenue, 
which in 1949-50 stood at Rs. 12·33 crores has increased to over Rs. 100 
crores at present as will be seen from the following table : 

TABLE 26 

Growth of Excise Duty on Cloth and Yarn 
(In crores of Rs.) 

·--· OnCioth 
On yarn Grand 

Years 
Basic Additional Total Total 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

12.· 33 12·33 12·33 
1949-50 

9·26 9·26 
1950-51 9·26 

16·36 16·36 
1951-52. 16·36 

13·46 13·46 
1952-53' 13·46 

21·67 21·67 
1953-54 21·67 

27·59 27·59 
1954-55 27·59 

28·18 28·18 28·18 
1955-56 51·86 51·86 
1956-51 51·.86 

70·99 
1957-58 64·60 . 6· 39* 70·99 

57·40 21·19* 78·59 78·59 
1958-59 

19·96* 66·11 66·11 46·75 1959-60 
20· 33° 66·27 0·13 66·40 45·94 1960-6\ 

47·51 19·46 66·91 4·98 71·95 
1961-62 

20· 34 78·71 8·38 87·09 58·37 1962-63 
20·78 78·14 12·67 90·81 57·36 1963-64' ' . 76·40 25·13 101· 53 

55·66 20·74 
1964-6~ 

50·49 20·52 71·01 25·63 96·44 
1965-66 

48·14 19·23. 67·37 31·50 98·87 
1966-67 •• 42·30 109·14 45·90 20·94 66·84 
1967 ~68 (Budget) 

~evised Estimates. 

Source :-Indian Cotton Mills Federation. 
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The contention of the industry has been that so long as the level of duties 
as related to the cost of production was reasonable, these coul~ be pas~ed 
on-..to the consumer. But in view of the fact that the consumers. purchasmg 
power has been considerably impaired owing to the tw? succe~sive droug~ts 
and the general recession in the country, the consumer IS s~owmg a defirute 
resistance to the present prices, with the result that ~lls are perforce 
compelled to absorb a portion of excise duties themselves m order to ensure: 
a normal off-take of cloth. · 

11.7. The Committee appreciates that the excise duty on cloth is au 
lmportant source of revenue but the level of such taxation should not be 
unduly high. The Goverrunent may consider the extent to w?ich reduc~ion 
in the excise duties is possible. H for reasons of revenue it IS not possible 
for the Government to reduce the excise duties, the Goverrunent may 
consider earmarking a portion of the total collection of the excise duty for 
the purpose of advancing the same to the industry on concessianal terms for 
:-ehabilitation and modernisation, thus helping the industry to reduce the cost 
of production and eventually making cloth cheaper. So far as the mills in< 
Maharashtra are concerned, we have already indicated the scale of financial 
assistance required. If the Central Government provides 50 per cent. of it 
its share works out to Rs. 7 crores per year for seven years. 

11.8. Attention of the Committee has also been drawn to the high rate 
of local levies such as octroi etc. in mofussil centres such as Sholapur and 
elsewhere. Considering the fact that a majority of the mills in the State 
which have old machinery and are unprofitable to work are located in 
mofussil areas, the Committee would endorse the need to reduce the burden 
of these levies to the extent possible. Incidentally, it was also brought to the 
notice of the Committee that a number of mills in Vidarbha suffer from 
frequent l~ad shedding in the . supply of power resulting in the interruption 
of productiOn and consequential payment of lay-off compensation to the 
workers. The Committee would commend to the authorities concerned the 
necessity of providing an un-interrupted power supply to the afflicted mills. 

11.9. The industry has been pressing for a long time for its inclusic;m 
in the list of " priority " industries in. order to enable the mills to get the 
benefit of development rebate at a higher rate, certain relief in income-tax 
and accommodation on priority terms from financing agencies. Looking to 
the. fin~ncial position of the. industry in general and the urgency for moderni
satiOn mvolvmg the expenditure of .crores of rupees, such relief in our opinion 
would go a long way and t~e. industry's case deserves favourable consideratioit 
at the hands of the authonbes concerned. 

A. J. R. GONSALVES, 

Secretary. 

Bombay, dated 14th August 1968. 

S. V. KOGEKAR' 
' 

Chairmarr; 

S. A. KHER 
' 

Member 

I. B. DUTT; 
Member: 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

(1) _Maharashtra leads the rest of the States in India in the matter of 
,production of cotton and of yarn and cloth in the mill sector of the industry 
~~2~ . 

(2) Mah~rashtra,. perhaps mor~ _than any other State in India, has 
a great stake m the existence of a thnvmg cotton textile industry in the State 
(para 2.7). · 

(3) A striking feature of the textile industry in Maharashtra is its un-
even development in different regions of the State. (para 2.8). -

(4). Owing to a combination of several factors the industry is faced with 
great difficulties (para 2.9). 

(5) The survey made by the Reserve Bank of India reveals the financial 
weakness of the textile industry in India. (para 2.10). 

(6) The closure of a mill is invariably the cumulative result of failure at 
.one more points in the organisation and working of the mill. (para 3.2). 

(7) The technical position of the mills in Maharashtra is far from satis-
-factory. (para 3.3). . 

(8) A large number of units in the mill sector in the State have failed to 
renovate their plant regularly. (para. 3.4). 

(9) Unless adequate steps are taken for the rehabilitation and moderni
sation of the old machinery the present malaise afflicting the mill sector will 
not be overcome. (para 3.4). 

(10) There is a wide disparity between the financial position as also the 
technical performance of different mills. Hence it would be misleading to 
draw valid conclusions based on the aggregate results of a financial scrutiny 
.of all the mills taken together. (para 3.6). 

(11) The Committee has, therefore, classified the 74 mills studied into 
.5 groups on the basis of their gross profits as percentage of sales. (para 3·6). 

(12) The analysis of the 31 mills in i:he first two groups reveals satisfac
tory working. (paras 3.7 and 3.8). 

(13) The factual position of the capital investment by these mills is con
trary to the popular impression that mills have frittered away their profits 
instead of ploughing them back. (para. 3.9). 

(14) The 24 mills in group III represent a case of unbalanced mode:nisa
tion and a heavy interest burden. Unless properly regulated they will be 
in greater difficulty in the near future. (para 3.10). 

(15) The 19 mills in groups N and y are old and outwo~n and bear 
a crushing burden of interest charges bemg totally uneconomic to work. 
[para 3.11). . . . 

(16) The value of the written down block for the mills facmg financial 
difficulties is much lower than what it ~s for the stronger miiis. '!his only 
corroborates one of our general conclusi<;:ms ~at the neglec~ of mamtenance 

d d rnisation of the plant and machmery IS one of the Important factors 
;;sp:n~ible for the present difficulties faced by the mills in the last 3 groups. 
(para 3.12). 

(17) In same mills the machine utilisation has been be.low n?rmal and 
management has made no change in the pattern of production sutted to the 
changing times. (para 3.13). 
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(18) A mill will not be able to break even unless the overall reaJ!sation 
per installed unit per year is over Rs. 30,000 and the. wa~es and salanes pex 
unit are kept at or below 25 to 26 per cent of the realisation. (para 3J3). 

(19) A plan for the infusion of fresh capital in the mill industry is in
escapable as a long-term solution of the problem. (para 3.14). 

(20) In a number of marginal mills their managements have preferred 
a policy of expansion to that of consolidation, with the. result that any reces
sionary period has taxed their slender resources to therr utmost. (para 3.15). 

(21) The poor profitability of such units does not attract the necessary 
finances from potential investors. (para 3.15). 

(22) The affairs of some mills have been deliberately mismanaged to the 
detriment of the interests of shareholders and workers employed in the 
undertaking. (para 3.15). 

(23) Where the Government has to exercise control over the manage
ment of a mill, it would be absolutely necessary to have a close watch both 
on the sales and purchases of the controlled mill. (para 3.16). 

(24) The maintenance of good working relations between the manage
ment and labour is a matter of the utmost importance in the smooth running 
of the mill industry. (para 3.17). 

(25) Schemes of rationalisation even with the existing machines duly 
renovated are to a certain extent possible and they must be vigorously 
pursued. (para 3.17). 

(26) It is peculiar to the textile industry that labour unions insist on the 
seniormost employees being discharged. Consequently the cost of retrench
ment is high. (para 3.17). 

(27) When the lack of finance with the mill prevents the implementation 
of a well-conceived scheme of rationalisation, the necessary finance should 
be provided by way of a loan at a ~oncessional rate of interest. (para 3.18). 

(28) The traditional view that a cotton mill can employ a large number 
of workers compared to units in more recently established industries needs 
to be revised in the light of the changing technology of textile manufactures. 
(para 3.19). 

(29) A feature of the organisation of the mill industry in Maharashtra 
is the comparative neglect of the modern processes of printing mercrising 
anti-shrink-processing etc. before marketing its cloth. (para 3.20). ' 

(30) In any plan of modernising the mills, sufficient attention should be 
given to the establishment of modern processing houses equipped for an 
adequate capacity. (para· 3.20). 

(31) A survey of the technical and financial working of the marginal 
mills must be undertaken at a much earlier stage than is. done under the 
Industries (Development and Regulation) Act. at oresent. if it i~ to serve as 
a basis for.timely action. (para 3.21). · 

(32) If the present legislation on the subject is not adequate for the 
above purpose the question of suitably amending it should be taken up with 
the Central Government. (para 3.21). 

(33) The primary motivation of Government in taking over the runnino 
of a closed mill, is its anxiety to avoid unemolovment. (para 4.4). H 
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. . (34) ·Most of the ~Is taken over by Government are not technically 
VIa~le, _and <;Jovernment IS forced to invest public moneys in an enterprise 
which IS basically uneconomic, and where the safety of such funds is not 
even reasonably ensured. (para 4.4). 
. ps> It w~uld not b~ advisable for the Government to take over the 
runrung of _mills e~cept m cases where the unit on investigation is found to 
be econom1cally VIable and Government advances can be considered fairly 
secure. (para 4.4). 

(36) It is not in the long term interest of the State to invest public 
moneys to somehow prop up a mill which, from the technical and financial 
points of view, deserves to be scrapped. (para 4.4). 

(37) Even in the case of a mill to be run under the Bombay Relief 
Undertaking (Special Provision) Act, 1958, certain minimum conditions 
regarding the technical and financial state of the mill should be satisfied 
before it is taken over by Government. (para 4.6). 

(38) When a mill is taken over by Government it will be necessary to 
observe certain norms of efficient management. (para 4.7). 

(39) In every case where an Authorised Controller is appointed, he 
should be full-time and paid a salary commensurate with the responsibility 
entrusted to him. (para 4.9). · 

(40) Only such persons as are familiar· with the working of various 
aspects of the industry should be considered eligible for that appointment. 
(para 4.9). 

(41) The Authorised Controller should have a free hand in the selection 
o{ officers from those appointed by the previo~s management. (para 4.9). 

(42) It will be desirable for Government td build up its own agency to 
run the mills taken over. (para- 4.9). 

(43) The Maharashtra State Textile Corporation should be strengthened 
for this purpose. (paras 4.10; 4.11). · 

(44) The management of the Narsinggirjee Mills, Sholapur, should also 
be entrusted to the State Textile Corporation. (para 4.12). 

(45) The Corporation could well se_rve as !in i~portant instrument for 
carrying out Government's policy regarding textile mills. ' (para 4:12). . . 

(46) It would be desirable to set up a State Textile Boar? for formulatmg 
Government's policy in regard to Government managed mills._ (para 4.14). 

(47) The State ofMahara8l:itra !s not only one of the major producers 
of cotton textiles in the country but 1t also a~ounts for nearly one-fourth of 
the country's produce of cotton. (para 5.2). . 

(48) A chronic shortfall in the. produce of cott<?n c<;mpled with t~e 
uncertainty and high cost . of. foreign imports has mvanably resulted m 
pushing up the prices of Indian cotton. (para 5.3).. . _ . 

'49) High prices of cotton increase the. co~t to the m1lls, yet lower pnces 
might not be remuD.eratLve from the point of view of the farmer. (para 5.6). 

(50) The real remedy must be found in an increased yield of cotton per 

acre. (para 5.7). . . h · · Id f tt r . ff ts . li uld be made to Improve t e yte o co on pe 
~51) VIgorous e orl st o s to bring it up to the present average for the 

acre m Maharashtra at eas so a 
country, within a short period. (para 5.8). 

L-A H 5291-10 
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62) The provisio~ of th~ n~es~~ ~puts n~~~ not be made to wait ~n 
the creation of extensive artificial rrngation facilities. (para 5.8). 

(53) The Indian Cotton Mills Fe~er~tion has shown ~ow the yields can 
be substantially increased by the applicatiOn of necessary mputs. (para 5.9). 

(54) The lead which the Federation has given dese~es to be f.ollo~ed up 
over a larger area by the governmental and co-operative agencies m the 
field. (para 5.9). 

(55) The Government of Maharashtra has undertaken a scheme for the 
co-ordinated development of cotton with a view to raising the production of 
cotton in the State by 4 lakh bales by 1970-71. (para 5.10). 

(56) The maximum financial and organisational support should be 
given by Government to schemes designed to increase the yield per acre 
of cotton in the State. (para 5.10). 

(57) Soon after the harvest, persons with large financial resources can 
secure the produce at relatively low prices. (para 5.11). 

(58) During the years of acute shortage of cotton the middlemen made 
large profits without providing to the farmer any incentive which a higher 
price is normally supposed to offer. (para 5.11). 

(59) While no one can dispute the useful role of the middleman in the 
orderly marketing of the produce, if a better and more equitable method of 
organising this service can be devised it would be ·an advantage to the 
community. Co-operative marketing is one such method which may accord 
well with the democratic principles and social objectives accepted by our 
people. (5.11). 

(60) Cotton marketed by the co-operative marketing societies in the 
State at present is too small a proportion of the total marketable produce to 
make any impact either on the market or on the cultivator. (para 5.12). 

(61) Vigorous steps should be taken by the State Government to 
promote the establishment of co-operative marketing societies and co
operative ginning and pressing factories in the cotton growing areas of the 
State. (para 5.12). - . 

(62) The State Co-operative Marketing Federation should be encouraged 
to build up an expertise in the handling of cotton for the market. (para 5.13). 

(63) A minimum credit limit up to Rs. 44 crores will be necessary for 
the State Co-operative Marketing Federation if it is to undertake the 
marketing of the entire produce in the State. (para 5.13). 

(64) A deliberate policy of bringing the marketing of cotton in the State 
under co-operative auspices within a period of 5 to 10 years should be laid 
down and the necessary financial resources and chain of organisation should 
be built up for the purpose. (para 5.13). 

[65) Government managed mills may be directed to purchase cotton 
from the co-operatives provided adequate funds by way of working capital 
are placed at their disposal. (para 5.14). 

(66) ~e Co!flm~ttee W?uld re;omm~nd a thorough study of the cultivator
trader relatiOnship With a VIew to mcreasmg the usefulness of the co-operative 
structure to the farmer and thus ensuring his loyalty to the co~operative. 
(para 5.15). 

(67) It is also necessary to impress on the leaders of the co-operative 
movement that the utmost care should be taken to protect the quality of the 
cotton offered for sale. (para 5.16). 
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(68) Government's restrictions th 
varieties of cotton between different :t . ~ transport of other than specified 
(para 5.16). nc s need to be energetically enforced. 

(69) A band of honest and enthu · f 
over years is necessary to make :ms Ic workefrs prepared. for patient toil 
(para 5.17). success o co-operative marketing. 

(70) A wide disparity exists between cliff · 
which they have been modernised. (para 6_ 1~rent mills as to the extent to 

(71) Many units in the industry are burdened with hin . . 
so old t~at unle~s it is repl~ced wholesale with modem ~~chin~~ 'fthi~hn~t 
{p~~6~~ runmng the mill m the face of the present level of working costs. 

(7?> The techn~logical. changes. that are taking place in com etin 
countnes ca~ot be Ignored if the Indian textile industry is to be an imp~rtan1 
earner of foreign exchange for the country. (para 6.3). 

(73) The degree of modernisation attainable in this country will be 
governed not merely by the technological advances achieved in the world 
b?t. also by the avail_ab~ty _of resources for. the purpose and our ability and 
willingness to deal Wlth 1ts lffiffiediate social consequences. (para 6.4). 

(74) No reliable estimate of finances needed for rehabilitation and 
modernisation of the mills in Maharashtra at current prices is readily avail
able. (para 6.6). 

(75) The Committee has attempted to provide this on the basis of 
a classification of 74 out of 95 mills in Maharashtra into five groups covering 
a capacity of 3·93 million spindles and 67,895 looms. (para 6.6). 

(76) Considering the financial position of 31 mills falling in Groups I 
and II and the availability of internal funds, the Committee is of the opinion 
that these mills will be in a position to raise the necessary funds on their own. 
(para 6.7). 

(77) The remaining 43 mills in Groups III, N and V will require an 
additional amount of Rs. 12 crores from external sources. (para 6.7). 

(78) If these mills are to continue working Government will have to· 
take the responsibility for providing (or guaranteeing) funds to the tune of 
Rs. 12 crores per annum for a minimum period of seven years (para 6.7). 

(79). On a rough estimate based on the analysis of 74 mills, the total 
requirement of external finance. for all the mills in the State works out to 
Rs. 14 crores per year for a period of. seven years. (para 6.8). 

(80) The responsibility of providing funds ~n such a scale might be 
shared on a 50 : 50 basis by the Government of India and the Government of 
Maharashtra. (para 6.9). · 

(81) Government ·should constitute a special committee to prepare 
a scheme for and watch over the progress of modernisation. (para 6.9). · 

(82) In granting (or guaranteeing) financial assistance to the mills ,Qle 
usual security norms will have to be relaxed. (para 6.10). . 

(83) A significant development in the ~rganisation of the c~tton _tex~ile 
industry. in recent years has been the establishment of co-operatiVe spmnmg 
mills. (para 7.1). .. . . . 

(84) The principal difficul!Y _face.~ by t~e _promote!s. of the co-operative 
spmning mills arises out of the1r mability to rrus~ the nnmmum of 20 per cent 
of the cost of the unit in the form of share capttal. (para 7.2). 

v& H 5291-lOa 
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(85) Out of the original eighteen co-operative mills, the first six we_re 
financed by the Maharashtra State Co-operative Bank, and fou~ other um_ts 
are expected to be financed by the Industrial Finance Corporation of India 
in the curent year. (para 7.3). 

(86) Ichalkaranji is a pioneer centre for fostering the co-operative move
ment in the textile industry in the State of Maharashtra (para 7.4). 

· (87) The Deccan Co-operative Spinning Mills at Ichalkaranji could w~U 
serve as model for other co-operative mills being established elsewhere m 
the State. (para 7.5). 

(88) A competent senior executive should be appointed on each project 
from its very inception. (para 7.7). 

(89) Proper working conditions should be provided ffi. these . mills 
primarily as a means of deriving the utmost benefit from the mstallahon of 
sophisticated machinery. (para 7.8). 

(90) The Board should show awareness of the capital intensive character 
of these mills and desist from any action which would come in the way of 
securing the maximum returns from their operation. (para 7.9). 

(91) Inexperienced workers should be given proper training in established 
mills before they are allowed to handle modern machinery in a new mill. 
{para 7.9). 

(92) Timely guidance should be made available to these mills in technical 
matters so as to make their working efficient as well as economical. 
{para 7.10). 

(93) Quarterly returns indicating the technical efficiency and financial 
results of the working of the mills, should be scrutinised in order to enable 
Government to take timely action in appropriate cases~ (para 7.10). 

(94) A suitable machinery should be set up in the Industries and Labour 
Department of the State for the purpose. (para 7.10). 

(95) The maximum scope should be given to the co-operative sector to 
develop and expand. (para 7.11). 

(96) The economic efficiency of the mills will be improved on the basis 
of a capacity of 25,000 spindles. Until all mills licensed at present have 
reached this level, no additional mills should be licensed in the State. (para 
7.11). 

(97) Government should take steps to carry out a regular census of 
powerlooms in the State on a biennial basis as recommended by the Power
loom Enquiry Committee. (para 8.2). 

(98) This sector deserves to be strengthened and made economically 
viable. (para 8.3). 

(99) The existence of a thriving powerloom sector in the close proximity 
of co-operative spinning mills is conducive to the efficient functioning of the 
mills. (para 8.4). 

(100) Special efforts should be made to promote the establishment of 
cotton powerlooms in Vidarbha and Marathwad~ regions. (para 8.4). 

(101) Preliminary steps to instal the additional 5,000 looms allotted for 
the co-operative sector should be taken by the co-operative department with
out loss of time. (para 8.7). 
. oq2> The working conditions. of those engaged in the powerloom sector 

of the mdustry were far from satisfactory. (para 8.8). · · 
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(103~ The. const~ction of proper sheds with adequate facilities for the 
workers Is an Imperative need.. (para 8.8). 

(104) Only an integrated linking of the various operations, from the 
pur~ha~e of yarn, _to. the final sale of the cloth by appropriate co-operative 
mstJtu~IOns can elimi:nate the exploitation of .the. powerloom weaver by 
fin!llcially :powerf~l mter~sts. Government should launch a vigorous cam
paign to brmg an mcreasmg number of powerlooms within the co-operative 
fold. (para 8.8). 

(1~~) ~ sympathetic treatment deserves to be given by the concerned 
authontles m. the matter of t~e rates of excise duty as an incentive to. bring 
powerlooms m the co-operative fold. (para 8.9). 

(106) As a method of rehabilitating retrenched workers from the mill 
sector a scheme should be drawn up under which such workers are offered 
the first option to buy surplus looms against their dues so that they can set 
up a powerloom unit of their own, preferably in their own villages. (8.10). 

(107) The co-operative department should work out the details of the 
scheme if there is sufficient response to it from the retrenched workers. 
(para 8.10). 

(108) Central processing houses should be established on a co-operative 
basis at suitable centres where the growth of powerlooms in the surrounding 
area would lead to the utilisation of their full capacity. (para 8.11). · 

(109) The present wage structure in the cotton textile industry in 
Maharashtra was evolved from the standardisation award given by the Indus. 
trial Court at Bombay in 1947. (para 9.1). 

(110) Though the workers' wages differ according to the nature of their 
occupations and work load, they receive a unifonn Dear Food Allowance 
linked to the cost of living index which varies from month to month and 
centre to centre. (para 9.3). 

(111) The Bombay Millowners' Association has been complaining about 
the high cost of wages etc. whi?h accounts for 25-30 per ~ent of th~ total cost 
of production of mill cloth without full compensatiOn m the pnces of the 
controlled varieties. (para 9.4). · · · 

(112) The move by· the Millowners' Association to reduce the rate ot 
neutralisation of the rise in the price index to a level of 66·6 per cent was 
rejected by the Industrial Court in 1958. (para 9·4). 

(113) Any suggestion to reduce the present wages in any form was not 
acceptable to organised labour. (para 9.4). 

(114) A consequence of the J?ear F~od Allowanc~ ~eing .at a lev~l of 
4 to 5 times the minimum wage IS that It acts as a dismcentive to higher 
productivity on the part of the worker. (para 9_.6). . . 

(115) The only way out of this an<?~alous Situ~tion IS to merge a reason
able part of the Dear Food Allowance with the basic wage. (para 9.6). 

(116) The number of workers employe~ per 1009 spindles up t~ spindle 
point, vari,~ from about 3 to 12 in ·India, as agamst 1.5 to 4.5 m Japan. 

(para 9.7). od · · f h 
(117) Another important. .fac~or that has affected the pr uctiVIty o t e 

·cotton mills is the heavy absenteeism among the workers ... <para 9.8). . 
· · (118) The rate of absenteeism has not sh~wn a ,declining trend, despite 

many efforts made to improve the lot of the mill worker. (para 9.8). 
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. . (119) The textile workers even in a cit~ like Bombay still has his moorings 
l.n the village· he is not completely urbamsed. (para 9.8). 

(120) Ste~s should be taken to ~prove prod~ctivity by bring_ing about 
a gradual rationalisation of the working processes m accordance With a defi
nite programme. (para 9.10). 

(121) The mills should be advised to start training schemes so as to faci
litate the re-deployment of workers in various departments. (para 9.10). 

(122) The mills should be direc~ed to create. a g~at~ty fund account t~ 
which appropriate amounts for meetmg the gratwty liability s~ould be cn~di
ted every year. It will also be prudent on the part of the ~s to set aside 
a similar fund for the payment of retrenchment compensatiOn when due. 
(para 9.11). 

(123) It would be necessary to keep a close watch on the working of 
the textile industry in its different sectors with a view to taking timely 
remedial action in cases of technical and other deficiencies. (para 10.1). 

(124) For this purpose a nucleus of an expert organisation should be 
set up in the Industries and Labour Department (para 10.1). 

(125) Eventually this nucleus may have to be expanded into a full
fledged textile service cadre. (para 10.2). 

(126) Statutory price control was introduced in October 1964 with 
a view to curbing the rising tendency of prices. (para 11.2). 

(127) In the new control scheme there are provisions for payments of 
incentive to mills who produce controlled cloth in excess of their reduced 
statutory obligation. (para 11.3). 

(128) The industry's case is that Government has not allowed an increase 
in the price of controlled cloth commensurate with the increase in the cost 
of production. (para 11.4). 

(129) The present scheme would afford some relief to the mill industry 
as 83 per cent of the total production is in effect decontrolled. (para 11.4). 

(_130) !he concession.s in th~ new schem~ of control do not go far enough 
especially m respect of mills which are technicillly not in a position to change 
over to the production of finer varieties. (para 11.5). 

(131) If price control is to be continued in the interest of the consumers 
It sllould be operated on a scientific basis. (para 11.5) . 

. (132) .The industry has been pleading -for a reduction in the burden of 
excise duties also. (para 11.6) . 

. (133) The exc~se duty on cloth is an important source of revenue but the 
level of such taxation should not be unduly high. (para 11.7). 

0?4) If it is not possible to red~ce the excise duties a portion of the total 
c:ou~ctlon may be e11;rm~rked for bemg advanced to the industry for rehabi
litation and moderrusation. (para 11.7). 

(135) ·The high rates ~f local levies such as octroi etc. also need to be 
reduced to the extent possible. (para 11.8). . ' 
'· · (136) ~?umber of mills in Vidarbha suffer from frequent load shedding. 

The authontles concern~d sho~ld take steps to provide an un-interru ted 
power supply to the afflicted mills. (para 11.8). p 

. (137) The plea of the mills to be treated as a urioritv indu~trv deserves to 
be accepted. . (para 11.9). · · 
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STATEMENT No. 1. /Para, 2_'\) 

Expansiun of the Textile Industrv. 

Spinning Mills Composite Mills Total 
As on 1st January 

of each year No. of Spindles No. of Spindles Looms No. of Spindles 
mills (Rings and inills (Rings and installed mills 

Mules) 
installed 

Mules) (Cols. 2+4_) (Rings and 
installed iilstalled Mules) 

(Cols. 3+5) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7, 8 

1948 88 1,566,398 268 8,502,276 192,764 356 10,068,674 

1949 95 1,776,835 267 8,589,402 92,357 362 10,366.237 

1950 94 859,814 268 8,694,641 191,495 362 10,554,455 

1951 103 .843,041 275 9.156.184 194,567 378 10,999,22$ 

1952 107 ,910,848 276 9,341,595 195,983 383 11,2S2,44:J. 

1953 113 ,946,603 282 9,476,260 197,711 395 11,422,86:J. 

1954 114 ,097,423 286 9,553,714 201,718 400 11,651,137 

' 
1955 116 ,768,097' 

~; < l ·. 

292 
'. 

io,189~S40 262~7l4 408 11,957,637 

1956 121 ,857,440 291 10,193,769 202,901 412 12,051,219 

1957 144 :.194,732 292 Hi,297,042 200,983 436 12,491,774 

1Cl'i8 175 :,556,638 295 :10,497,460 201,280 470 13,054,098 

1959 188 :,807,666 294 10,598,800 201,063 82 13,406,466 

1960 186 !,930,738 293 10,618,798 200,272 ·19 13,549,536 

1961 192 1,056,482 ~7 10,606,882' 198,785 179 13,663,364 

1962 196 1,188,110 !85 10,645,374 i99,427 181 13,833,484 

i963 ... 211 3,393,983 !87 10,723,283 199,896 198 14,117,26& 

,, B49.962 !91 11,111,175 202,747 i14 14,661,137 

1965 253 3,940,805 !90 11,492,681 206,480 i43 15.433,486-

1966 283 4,362,322 292 11,756,007 208,~59 57! . 16,118,329-

1967 346° 5,011,89~ 28! 12.073.433 208,183 63: 17,085,328 

· N< F" · - · 1urims 6 upto !'958 include tape looms. , .~glu~~~~pg. units with a total installccL capacity of 39.207 spindles. 

Source.-Indian Textile.BuUetin. 

L-A HS291-11 
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(Para. z.4J STATEMENT No: 2. 
Consumption ofCottlfn and Production of.Yam:and Cloth in India 

.Raw Cotton_ . Estimated cloth 
eottonvair ::Olton Cloth Production Consumption (1,000 bales, 

1 Production . Production Handloom/ Period:,_ 
EoreigiL Total' (in million_ kgs.) (in million Powerloom Indian -iett'es) (in million metres) 

2 3 ' s 6 i 
' 

-195-7 -;, <4,695 561 5,262 807 4,862 1,811 

1958 :, • 4.440 524 4,964 764 4,505 1,968 

1959 •• 4,639 4'7 5,096 781 4,504 2,015 

l960 •• . . 4,112 985 5,097 788 4,616 2,013 

_19~1 .. <4,516 ),046 ,5,562 862 4,701 2,372 ._. 

1962 .. 4,638 987 5,625 860 4,560 2,412 

1963 '-.~. .. 5,124 no 5;834 893 4,423 2,876 

1964 .. 5,599 638 ~.237 965 4,654 3,066 
·- -· 
1965 .. 5,363 749 6,112 939 4,587 3,056 

1966 .. .. 5,301 564 5,865 901 4,239 3,097 

1967 •• 5,135 664 5,799 B96 4,097 3,179 

Source.-Indian Textile Bullet4i! 

STATEMENT No. 3. (Para. 3.5) 
Consolidated Balance Sheet Analysis for Textile-Mills in Maharashtrafor 1966-67. 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

1. (a) Group 

(b) No. of Mills 

2. :Capaclty Spindles 
Looms 
Workers-

3. _Paid up Capital 

-4. Reserves (and Surplus) 

5. \3)+(4) (Net Worth) •• 

·6. _ Gr'!S,S Block 

-7. Written Down Block 

8. · CiuTy forward losS ' 

9 •. (~+(8) 
. ·.I • 

'10. (S)- (9) being internal finance 
available for working capital. 

\11. -S~k, Stock in pt~ and ~!ores.: 

ll2. (U).,... (10) being additional working 
- ·capital required by the Mills. • 

13. Represented by:-

I n ill IV v Total 

11 20 24 9 10 14 

7,99,:i96 11,17,440 12,89,762 1,02,936 4,21,096 39,30,630 
11,817 18,245 23,140 5,468 9,225 61,895 
36;251 - 55,485 67,431 20,108 24,867 2,04;1~2 

992·87 1~150·2! 1,159_-27 399·64 362·97 4,064·96 

1,175·03 1,594·33 1,011·07 41·45 11S:so 3,943·68 

2,167·90 2,144·54 2,170•34 447·09· 478·77 8 008·-64 . - -

4,552·39 6,424·14 5,813·07 935·77 1,169· 58 18,894·95 
I 

1,865·26 3,031·43 2,862·69 392·64 54t·'t7 8,693; 19 

f2!91- .. 212•06 162·72 511:19 898·9-t 

1,878·23 3,031·43 3,074:75 555·36 1,052·36 9,592·13 
:- I_' '. ; - fl·" . ~ .. 

289-67 (-)286.-89(-) 904:41(-) 108·27(-) 573' 59(-) 1,58~·49 

t,s5t•39·- i;ss4: ts 2,861 ::n 583·87-'':. 844·()8 9,024.-80 

1,561•72 3,171:04 3,765:12 . 692·14 1.417·67 10.608·29 

,.:(i) Scptted Loans: -
(il) Unsecured Loans

-· -(iii) Net trade bOiroWin!!S 

... 1,651•14 .2M7t85 2,846•46 _ 558•31, -. 545:~.8 7,799•-10 
- 401•95 1,289·53 845·27 162·92 450·07 3,149·74 
-(-)'491' 37(~)'31.6.'~4.. · . .7:3:_,9_ (-) 29·1s- .- 422-32 ("'"')'340-:SS 

. . • --· -· . ' ' , , . . - ,. -·~ • -. r 
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'STA'{E~ENT No. ~(PI!-1';1; .3 • .(i) 

Consolidated Balance-Sheet Analysis for. Cotton Mill Companies in Malzarashtra 

Groun I 

(AverQge Gross Profits io sales (adjustet/)-15 per cent and above) 

- ( ~-... 
(Rs. in lakhs). 

· 1. -(a) :Year- '.· ~ '_,, . ~ .-. -·· 1956-57 .. --196().61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

(b) No. of Mills 10 10 11 11 11 ,. 
2. Paid up Capital 618·92 646·59 851·01 859·36 992·87 

3. Reserves and Surplus 682·81 860·12 1,112·93 1,178·75 1,175·03 

4. (2)+(3) (Net worth) 1,301·73 1,506·71 1,963·94 2,038·Jl 2,167•9() 

5. Gross Block .. 1,632·16 2,554·11 3,838·19 4,253·14 4.552·31) 

6. Written Down Block 649·88 1,138·74 1,683·86 1,844·83 1,865·26 

7. Carrv forward loss .... 0•45 16·63 12·97 

8. (6)+(7) .. 649·88 -. 1,138·74 1,684·31 1,861·46 1,878·23 

9. (4)- (8) being internal finance availa- 651·85 367·97 279·63 " 
1l76·65 289·67 

ble for '\Vorking capital. . . · - ·' ' .. 
1n ll:tnt"lr !li:.tnr1r in nrncect.~ and stores .. 1,056·09 1,210·01 1;143·88 1,836·30 1,851 ·39 

-
II. (10)- (9) being additional working 404·24 842·04 1;464'25 1,659·-65' ''·'·'1',!61·72 

capital requited by the Mil~. 

12. Represented by-

(i) Secuied LOans 424·69- 544·20 1,27.3.·40 1,7Ji5;.!2- 1;651· 14 

(it') Unsecuied Loans · .... 100·75 2Il·1~ 225:21' 111 ·08 ;401 ·95 

(r'ii) Net trade. borrowings F-) 121·2n: 86·10 (-)34:36· (-,}226:5S,~(-<:"H91·37 

-- .. - - -- ---- ------. 

<Jol!ll ~·24_· ,842·~ 1~·25 
'• I 

1,659·65 1,561·72 

----. ------- ------ .. -

13. Total Dividel)\1$ paid 74·11 114•77 114·84 96·63 106•45 

14. Percentage of Dividends to Net Worth. 
<·7 7•61· Nl 4·7 4·!1 

(' ;: (Percent~~ of 13 to 4J 

15 •. ,l.lltercst p~~ 19·97 43•49 94·21 141•82 114•22 

.. -u:~-H5'291-llct -·· ---------------
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STATEMENT No. 5-(Para. 3.6) 

Group n 

'(Average Group Pro/ill to soles (odjustetf}+/0 per ~en/. and above butl.so than 1S per cent.) 

(Rs. in lakhs). 

J·:-·ta) Year · · • • • • · 1956-57 · 196()..61- 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

{b) No. of Mills 19 19 20 20 20 

2. Paid up Capital 757·85 771·63 948·99 949·24 1,150·21 

3. Reserves and Surplus 1,020·53 1,151·16 1,626·86 1,662·02 1,594·33 

ll. (2)+(3) (Net worth) 1,778·38 1,922·79 2,575•85 2,611·26 2,744·54 

5. Gross Block 2,328·72 3,428·49 5,119·39 5,721·45 6,424·14 

6. Written Down Block 981·24 ,550·77 2,419·25 2,113·53 3,031•43 

I. umy torwara toss . . ... 
8. l6)H7) 981·24 ,550•77 2,419·25 2,713·53 3,031·43 

I ' I 

9. (4)- (8) being internal Finance available 
for working capital. 

797·14 372·02 156·60 (-) 102·27 (-)286·89 

10. Stock, Stock in process and stores •• 1,262·67 ,879·69 2,551·81 2,814•43' . 2,884•15 

11. ,10) -l~J 11e1ng aaamonaJ working 4ti~·~J ,507·67 2,395·21 2,916•70 3,171·04 
_capital required, by the:MiJI!I-. 

12. Represented by-

(i) Secured Loans .. 355·31 949-li1 1,403·13 2,040·83 :2,197·85 

{ii) Unsecured Loans .. 164·47 384·80 1,104.'38 1,106·46 1,289·53 

(ill) Net trade borrowings" ~ •· (-) 54·25· 173·26 (-)UNO . (-)230·59 (-)316·34 

Total 465.Sl l,S07·67 2;395·21 2,916·70 3,171·04 

··13. 'Total Dhiiaenils paid 62·66 111·41 125·33 i11·26 105•04 

:14, 1 Percentage of Dividends II> Net Worth· 
: (Percentage of 13 to 4) .. 3•5 5·8 4·9 ~-3 3·9 

J5. Interest paid 
'c 

23·13 64·90 170•12 232·70' 304·13' 

--
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STATEMENT No.7 (Para. 3.6) 

Group IV 

(Average Gross Profits to sales (adjusted) Lsss than 5 per t:4nt,) 
(Rs. in lakhs) 

f. ·{a) Year 1956-57 1960-61 1964-65 1965·66 1<16&,;'7 

---... ..-· 

(b) No. of Mills 7 8 9 9 8 

2.- Paid-up Capital 1347·90' 299·96 o403·95 403·95 399-64 

3. Reserves and Surplus .. 125·48 84·58 88·79 66·66 47·45 

4. (2)+(3) (Net worth) •• 473·38 384•54 492·74 470·61 447·09 

5. Gross Block •• 709·53 73_6·46 934·34 974•22 935·77 

6. Written Down Block 
., 434·86 322·10 411·50 421·00 392·64 .. ,. 

7. Carry forward loss 43·70 67-36 62·14 11~ ·39 162·72 

8. (6)+(7) 478·56 389·46 473·64 532·39 555·36 

9. (4)- (8) ; being internal _ finance (-) 5•18 (-)4-92' (-) 19•10' (-) 61·78 (-) 108.27 
available for working capital. 

10. Stock, stock 'in process and stores .. 477·41 468·65 625-'~6 629·15 583·87 

11. ·(t OF- (9) being additional working - 482·59 473·57' >06·66' 590·93 6<1?·14 
capital required by the mills. 

12. -Represented by-

(i) Secured Loans ..... 388·97 381·31 553·70 613:84 558·37 

(ii) Unsecured Loans · · ,;; 95•72 '76·26 143·54 161·05 162·92 

(iii) Net trade borrowings .. (::-) 2·10 16·00 (-)90:58 (-) 83-96 (-)29·15 

------- ... -------- -- ----~--. 

·Total •.. 482•59 473·57 - ~06·66 690·93 692·14 

---r- ...... _______ - -
- . --- - -- ~~ 

13:- Total DividendS paid 4•69 3·06 

14. Percentage of Dividends to Net Worth 1·0 0·8 
(Percentage! of 13 to 4}. 

15: 'fnten:st pafd 13·79 18•65 41·90 57·41 59·46 .. 

-- ----.--. -
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STATEMENT No. 8-(Para. 3.6) 

Group v· 

[Average Gross Profits to sales (adjusted) Gross Loss] 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

1. (a) Year 1956-51 196()..61 1964-"65 )965·66 1966-67 

(b) No. of Mills 9 10 10 10 10 

2. Paid up Capital - 312·97 312·97 312·97 312·97 362·97 

3. Reserves and Surplus - 108·17 . 11·15 ll6·77 ll5·46 ll5·80 

4. (2) + (3) (Net worth) 421·14 390·72 429·74 428·43 478·77 

~. uroos Block 678•54 '733·77 1,047·60 1,089·50 1,169·58 

6. Written Down Block .. 245·76 245·21 473·53 537·39 '541·17 

7 •• Carry forward loss .. 13·66 30·45 297·39 Sll• 19 

8. (6) + (7) .. - 245·76 258·87 503·98 834•78 1,052•36 

9. (4)- (8) being internal finance avail·. "115·38 131·85 (-) 74·24 (-)406•35 (-)573-_59 

able for working capital. 

10. Stock, Stock in process and stores .. 549·01 656·77 883·20 822·78 . 844·08 

11\ (10}-(9) being additional working 373·6: 524·92 957·44 1,229·13 1;417·67 

capital required by the Mills. 

12. Represented by-

(i) Secured Loans 2S7·Il 363·83 578•69 485•99 545•28 

(li) Unsecured Loans 22•09 51 ·63 !36·83 320·10 450·07 

(ii{) Net trade borrowings 94·43 109·46 241·92 423·04 422·32 

Total •.• 373• 63 524·92 951·44 1,229·13 1,417·67 

13. Total Dividends paid 
28·38 !3·53 15·62 . 

14: Percentage of Dividends to Net Worth 6·7 6·0 3·6 ....• 
: (percentage or I 3 to 4); . 

IS. Interest paid 
9'·02 !4·59 46·93 66·93 79·63 



STATEMENT No. 9 (Para. 3.6) 

Group. I 

Profit and Loss Account Analysis statement 

Rs. inlakhs Percentages 

1956-57 1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1956-57 1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

J, Raw materials 1,362·52 1,344·56 1,716·35 1,848· ii 2,042'•18 43·6 36•3 33·5 34·1 33·3 

2. \Vages, Salaries, etc. 830•89 1,065·01 1,307·38 1,359·55 1,469·80 26·6 28·8 25·5 25·1 23•9 

3. Stores and Spare Parts 283•58 382•86 589·21 671•59 727·99 9·1 10·3 11·5 12•4 11·8 

4. Fuel and Power 103·98 131·32 180•96 197·06 223·67 3·3 3•5 3·5 3•6 3·6 

5. Repairs and Renewals 37·99 37·90 61·41 63·65 67·94 1·2 1·0 1·2 1·2 1·1 

6. Other Expenses 110·72 152·41 487·64 503·21 607·94 3•5 4·1 9·5 9·2 9•9 C<1 
N 

7. Total-Factory Cost (1 to 6) 2,729·68 3,114·06 4,342·95 4,643•17 . 5,139· 52 87·3 84·0 84·7 85·6 83·6 

8. I11terest 19·97 43•49 94·21 141·82 174·22 0·6 ~·2 1·8 2·6 2•8 

9. Depreciation 128·18 147·12 280·19 288· 57 297·16 4·1 4·0 5·4 5·3 4·8 

10. Development Rebate 26·08 34·21 42·18 33•86 0·7 0·7 0·8 0·6 

11. Managing Agents Remuneration •• 33·15 35·05 31·52 . 26·60 30·69 1·1 0·9 0·6 O•S 0·5 

12. Taxation 73·51 139·88 177·50 162·52 259·30 2·4 3·8 3·5 3·0 4·2 

13. Net Profit 141·39 201·02 167·62 121· 59 216·22 4·5 5·4 3·3 2·2 3•5 

14. dross Profit (8 to 13) .. 396·20 592·64 785·25 783·28 1,011·45 12·7 16·0 15·3 14·4 16·4 

IS. Dividend Paid 70·92 118·37 114·84 96·63 106·45 

16- Orand Total (7 + 14) •.• 3,125·88 3,706·70 5,128·20 5,426·45 6,150·97 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 



STATEMENT. No. 10 (Para. 3.6) 
t;' 

Group n > 
Ill 
v. 
tl - Rs.inlakhs Percentages I - ... 

"' 1956-57 1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1956-57 196_0-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

11 .• ~w.malerials 1,837·76 2,158·08 3,310· 56 3,328·44 3,600•50 45·7 42·4 41·5 40·4 39·2 

{2. Wase<~,·Salaries,etc. ·.,. 1,093·63 1,395·78 2,012·55 2,144·90 2,376.82 27·2 27·4 25•,3 26·.0 25.-8 

,3 .• l;ltores and Spare parts 337·33 458·27 790·39 883·14 980·49 8·4 9·0 9·9 10·7 10·7 

4. l'llel:aadPower 138·08 183·68 305·26 332·04 380·05 3·4 3·7 3·8 4·0 4·1 

s. Repairs and Renewals 32·98 30·65 87·72 68·61 . 70·94 0·8 0·6 1·1 0·8 0·8 

6. Other Expenses 152·69 252·84 529·70 623·40 '784·26 3·8 5·0 6·7 ·7·6 . 8·5 
00 ... 

7. Total-Factorv Cost (I to 6} 3,592·47 4,479·30 7,036·18 7,380· 53 8,193·06 89·3 88·1 88·3 89·5 89·1 

8, . IJ).teres t 23·13 64·90 170·12 232·70 304:13 0·7 1·3 2·1 .2·9 3·3 

9.· Depreciation 121· 69 168·15 350·()7 338·07 393·93 3·0 3·3 4·4 4·1 4·3 

10,· Development Rebate •. 17·29 69·00 60·62 74·11 65·91 0·4 1·4 0•8 0·9 0·.7 

11,· l\4anaging Agents Remuneration .. 34;29 28·36 27·39 18·17 '· 18·43 .0•8 0·5 0·4 0·2 ·0·2 

12,· Taxation 73·69 94·7Q 144•53 85·.54 ';'105·98 1·8 1·9 1·8 .1·0 . 1·1 

13~ 'Net Profit 161·09 182·36 179·28 115·25 119· 51 4•0 3·5 2·2 1·4 1·3 

14. Gross Profit (8 to 13} • , .. 431·18 607·47 932·61 863·84 1,007·89 10·7 11·9 11·7 10·5 10·9 

IS. Divi<lend Paid .. 62·66 111·41 125·33 111·26 105·90 

)6, Orand total (7 + 14) .. . . 4,023·65 5,086·77 7,968·79 8.~·37 9,200·95 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 100·00 

- ·-- --



STAT.SMENT No . . 11 (Para 3-li) 

Group ID 

Rs. in lakhs. Percenrages 

1956-51 1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1956-51 1960-61 1964,.65 1965-156 1966-67 

1. Raw Materials 1,975•31 2,263•31 3,189·03 3,196· 84 3,483· 88 47·3 43·7 41·6 41·8 42·2 

2. ·Wages, Salaries etc. .. 1,229·39 1,486·93 2,185·04 2,299·01 2,420•33 29·4 28·6 28·6 30·0 2 '·3 
9 

~- Stores and Spare Parts 308•74 432·24 706·61 742·93 778·98 7·4 8·3 9·2 9·7 9·4 

.,., Fuel and Power 142·58 189·64 306·58 324·78 350·52 3·4 3·6 4·0 4·3 4·2 

~- Repairs and Renewals 36·53 56•34 113·36 97·10 96·53 0·9 1·1 1·5 1·2 I· 2 -

6. Other Expenses 245·67 251•30 521·77 560·79 584·15 5·9 4·8 6·8 7·3 7·1 
00 .... 

7. Total Factory Cost (1 to 6) 3,938·22 4,679.76 7,022·39 7,221·45 7,714· 38 94·3 90·1 91·7 94·3 93·4 

!I· Interest 42·24 99·08 191·92 253·19 307·39 1·0 1·9 2·6 3·2 3·8 

9· pepreciation 61•96 138·29 250·19 205·18 183·67 1·5 2·7 3•3 2·7· 2·2 

to. pevelopment Rebate , .... 30·98 30·78 . 21·45 15·77 0·6 0·4 0•3 0·2 

q. l>{anaging Agents Remuneration 11·11 13.13 10·03 . ' 4·17 2·18 0·4 0·2 0··1 0•1' Negligible. 

~~- Talqltio~ '! .. 33·00 48·95 54·16 20·18 4·71 0·8 0·9 0·7' 0•3' 0•-J 

13. Net Profit 84·76 185•36 91·65 (-)69•68 26·24 2·0 3·6 1·2 (-)0·9' 0·3 

14· Gross Profit (8 to 13) 239·13 515.79 635•33 434·49 539·96 5·7 9·9 8•3 5·7 '6•6 

IS. Dividend Paid 39.·78 56·11 68·53 54• 57 36·67 0' ..... 

16. Grand Total (7+14) 4,177·35 5,195·55 7,657·72 1,655·94 8,254·34 100 100 100 100 100 



"' ., 
<D 

I--------·---------
~:r 

1956-57 

t.l• Ra'Y Materials ... .- . ·'· . .... 565·.61 

( ?-· "!!~es~ ~al~ies-.~tq. I' •• 288·.35 

}·~· ;>tqr~s ;me$ Sp~~ f;u-ts .. 80•58 

4. ~~~!.ll!ld :fe>wer " ... 42·91 
"' 
5. Repairs and Renewals· ·•·. 13·8~ . ' ' . 
6. Other Expenses 26·06 

7. Total Factory Cost (1 to 6) .. 1,017·39 
·---

8. Interest .. p-79 

9. Pepreciation 18·63 
. ' .. 

10. _Development Rebate . : ·.·• 
11 Managing _Agents Remuneration 2·50 

\2- Taxation 2·W ... . ' .. 
13. Net Profit 4·94 

14. Gross Profit (8 to 13) 41·86 

15. Dividend Paid 4·69 

16. Grand Total (7 + 14) 1,059·25 

STATEMENT.No. 12 (Para. 3·6) 

Group IV 

Rs.inlakhs 

1960-61 1964-65 1965-66 '1966-67 

650·65 843·33 813·45 775·55 

369•35 522·83 544·02 540·92 

107·86 142·90 166·52 172·15 

56·68 88·00 83·60 83·90 

1J.·F t5·18 ·17·26 13·94 

38•63 69•21 74•50 58·97 

1,234.34 1,681·45 1,699·35 1,672·43 

18·6~ 41·90 57·41 59·46 

35·56 '34·77 26·00 13·30 

8·05 :?·85 1·02 0·65 

' 1·6() .9•97 0·76 

()·90 . ,2·78 0·40 .. -.. 
62·75 8·26 (-) 65·66 (-)74·23 

.. 127·51 9.1-· 53 19·93 (-) 0·82 

3·06:. I••··· 

1,361·85 1,772·98 1,719·28 1,671·61 

PercentageS 

1956-57 1960..61 1966-67. 

53·4 ll7"·8 47"·6 47"·3 46·4 

27·2 27:1 29•5 31·6 32·4 

. 7'1i '7·9 '8·1 9·7 10·3 

4·0 4·2 4•9 4·9 5-ii 
1·3 0·8 0·9 l·O 0·8 

2·5 2·8 3·8 4·3 5·1 

96·1 90·6 94·8 98·8 100 ~ v. 

1·3 1·4 2·4 3·4 3·6 

1·7 2·6 1·8 1·5 0·8 

0·6 0·2 0·1 Negligible 

0·2 0·1 O•l Negligible 

·:o-2 O·l ·0·2 Negligible <' 

0·6 4·6 0·5 {-.-U.:~. .(,--) 4.:4 

3·9' 9·4 5•2 . !"2_·· Negligible'._ . 

100 100 100 100 100 



1956-57 

I. Raw Materials 683·44 

2. Wages, Salaries etc. 419·65 

3· 
' 

Stores and Spare Parts 97·55 

4. Fuel and Power 56·29 

5. Repairs and Renewals 19·70 

6. other EXpenses 30·61 

7. Total Factory Cost (I to 6) .. 1,307·34 

8. Interest 9·02 

9. Depreciation 20·06 

10. Development Rebate 

II, Managing Agents Remuneration 7·73 

12. TaXation. 10·00 

13. Net Profit 52·41 

14. Gross Profit (8 to 13) 99·22 

IS• Dividend Paid 28·38 

16. Orand Total (7 + 14) .. 1,406·46 

STA't.t!MBNT No. U (Para. 3.~) 

Group V 

Rs. in lakhs. 

1960.61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

909·45 1,205·20 1060•76 1,101·01 

602·04 878·96 802·53 806·98 

150·66 213·51 189·93 205·42 

79·92 112·20 104·57 112·80 

32·17 40·25 29·95 38·43 

47·01 80·84 84·71 70·25 

1,821·25 2,530·96 2,272·45 2,334·89 

24·59 46·93 66·93 79·63 

15·00 34·69 44·42 39·17 

5·93 15·28 4·89 3·34 

3·08 0·20 0·20 0·20 

3·05 

114·41 (-) 30·76 (-)244·81 (-)234·42 

163·01 69·39 (-) 128·37 (-) 112•08 

23·63 15·62. 

1,984·26 2,600·35 2,144·08 2,222·81 

Percentages. 

1956-57 1960.61 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

48·6 45·8 46·4 49·5 49·5 

29·8 30·4 33;8 37·4 36·8 

6·9 7·6 8·2 8·8 . 9•2 

4·0 4·0 4·3 4·9 5·1 

1·4 1·6 I· 5 1·5 1·7 

2·2 2·4 3·1· 3·9 3·2 
"" "" 92·9 91·8 97·3 106·0 105·0 

0·6 1·2 1·8 3·1 3·6 

1·4 0·8 1·4 2·1 1·8 

0·3 0·6 0·2 0·2 

0·6 0·2 Negligible Negligible Negligible 

0·7 

3·8 5·7 (-) 1·2 (-) il-4 (--,) IO·S. 

7·1 8·2 2·7 (-)6·0 (-)5•0 

100 100 100 100 100 
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STATEMENT No. 14 (Para 3.1'2) 

Showing the financial po~tion an1 expe;zses per unit of one loom, equivalent spindles 
and processmg machmery mstalled for the year 1966-67 

(InRs. ) 

Groups I II m IV v 

1. Spindles 67·65 61·2S 55·74 55·40 45·65 

2. Average operativies per unit per day •• 3·08 3·04 2·90 3·68 2·70 

3. Paid-up capital 8,439 6,304 4,985 7,313 3,935 

4. Reserves and surplus 9,988 8,738 4,348 868 1,255 

s. Net worth (4+S) 18,427 15,043 9,332 8,182. 5,190 

6. Gross Block 38,695 35,210 24,996 17,125 12,683 

7. Written Down Value 15,855 16,615 12,310 7,185 5,864 

9. Carry forward Loss 110 912 2,978 5,541 

10. (8+9) 15,965 16,615 13,222 10,163 11,408 

11. (6-10) boing internal Finance avail· 2.462 (-)1,572 (-)3,889 (-)1,981 (-)6,218 

able for working capital. 

12. Stock, stock in process and stores .. 15,737 15,808 12,304 10,685 9,150 

13. (12-11) being additional working 13,275 17,380 16,193 12,666 15,368 

capit_al required by the mills. 

14. Represented by: 

(I) Secured Loans 14,035 12,046 2,240 10,218 5,911 

(II) Unsecured loans 3,417 7,068 3,635 2,981 4,879 

(Ill) Net Trade borrowings .. (-)4,177 (-) 1,734 318 (-)533 4,578 

Total (14) .. 13,275 17,380 16,193 12,666 15,368 

15: RaW Materials 
17,282 19,734 15,057 14,184 11,935 

16. Wages, Salaries etc• 
12,438 13,027 10,459 9,892 8,748 

17. Stores and Spare parts 
6,160 5,374 3,366 3,148 2,227 

18. Fuel and Power 
1,893 2,083 1,515 .1,S35 1.223· 

:ftepairs and Renewals 
515 389 417 255 417 

19· 

5,145 4,298 2,524 1,572 762 

20. Other BliPenses 

2i. Total Factory Cost (15 to 20) 
43,493 44,906 33,338 30,586 25;31o 

2:i. Gross Profit 
8,559 5,524 2,333 (-)15 (-)1,215 

lU; OoanfT·Jtal (21+22) 
52,052 50,430 35,671 30,571 24,095 

.......-~---J.o.-----
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STATEMENT No. 15 (Para 3·13) 
The different' elements of cost percenta"g"ewise (1966-61) 

jr~mps I II lii IV v 

1~ Raw.Materials-.- ·-- - 13·3 39·2 ~2·2--- 46-4- 49·5· 

2. Wages, Salaries etc. !3·9 25·8 !9·3 32·4 36·3 

3 •. Stores.andSpare. parts ..•. ----· . - .. . 11·8 10·7 9·4 ·- - 10·3-- 9·2 . 

Fuel and Power 3·6 4·1 4·2 5·0 5·1 4. . i 
Repairs and Renewals 1·1 0·8 1·2 0·8 q s. 

6. Others expenses 9·9 8·5 7·1 5·1 3·2 

7. Toial Factocy Cost (1 to 6) 83·6 89·1 93·4 100·0 105·0 

8. Gross profit 16·4 10·9 6·6 Negligible (--:)?·0_ 

9. Gnind total (7 +8) 100 100 100 100 100 

STATEMENT No. 16 (Para 4.4) 
The amounts on account of Capital Investment loans and guarantees given by 
· Government of Maharashtra to various Mills 

(Rs. in lakhs) 

Serial 
No. 

Name of Mill Capital Loan Guarantee Guarantee. Guarantee 
Investment invoked liquidaten · 

1 2 

1 India United Mills Limited, Bombay 

2 Model Mills Nagpur Limited, Nagpur 

3· Pratap Spg., Wvg., and Mfg.-Co., Ltd.,Amalner. 

4 Rai Sabeb Rekcband Gopaldas Mehta Spg., 
and Wvg., Mills (Pvt.) Ltd., Akola. 

3 

5 New Pratap Spg., and Wvg. and Mfg. Co., Ltd. 45 · 00 
Dhulia. 

· 6 Rai Bahadur Bansilal Abirchand Spg.; ·and· · ·6·00 · 
Wvg., Mills Co., (Pvt.) Ltd., Hinganghat. 

7· Vidarbha Mills Berar Ltd., Ellichpur 

8 . Digvijay Spg. and Wvg., Co., Ltd., Bombay· 

9 Ahmedabad Jupiter Spg., & Wvg., and Mfg. Co., 
_ . . Limited, Bombay. 

10 Osmanshahi Mills Limited, Nanded 

11"' New Kaiser-I-Hind Spg.; & Wvg., Company 
Limited, Bombay (in liquidation.) 

12: ;.Sholapur Spg., and Wvg.;· Co., Limited, Shola
pur (in liquidation). 

13- · Sbri Shahu Chbatrapati Mills, Kolhapur 28·48 

14 Narsinggirjee Mills, Sholapur (Unemployment 66·00 
·.Relief Scheme). 

4 5 

168·50 358·50 

·58.oo 

33.61 

62·00 

82·00 

11.oo• 30·oo 

. 2·00 

94·00t 

17·50 

31·00 

20·00 

15·00 

30·00 

30·00 

25·00 

15·00 

22·50 

6 

25·00 

10·00 

30·00 

4·50 

4·84 

15·00 

27·87 

7 

20·00 

7·50 

15·16 

lo,1 

• i 

_ •<;>ut or the tptalloan of Rs. 11 lakhs sanctioned to R. S. R.G. Mehta Mills the mill has repaid an amount 
of Rs.:llilkb. · · · · · ' · ' - '· · 

tSholapur Electricity Undertaking owned by ~he Shola~ur Spg., and Wvg., Co., Ltd., Sholapur has been 
pur;hasecJ by Goye~ment and the loan has been acljusted agamst the value of the undertaking. Therefore. the 
net·1oaneutstanding •s·Rs. 68-'M.·· • , ·. -. · 

---------------------- --· 
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STATEMENT No. 17 (Para 5·2) 

Statewise Production and Consumption of Cotton 

Production Consumption 

1964-65 1965·66 1966-67 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 

(In thousand bales of 180 Kgs. each.) 

Andhra Pradesh 133·0 82·3 157·4 159·3 158·6 160·4 

Assam 6·7 6·9 6·8 12·7 12·5 12·3 

Bihar 1·9 4·5 2·0 13·8 12·7 13·9 

Delhi (a) 0·2 0·2 172·2 161·3 160·2 

Gujarat 1,484· 5 1,409·7 1,437·9 926·7 945·7 918·5 

Haryana • 289·0 289·0 • • 97·6 

Himachal Pradesh 0·1 0·8 0·9 

Jammu and Kashmir 1·9 1·5 1·6 2·5 0·8 N.A. 

Kerala 9·9 6·9 6·5 82·1 71·2 81·4 

Madhya Pradesh 492·4 313·8 278·9 339·4 321·3 311·3 

Madras 430·4 435·1 447·0 991·6 863·9 863•3 

Mabarashtra 1,253·7 1,003·1 1,069·7 1,440·7 1,296·0 1,251·3 

Mysore 516·8 237·6 264·7 224·0 204·7 203·9 

Orissa 1·0 0·6 0·9 47·0 39·7 44·5 

Punjab 1,097·4 745·0 731·0 178·8 204·0 129·4 

Rajasthan 183·7 165·1 184·4 174·5 168·5 176·3 

Uttar Pradesh 44·3 56·0 49·0 479·0 432·2 422·8 

Tripura 5·8 3·1 2·6 

Pondicherry 0·3 0·8 0·8 65·0 59·1 67•4 

West Bengal 
302·2 256·4 268·0 

Total •• 5,663·8 4,762·0 4,931·3 5,611·6 5,208·6 5,182·5 

(a) Below SO Bales. •Included in Punjab N.A.-Not available. 

Source.- Cotton and TextileAnnual,1967. 



STATEMENT No 18 (Para. 5.3) 

Prices of Certain Varieties of Cotton Grown 'in Maharashtra 
(In Rs. ) 

Prices before the com- Prices during the marketing season Prices after the bulk of the crop passes from 
.mencing of the the cultivator to the trader 
niarketing seasOn. 

Variety Ceiling Support ,September October November December January February March April May· June July 
Price Price 1967 1967 1967 1967 1968 1968 1968 1968 1968 1968 1968 
1966-67 1967:68 

1 2 4 5 . '6 7 8' 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Khandesh 197/3 1260 1060 '1400- 1500- 1550- 1450-- 1435- 1375- 1280- 1300 1925- 1325- 1375 
1450 1515 1b50 1475 1400 1300 1300 1350 1375 

C. P. L.147 1366 1188 ·155o 1600 1700- 1700 1675- 1600-- 1450 1525 1600 1550-- 1600--
1750 1625 1525 1625 1650 

Ber.L-147 1366 1188 '1500 1550-- 1650-- 1675 1625- 1500 1400 1475 1550 1575- 1550---c \0-
1600 1725 1600 1600 1600 0 

A.K.-235 •.• 1259 1092 '1450 1550 1575- 1430- 1425- 1370 1275 1300 1300- 1375 1350-
1600 1451 1400 1325. 1375 

Co.2 1664 1485 .J875•- 2000 2300-- 2400-- 2350-- 2125- 1825 1800 1800- 2000 2050 
2000 2325 2450 2200 2000 1900 

Source.-Maharashtra State Co-operative Marketing Federation. 

"This price is for irrigated Laxshmi Cotton grown in Baramati which is equivalent to Co. 2. 
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ANNEXUREll 

PRESS NOTE 

COMMI'ITEE FOR COTrON TEXTILE INDUSTRY 

Views on Problems Invited 

The Government of Mahaf!is~tra bas appointed a Committee under the Chairmanship cf 
Prof. S. V. Kogekar, former Prmc1pal of Fergusson College, Poona, to make a comprehensive 
enquiry into the present situation of the Cotton Textile Industry in the State. 

The other members of the committee are Shri S. A. Kher of C~lico Mills, Ahmeda
bad and Shri I. B. Dutt, Industrial Adviser, Textile Commissioner's Office, Bombay. 
Shri A. J. R. Gonsalves, Textile Officer, Government of Maharasbtra, i5 the Secretary of 
the Committee. 

The Committee held its first meeting on October 25 and 26, 1967, to decide tbe plan of 
its work. 

The Committee has also decided to invite views and suggestions en the different problems 
facing the industry from the representatives of industry, trade and labour organisations and 
knowledgeable members of the public. All such communications should be addressed to 
Sbri A. J. R. Gonsalves, Textile Officer, Industries and Labour Department, Sachivalaya, 
Bombay-32, before the end of November 1967. 

L-A H 5291-13 
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ANNEXURE m 
COTTON TEXTILE COMMmEE APPOINTED BY GOVERNMENT OF 

MAHARASHTRA 

I. Name oftbe Mill 

2. Installed Capacity 

(a) Spindles 

(b) Looms 

Questionnaire-Part I 

(As on 1st October 1967). 

3. Year in which the mills commenced 
production. 

4. Please state whether you had approached any 
financing agency such as the N. I. D. C., 
I. F. C., etc., for long term loans in the past. 
If so, please give brief details of Loan 
application-
Loan apPlied for, loan sanctioned or 
rejected. 

5. Please state if you have any scheme or plan 
for the modernisation/rehabilitation of your 
mill&. Details of such scheme or plan 
indicating the estimated expenditure sepa
rately for each of the major departments 
viz., Spg., Wvg.fProcessinj!', may be giveo. 
Please also give details of capital expendi
ture incurred by you on modernisation for 
the past 5 years (Year-wise). 

6. Please state whether the mills are experienc
ing shortage of working capital, and if so 
give an estimate of the additional working 
funds that would be required by you. 

7. Please state the reasons for the uneconomic 
working of your mills and what steps need 
be taken in your view for putting its working 
on a sound basis (delete if not applicable). 

8. Please give the production details for each 
of the months of July, August and Septem
ber 1967 as per Part 11 of the Questionnaire. 

9. Please give copies of the audited Balance 
Sheets and Profit and Loss Account for 
each of the last three years and also for the 
years 1960-61 and 1956-57. 

10. How many times, if at all, has the 
management of your miils changed hands 
during the last 20 years ? 

I I. Any other comments or suggestions that 
you J?ll!Y desire to make regarding the 
working of your particular mill or for the 
general improvement of tbe textile industry. 
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Working Particulars (July-September 1967) 

Part U 
1. Working Days 

2. Spindles worked-
July August 

1st Shift 

2nd Shift 

3rd$h.ift (8 hours) . . .. . 
Total ... 

3. Cloth looms worked-

1st Shift . . . . 
2nd Shift 

3rd Shift (8 hours) 

Total 

4. Average attendance per day-

Workers 

Clerks 

Officers 

s. Attendance-
(a) Per l,oOo spindles (8 hours) 

Blow Room to spindle point. 

(b) Per 100 looms (8 hours) 
Winding to packing. 

6. Yarn produced (Kg.) 

7. Cloth produced (in metres) 

8. Average count spun 

9. Major count groups worked .. 
10. 20s. Conversion Average 

yarn per spindle (8 hours) 
production of 

11. Average reed 

12. Average picks 

13. Average Spinning Efficiency 

14. Average Weaving Efficiency 

15. D. F. A. for 26 working days per Index 

L-A H 5291-14 (775-2-69) 
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ANNEXURE .lVI 

List of Mills, Powerloom and Hand!O:Om -dmtres visited by tbe Committee 

Centre 

1. Bombay 

2. Sholapur 

3. Barsi 

-4. Kolhapur 

5. Madhavnagar 

·6. Ichalkaranji 

'1. Nagpur 

1!. Hinganghat 

'9. Amravati 

10. Akota 

11. Bhiwandi 

12. Badnera 

13. Poona 

l. The India United Mills Ltd. 

2. · Modern Mills Limited. 

3: ShFi Ram Mills Ltd. 

1. The Jam Shri Ranjitsinghji Spinning and Weaving 
Mills Co. Ltd. 

2. The Lakshmi Vishnu Cotton Mills Ltd 

3. The Sholapur Sahakari Soot Girni Niyannt, 
Sh<;>lapur. 

4. N~inggirji SI?inning an~ Weaving ~~~:;:. 

5. Hatmag Kapad Utpadak Sahaka,riS~ngb J..jmited. 

. • 1. The Lokmanva Mills Ltd. 

2. The Jayashankar Barsi Limited_ 

3. Messrs. Rajen (Textiles} Mills Private Limited. 

1. Shri Shahu Chhatrapati Mills. 

2. The Kolhapur Zilla Shetkari Vinkari Sahakari 
Soot Girni Ltd., Ichalkar.anji. 

The Madhavnagar Cotton Mills LtO. 

1. The Deccan Co-operative Spinning Mills Limited. 

2. The Yeshwant Co~operative Processor$ Limited. 

1. Model Mills, Nagpur. 

2. Central India Spinning, Weaving and Manufactur
ing _Co. Limite.d. 

3. Nagpur Sahakari Soot Girni Ltd. 

R; S. R. Mohta Mills. 

Amravati Growers Sahakari Spinning and Weaving 
Mills Limited. 

1. R. S. R. G. Mohta Mills, Akola. 

2. Akola Sahakari Soot Girni Ltd. 

l•ec!eration of Cotton Powerloom Associations of 
Maharashtra, Bombay. 

Vijay Manufacturing Private Ltd., Badnera. 

Raja Bahadur Motilal Poona Mills Ltd. 
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· ANNEXURE;v>\ . · 

List of representatives of IndustrY, trade and Laboin' and Individuals who appeared before the 
Committee for giving evidence. 

Serial , : .•r .. ·• 
No-

1. Representatives of the Indian COttOil'Mills' Fede~~tib'n, Bombay. 

2. Representatives ofMill-Owners'AssbCiati~n. Bi;m&!y.: 
3. Maharashtra Mofussil Mills ASsdblati~n, Na~r~ ·' : · 

4. Representatives of Federation ofditton .. Poweilciom:Association ofMaharashtra, Bombay. 

5. iepresentativek tir Ak~la sahabri soot Girnhtd.,'Akoia. . · 

6. RSh~~:u~.tives of the Handloom ~~othes r~o~u~r.~ Co-operative Association Ltd., 

7. Representatives of the Yarn Merchants Association, Sholapur .. 

8. Vidarbha Chamber of Commerce, Akola. 

9. Amravati Cotton Merchants Association, Amravati.: '· 

10. Representatives ofRashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangb, Bombay.-

11. Representatives of the Bombay Gimi Kamgar Union (AITUC), Bombay. 

12. Representatives of Rashtriya Gimi Kamgar Sangh, Sholapur. 

13. Representatives of Miraj Taluka Girni Kamgar Sangh, Madhavnagar. 

14. Representatives of Kapad Kamgar Union, Kolhapur. 

15. Representatives of the Shahu Mills Kamgar Sangb, Kolhapu~. 

16. Representatives of the Rashtriya Gimi Kamgar Sangh, Barsi. 

17. Representatives of Rashtriya Girni Kamgar Sangh, Sholapur. 

18. Representatives ofSiddharth Mill Kamgar Sangh, Nagpur. 

19. Representatives ofRashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangh, Nagpur and Vidarbha Workers Textile 
Federation. · 

20. Representatives of Nagpur Sabakari Soot Gimi Ltd., Nagpur. 

21. Representatives of Messrs. Gimi Mazdoor Sangb, Achalpur. 

22. Shri M. D .. Bhat, Authorised Controller, The India United Mills Ltd., Bombay. 

23. Shri A. G. Kulkam~ M.P., Chairman, Deccan Co-operative Spg. Mills Ltd., Ichalkaranji~. 

24. Shri N. s. Kulkarni, Managing Director, Maharashtra State Co-operative Marketing 
Federation. 

25. Shri B. H. Mody, Deputy Manager (Cotton), Maharasbtra State Co-operative Marketing: 
Federation. 

26. Shri D. D. Samant, Bombay. 

L-A H 5291-14a 



ANNEXURE VI 

List of Memoranda received 

1. The Mill Owners' Association, Bombay. 

2. President, Hindustan Chamber of Commerce, BombaY. 

3. The Lakshmi-Vishnu Cotton Mi~~~imitecj, Sholapur. 

4. The Textile Processors' Association (India), Bombay. 

5. President, Rashtriya Gimi Kamgar ~angb, Sho!apur. 

6. Vidarbha Rashtriya Kapad ,l{.amgar Federation and Rashtriya Mill Mazdoor Sangb 
Nagpur. 

7. President, Textile Workers' Sangli, llinganghat. 

8. Sbri N. S. R. Murthy, BomiJ;ly. 

9. Shri M. V. Kothari, Bombay. 

10. Sbri P. B. Khaudwalla, Bombay 

11. Shri S.M. Sanwal, Nanded. · 
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ANNEXURE vn 

List of Mill Compaoies wbich furnished replies to the Questloooaire 

(The first 42 mills are in Bombay) 

Serial 
No. 

1 

Name of the Mill Co. 

2 

1 Ahmedabad Jupiter Spinnig and Weaving Mills 
Ltd. 

2 Apollo Mills Ltd. 

3 Bombay Dyeing & Mfg. Co. Ltd. (Spring 
Mills). 

4 Bradbury Mills Ltd. 

5 Century Spg. & Mfg. Co. Ltd. 

6 Coorla Spg. & Wvg. Co. Ltd. 

7 Crown Spg. & Wvg. Co. Ltd. 

8 Dawn Mills Company Limited 

9 Digvijay Spg. & Wvg. Co. Ltd. 

10 Elphinstone Spg. & Wvg. Mills Company Ltd. 

11 Finlay Mills Limited 

12 Gold Mohur Mllis Ltd. 

13 Hindustan Spg. & Wvg. Mills Company Ltd. 

14, Indian Mfg. Company Ltd. 

IS India United Mills Ltd. 

16 Jam Manufacturing Co. Ltd. 

17 Kamla Mills Limited 

18 Khatau Makanjee Spg. & Wvg. Company Ltd. 

19 Kohinoor Mills Co. Ltd. 

20 Modem Mills Ltd. 

21 Mukesh Textiles Ltd. 

22 Morarjee Gokuldas Spg. & Wvg. Company Ltd. 

23 New City of Bombay Mfg. Co. Ltd. 

24 New Great Eastern Spg. & Wvg. Co. 

25 Phoenix Mills Ltd. 

26 Podar Mills Ltd. 

27 Prakash Cotton Mills (P.) Ltd. 

28 Raghuvanshi Mills Ltd. 

No. of 
mills 

3 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

s 
1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Installed capacity as on 
30th September 1967 

Spindles 

4 

82,292 

62,068 

2,21,200 

48,912 

1,36,352 

34,476 

52,912 

63,128 

47,680 

54,296 

72,812 

66,844 

53,476 

57,664 

!,62,836 

49,784 

61,920 

1,31,080 

1,29,504 

61,296 

40,636 

1,52,772 

55,32() 

5!,99b 

89,684 

45,716 

53,228 

43,77b 

Looms 

s 

11?4 

902 

3,826 

840 

3,042 

672 

1,066 

Nil. 

1,150 

935 

862 

1,142 

1,223 

1,283 

6,145 

1,082 

1,031 

1,494 

1,960 

702 

672 

2,980 

476 

962 

1,169 

930 

676 

144 

No. of workers 
employed 
in all shifts 
per day as 
on 30th 

September 
1967 

6 

4,257 

3,264 

12,417 

2,729 

11,576 

2,305 

2,546 

1,764 

2,640 

2,716 

2,869 

3,113 

2,538 

3,130 

14,657 

3,389 

3,389 

5,265 

7,906 

2,666 

2,451 

7,202 

2,032 

2,818 

4,560 

2,165 

1,876 

1,292 
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ANNEXURE VU-contd. 

Installed capacity as on No. of workers 

Serial Name of the Mill Co. No. of 
30th September 1967 employed 

in all shifts 
No. mills Spindles Looms per day as 

on 30th 
September 

1967 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

29 Rajesb Textile Mills Ltd. 1 52'664 984 2.849 

30 Sassoon Spg. & Wvg. Co. Ltd. 2 96,488 2,lll 5,677 

~1 Shree Nlwas CottOJrMills Ltd. 1 '!,05,392 1,632 5,005 

32 Shree Ram Mills Ltd. 1 1,22,828 1,449 4,566 

33 Shree Sitaram Mills Ltd. 2 67,240 1,146 3,193 

34 Shree Madhusudan Mills Ltd. 1 96,088 1,580 4,077 

35 Simplex Mills Co• Ltd. 1 50,392 923 2,888 

36 Standard Mills Co. Ltd. 2 99,452 2.420 5,134 

37 Swadeshi Mills Co. Ltd. 1 91,268 2,282 5,!56 

38 Swan Mills Ltd. 1 44,580 611 2,594 

39 Tata Mills Ltd.. . 1 77,992 1,873 5,!36 

40 Victoria Mills Ltd. 1 56,936 1,028 3,099 

41 Western India Spg. & Mfil· Co. Ltd. 1 60,816 1,364 3,513 · .... 
r42 Edward Textiles Ltd. 1 49,728 932 3,000 

43 Aurangabad Mills Ltd., Aurangabad 1 12,640 273 650 

'44 Vijay Mfg. Co. Ltd., Badnera 1 15,962 368 

45 Centrallndia Spg. & Wvg. & Mfg. Co. 
Nagpur. 

Ltd., 1 1,08,686 2,140 7,591 

46 Chhaganlal Tei<tili: Mills Pvi:·Ltd., Chalisgilon. 1 24,628 604 1,419 
47 Deccan Co-dperative . Spg. Mills Ltd., lchal· 1 37,816 Nil. 482 karanji. 

48 Jam Shri Ranjitsinghji ~vUJuw.15 emu weaving 1 26,176 511 1,504 ·Mills Limited, Sholapur. 

49· Jayshankar Mills ilarsi Ltd., Barsi• 1 !5,!52 Nil. 887 
so Khandesh Spg. &'Wvg. Mills Ltd-1 Jalgaori- 1 26,128 513 739 
51 Lakshmi Vishnu Cotton Mills Ltd., Sholapur 1 1,08,108 2,612 7,174 
52: · Lokmanya Mills Ltd., Barsi 1 14,640 Nil. 923 
53 Madhavnagar Cotton Mills Ltd., Madhavnagar. l 39,300 Nil. !,OS! 

•s4 Mara the Textile ·Mills Ltd., Miraj 1 25,899 Nil. 598 
ss Narsinggirji Mfg. Co. Ltd., Sholapur 1 55,269 1,166 3,857 

•s6 New Pratap Spg. & Wvg. & Mfg.· Company 1 51,188 ,034 1,736 Ltd., Dhulia. 

57 Model Mil!s Ltd., Nagpur 1 49,208 988 4,040 
58 Osmanshahi Mqls Ltd., Nanded 1 40,460 902 3,702 
59 Pulgaon Cotton Mills Ltd., Pulgaon 1 27,524 491 2,176 

. -·- --- - --
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ANNEXURE VU-concld. 

Serial 
No. 

I 

Name of the Mill Co. 

2 

60 Pratap Spg., Wvg. cfc Mfg. Co. Ltd., Amalner •• 

61 R. S. R. Oopa1das Mohta Mills Ltd., Akola 

62 R.S. R. Mohta Mills Ltd., Hingangbat 

63 Raja Bahadur Motila1 Poona Mill$ Ltd., Poona. 

64 Rajan(Textile) Mills Pvt. Ltd., Barsi 

65 Sbri Shahu Chhatrapati Mills, Kolhapur 

•66 Kiran Spg. Mills, Thana 

•Not covered in tbe financial analysis. 

No. of 
mills 

3 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Installed capacity as on 
30th September 1967 

Spindles Looms 

4 5 

3!,132 620 

. 21,568 464 

35,370 454 

37,252 610 

21,486 Nil 

26,824 336 

38,120 

No. of workers 
Employed 
in all shifts 
per day as 

on 30th 
September 

1967 
6 

1,996 

1,309 

1,569 

2,234 

182 

1,046 

1.440 

tNo reply received but included in the financial analysis on the basis of oublished balance-sheet. 
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